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Senate is fine-tuning
SocialSecurity plan
week
By CLIFF HAAS
Generally, the. Senate package
Associated Press Writer
- The
parallels the House version. It
W ASHING TON 1AP
keeps virtually intact recommenSenate, giving a $165 billion Social
dations of the National ConunisSecurity rescue plan its last major
mon on Social Security Reform to
congressional test, is taking up a
curb benefits, increase payroll
stream of amendments that intaxes, tax a portion of the benefits
clude blocking a scheduled payroll
going to more affluent retirees
tax hike and raising the retireand make Social Security
ment age to 68.
The Senate began preliminary (-overage mandatory for new
federal employees.
work on the legislation WednesThe Senate Finance Committee
day and resumed debate today.
version of the bill calls for raising
The House approved its version
the retirement age to 66 by 2015,
of the bailout plan last week on a
and phasing in a 5 percent benefit
282-148 vote.
cut for new retirees in the next
But the House. which has
century.
stricter rules than the Senate for
The House bill would raise the
considering legislation, was able
retirement age to 67 by the year
to insulate the measure from
2027, but not cut future benefits.
amendments.
Dole, who served on the reform
Members of the Senate,
commission, acknowledged that
however, have Indicated they will
the package, which he said "retry to attach more than two dozen
amendments to the version of the quires concessions from all the
parties who have a stake in Social
bill drafted last week by the
Security," cannot stand much
Senate Finance('ommittee.
The Senate was voting today on tinkering.
"It is a fair and reasonable proamendments by Sen. Steven I).
posal, not a perfect proposal,"
Symms. ft-Idaho, to gradually
raise the retirement age from 65 Dole said. But he added "the
to 68, and by Sen. Bill Bradley, D- strength of this package may be
N.J., to provide "disability- the weakness of its parts" since
retirement" benefits in the next legislators know it will fail if any
century for workers 62 or older of its major provisions are
whose health prevents them from significantly modified.
• Sen. Daniel Patrick Moynihan.
working but who do not meet the
--who-alse--served--ast-the
stringent—require:mute—of—the—
reform commission, agreed it is a
regular disability program.
Sen. William L. Armstrong, R- fair package.
-The balance, nonetheless, is
Colo., said he would seek to block
fragile,"
Moynihan said. "The
the
in
increases
package's
the
House has succeeded in avoiding
payroll tax.
Sen. Russell Long. D-1.a.. the significant alterations to the
top Democrat on the Finance package. It is our responsibility in
Corrunittee. attacked the package the Senate to do the same."
The Senate took up the measure
for setting "a dangerous precedent" by relying too much on Wednesday after laying aside a
general revenues to shore up the jobs bill stalemated over an
amendment to repeal tax
Social Security system.
withholding on interest and
HDole.
Bob
Sen.
Nonetheless,
Kan., chairman of the Finance dividends.
Committee, predicted Wednesday
the Senate would pass the bill "by
a substantial vote," and that Congress will "have this on the president's desk sometime late next

Chamber ballots
mailed for voting

Senate leaders plan
job program rescue
WASHINGTON (API - Senate
leaders are planning another try
at rescuing a $5.1 billion jobs program from parliamentary
paralysis, but face stiffening
resistance from backers of an
amendment to repeal the
withholding tax on interest and
dividends.
Sen. Bob Kasten. R-Wis., author
of the controversial repeal amendment, vowed to right on in his effort, even if it meant seeking other
forums — including the possibibty
of trying to attach his amendment
to the carefully crafted Social
Security bail-out measure now
before the Senate
Kasten said he would decide
later today whether to pursue
such•course — a move that could
MOH -Utie -soma -Security legislation as it has the jobs bill.
"It's an idea, it's one of the options," Kasten said in an Interview
A divided Senate verdict on
Kasten's measure on Wednesday
prolonged the deadlock on the jobs
bill at least until Fnday, possibly
The Senate rejected by 10 votes
a leadership bid to block Kasten's
effort. But, by a one-vote margin.
the Senate also turned back
Kasten's attempt to force a vote
on it.
Both motions were procedural
ones requiring 60 of the Senate's
100 members to prevail. The vote
on the motion by Senate leaders
was 50-48, while the tally on
Kasten's effort came to 59-39.
Unable to proceed further on the
bill. Senate Majority Leader
Howard H. Baker Jr., R-Tenn.,
postponed action on the measure
until Friday, and had the Senate
Lake up the Social Security bill instead.
•

Ballots for the election to the
Board of Directors of the MurrayCalloway Chamber of Commerce
were mailed to the membership
today. Five new directors will be
elected for a period of three years.
Enclosed with the ballot was a
list of all members. Any member
in good standing is eligible for
election to the board. The five
receiving the highest number of
votes from the total membership
will be elected with the results being announced on March 25.
The five new directors *ill be
seated as full members of the
board on March 28 and this group
will elect its new officers in April

cloudy
Tonight and Friday cloudy
with a 40 percent chance of
rain. Overnight lows in the upper 40s. Highs Friday near 60
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Local transit system shows progress

Patrons praise public transportation
By RUTH ANN COMBS
Staff Writer
Public transportation has become more and
more popular in recent years due to the rising
cost of operating one's own vehicle and also
due to the easy accessibility of some form of
public transportations. making its use a convenience.
Several residents of Murray and Calloway
County have found the Murray and Calloway
Transit System very helpful in their day-today routines.
After talking with several transit patrons at
was found that each had his or her own individual reason for using the transit system
but each came down to the reason of convenience.
The Murray and Calloway Transit System
works through contract with both the Murray
Independent School District and the Callowaj
County School District to transport students
who are unable to ride a regular school bus to
and from the schools.
Jim Greer, assistant superintendent of the
Calloway County School District. and Willie
Jackson. director of pupil personnel and
transportation director in the Murray Independent School System, both express
positive comments concerning the transit
system.
-Greer reports that three Calloway County
students are currently riding the transit
system's busses to and from school. He notes
that by contract with the system to run this
service, it is saving the school district money
because it would not be feasible to purchase a

bus with the required equipment for transpor
brig these three students
He adds that he feels. iwrsonally . that the
system has a positive impact on the total
munity, especially older people who ma) not
be able to get around town on their own
Jackson also say s their contract with the
transit system saves school system MOill0 in
transporting their seven students two and
from school.
He adds that Sue Morris. manager of the
transit system, and the drivers of the
system's busses have been very cooperative
and efficient in transporting these students
pronot only to their school but also to spec
grams at Southwest Elementary S. hool. Murray State University's Special Education
Building, Murray High Sc hool and Robertson
Elementary School
Jackson praised the yi) stein and Morris m
doing a fine job in general operations of the
Murray and Calloway Transit System
David Brown,a student at Calloway Middle
School and the son of Otis and Moic• Brown has
been ruling the transit) system bus for about
four year now, according to his mother Mrs
Brown adds that they live about 15 miles a WaY
from the school and that prior to the use of the
transit system she transported David to anal
from school every clay.
She adds that the system has been a big help
to the Brown family because of their distaiwe
to the school and the amount of time saved in
taking David to school herself
Cheryl Course)', mother of a Calloway
County student who requires the services of
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Search continues for new EPA director
By JAMES GERS'TE NZA NG
Associated Press Writer
WASHINGTON (APIThe
White House is moving rapidly to
find a new head for the Environmental Protection Agency,
whose acting director ran into
controversy just a week after he
took over, a Reagan administration official says.
The official said it was "extremely unlikely" that acting
director John W Hernandez Jr.
would get the job permanently
following revelations about his
record at the troubled agency.
"There is a sense we need to
move on an expedited basis and as
rapidly as we can," the White
House official said Wednesday
night, speaking on condition that
he not be further identified.
The official said President
Reagan's senior advisers have
narrowed the list of potential administrators to approximatel) six
names.

Hernandez became the center of
new controversy Wednesday when
he told a congressional panel that
he showed a 1981 EPA draft report
on dioxin to the Dow Chemical
Co., the manufacturer of the toxic
chemical.
But Hernandez, who was then
deputy EPA administrator,
denied ordenng changes in the
final version that deleted ciitical
references to Dow.
Hernandez said the Chicago
EPA office deleted the critical
references to Dow. But EPA
spokeswoman Kathy Brown, in
Chicago. said the changes were
ordered by flernandez' subordinates in Washington
Hernander was named by
Reagan to replace Anne McGill
Burford on March 9 But since
then, White House and EPA officials said he has had no contact
or direct instructions from the
president.
Mrs. Burford resigned under

pressure from ('ongress. where
six panels are investigating EPA,
looking into allegations of politii al
manipulation, perjury, conflict of
interest and -sweetheart" deals
with industry
According to the White House
official, the list of potential
nominees to take over the agency
permanently includes • William I)
Ruckelshaus, the first administrator of the agency when it
began operation in the Nixon ad-
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February figures show more
evidence of economic recovery
lit
Department said IrVe4hirsila
By The Associated Preu
Housing starts and factor) use •addition, permits for future , i,r,
both rose in February, providing struction rose 1 .percent_lu_am rate .
more evidence that the ecorunny of 1.49 million units, it said.
Both rates were the highest,
is emerging from recession
Builders began work on 2.9 per- since September 1979, and were
elcomed since some economists
cent more houses last mon0-,iti_an
cted at least small declines
in January, at an annuaikate of
(Continued On page 21
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Announcer has two guaranteed fans
CA WOOL). Ky. iAP - Wash Ledford. 85. and his
wife. Sadie, 79. never thought their win would be a
radio sports announcer.
But Cawood Ledford is in his 30th year of giving
radio play-by-play accounts of University of Kentucky football and basketball games.
He knows when he is on the air, his parents will be
listening from their white frame house surrounded
by evergreen trees in his hometown of Cawood in
southeastern Kentucky's Harlan County
• •I never dreamed of him being an announcer,"
Mrs Ledford said recently "But I knew he could do
it if he put his mind to it He was a boy you couldn't
do much guessing on He did what he wanted to do
'•I had no idea that he'd be doing what he is today." Wash Ledford said "But I'm real proud of
him "
always expected Cawood to do something real
big." Mrs Ledford said recently He was a smart
boy and I thought he could do what he wanted with
his life "
'tut when Ledford received his business administration degree from Centre College. his
mother had no idea what that might be
First he worked as a bookkeeper for a Harlan
county bakery He also taught English at Hall High
S. bool for a semester.
!Daily itIC found his niche, a job announcing
sports for a local radio station. Today he is national-

ly known.
In addition to being the "voice at the Kentucky
Wildcats," Ledford has called the NCAA basketball
finals for NBC and CBS radio for the past seven
years. And he hai called the Kentucky Derby for
CBS for several years.
As a boy. Ledford was not athletic, his mother
said.
"Cawood liked sports a lot." she said. "But he
wasn't big enough to play. He was a little kid.
"He did become the manager of the tennis team
at Centre College, but I don't think he ever played
any sports at Hall High School." she said.
Mrs. Ledford said his interest probably came
from her side of the family.
grew up with nine brothers and I've liked
sports all my life." she said. "I was always going
with my brother to sporting events."
The Ledfords are avid University of Kentucky
fans. "I never miss a minute of one of their games."
Mrs. Ledford said.
"I like to listen to them.- Wash Ledford said,
"but sometimes it's too much for me. Sometimes I
read or go to bed. I'm all right as long as they win."
Excitement is not what Ledford has in mind when
he comes to visit, Mrs. Ledford said.
"He reads on the couch or goes out and walks by
himself in the fields," she said. "He rarely goes to
town when he comes to visit."

Transit system••• r Continued From Page 1
in the Council Chamber in City Hall and urges
anyone with transportation concerns or needs
to attend the meetings
Members of the board are Peter Whaley.
chairman: Skip Neale. Duff Erwin; Jerry
Key. Ann Kelly Bolin. Ralph Morris; W.C.
Outland. and Joe Dyer. Board members are
appointed by the mayor and the county judgeexecutive.
Drivers for the system are Melissa Smith,
Laura Reeder, Pegky Gibson, Norville Cole
and Sam lee
Morris reports that when the system
started an 1980 it had only two old vans and a
ridership of about 60 per month. Now the
system operates four busses and vans and has
a ridership of 1,500 per month.
For more information about Murray and
ra I loway Transit System call 753-9725

oopyrative
Aileen Eromke. a resident of 723 Riley
Court, says she •.caril say enough good about
the system
"I don't know what older people that don't
have cars would do without it." she says.
Promke uses the system at least once a week
for shopping and also to go to the beauty shop
to get her hair done
She is very complementary of the drivers
saying. "they will even bring your groceries
to the door tor you
Morris reiports that the fare structure for
the systemjs SI for in-city transportation, $2
for county patrons and that the hours of
operation have been extended to run 7 a.m. to
p ni
She adds that the board members of the
systi•rn meet the first Thursday of each month
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Continued From Pagel
following January's huge 33.4 percent increase in housing starts.
Starts for single-family houses
alone in February fell 8.5 percent
to an annual rate of '1.04 million
after rising 34.9 percent in
January. But making up for that
drop, work was begun on units in
apartments and other multi-unit
buildings, at an annual rate of
716,000, up 25.4 percent from
January.
--Constru-e-tioft -eowt-rart
meanwhile, is expected to rise 15
percent this year to 8178.3 billion,
mainly because of falling interest
rates and increased public works
spending, according to DodgeSweet's Construction Outlook, a

trade journal published by
McGraw-Hill Inc. .
That figure is 211 billion higher
than was estimated six months
ago, because interest rates fell
more sharply than expected during 1982's final quarter. the
publication said.
In the manufacturing sector,
factories operated at 68.5 percent
of their capacity. a 0.2 percentagepoint gain from January, the
Federal Reserve Board said: -It-was--the third -straight-monthly increase, and paralleled
another Federal Reserve report
Tuesday that showed industrial
production rose 0.3 percent in
February - also the third consecutive gain.
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Organizational chairman. J R.
Miller of Owensboro, told the
group that the Collins campaign is
better organized than any which
he has been associated in his
years of Democratic party activities. "In my years of involvement in gubernatorial and
senatorial races, I have never
seen anything like it," Miller said.
The highlight of the day came
when Collins told her organizational group that all political polls
point to her lead in the campaign.
"Every poll for every. candidate in
this campaign shows us with a
good lead at this point in time I'm
counting on you in each individual
county to maintain that lead and
build on it to insure victory in the
May primary," she said.
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"We're now organized in all 120
of Kentucky's counties! It's the
first time a gubernatorial campaign has ever been able to show
an active county organization in
each Kentucky county."
The words are those of Collins
Campaign Chairman Senator Joe
Prather. Prather Made the announcement to 450 Collins campaign leaders from across the
state at an -organizational
workshop held in Lezington.
"We're proud of the fact that
Martha Layne has been able to
draw top quality people to her
campaign," Prather said. "Every
county in Kentucky is now officially organized for her election on
May 24. It really means a lot to
any campaign to reach this goal,
and not only have we been able to
reach it, we have filled the positions with the type of leadership
we will need to win in May and
again in November," Prather added. .'
The campaign workshop
brought together the chairmen
and co-chairmen of the Colins•.
campaign from across the state.
The day-long workshop was used
to bring the various county leadership comittees up to date on
various aspects of the campaign.
The crowd heard about campaign finance laws from Judge
John Pitlmore.- former chief
*stiee of the Kentucky Supreme
Court, In addition, campaign
trelerums---Gary Gillis espial-tied correct procedure for fundraising
activities. Other aspects of the
campaign dealing with scheduling, press, media, and voter contact were discussed in additional
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Collins workers plan
strategy in Lexington

Suntan
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Selected Group

COLLINS CAMPAIGNERS - Martha Layne Collins for governor
committee from across Kentucky met recently in Lexington to
discuss campaign organization and strategy. Manners of the local
committee, along with Collins (middle were (from loft) Bob Phoney, Kay Nanney, Bettye Bennett and Z.C. Ent:.

KNOXVILLE, Tenn
AP, C.H. Butcher Jr says he will go
directly to the stockholders of a
Nashville bank if its directors
won't join 11 other Tennessee
banks in his new $I billion holding
company
Butcher announced on Wednesday his plan to combine the down
banks, including United Southern
Bank of Nashville whose officials
quickly denied they are joining the
holding company.
The Knoxville banker controls
25 banks in Tennessee and Kentucky, including his flagship institution, City Si County Bank of
Knox County. But he recently sold
his 22 percent interest in US Bank,
that bank's president says.
Butcher, who is being treated
for phlebitis in a Miami hospital,
told The Tennessean. Nashville's
morning newspaper. Wedneiday
night he will bypass US Bank's
directors.
:'We are still going before the
shareholders for their approval,
even though I understand the
management of US Bank is opposed to the merger," Butcher said.
"If the shareholders of US Bank
turn down the merger, then we
will still go ahead with it. The corporation would just be smaller."
Butcher said.
Word that the unnamed holding
company would include US Bank
brought a denial from Tom Mot.
tern, president of US Corp.. a
cooperative of 12 Middle Tennessee banks of which US Bank of
Nashville is the lead institution.
"Information that our bank is
joining a holding company is totally erroneous." said Mottern, who
joined US Corp. in January after
resigning as state banking commissioner.
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Congress' version of
the double standard

like the NIT game at Racer Arena tonight
When Murray State's Racers tip it
off at 7 30 tonight in the National Invitational Tournament NIT! game
at Racer Arena, there will be a lot of
people there who will.feel like kicking
off their shoes. loosening their belts
and just plain relaxing after four 14
the hardest working days the 've
ever put in
It'll be a big crew of people who
have worked furiously to put the
game together on such short notice
Mies' the Racers Were so -unexpectedly eliminated from the: Ohio
Valley Conference tournament and
any possibility of playing in the National Collegiate Athletic Association
NCAA tournament by Akron last
Friday night, the folks at the university still had a feeling that Murray
would get a NIT invitation, but it
wasn't until about 7 p m Sunday that
the word came through
Coach Ron Greene was at WPSDTV I Channel 6 in Paducah taping his
Sunday show when the word moved
across the news wires. Murray had
been selected for the NIT - one of
the first IS, in fact. It is the third time
within the past four years that the
Racers have played in this
prestigious tournament, and quite a
concentrated effort had been made
behind the scenes to host a game
should they be invited again this
year.
This groundwork long had been
laid by Dr Marshall Gordon, OVC
Commissioner Jim Delany and
Coach Greene, repeatedly emphasizing that Murray had played in -four
NIT games in the past all of which
were on the road. It was about time.
they insisted, that they be entitled to
host one.
• • •
Athletic Director Johnny Reagan,
whose baseball Thoroughbreds were
playing Indiana liniversity across
the campus on Reagan Field...had
kept his office open all-Sunda -afternoon in anticipation of the NIT invitation and any word on hosting a game.
But no word came froni the NIT
headquarters at Madison Square
Garden in New York as secretary
Nancy ()Vain faithfully stayed by.
Coach Reagan's phones his game
with Indiana over. Coach Reagan
came to the office and took over the.

Lower costs help
steel industry status
It could not have been a happy day for officials of
the United Steelworkers of America when they
ratified a new contract reducing wages by'$1.25 an
hour and cutting back fringe benefits for their
266,000 members.
Yet this unusual step - the first time in modern a
labor history that a major industrial union has accepted wage reductions - may have as much
benefit for steelworkers in the long run as any wage
increase they have won in the past.
Lower labor costs can help the American steel industry regain the competitive standing it has all but
lost in the face of more efficient steel production
abroad. Nearly 143.000 USW members have been
laid off and another 21.500 are working reduced
schedules as a result of slack demand for U.S.produced steel.
According to the American Iron and Steel Institute, the industry's labor costs have been running
at more than $26 an hour, including $14 in wages and
another $12 in benefits. Those figures will drop back
under the new contract concessions, and cost-ofliving benefits otherwise payable between now and
1965 will be skipped unless inflation exceeds an annual rate of 4 percent.
A key to the historic agreement is that steel companies have agreed to invest their savings in labor
costs in the modernization of their plants and not in
the acquisition of other corporations. New equipment and processes will increase the productivity
of steelworkers. Their increased productivity. in
turn, will justify future pay increases.
Granting pay increases when there is no
equivalent increase in worker productivity forces
companies to raise their prices. Competitors who
keep wages and productivity rising at the same rate
can hold down their prices. That's an old economic
lesson that our steel industry seems to have learned
belatedly, the hard way.
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vigil for her
About 8 .C-)Sundo et eium: the ex
peCted and hoped-for call. did
through to Coach Reagan,.and it Lk as
learned at that tune that the Rat ers.
first-round opponent would be Wake
Forest of the tough Atlantic Coast
Conference and that the game w
be played in Murra% tonight The%
had four cia% s to get reach fur it
Forty-fiVe 1111ndte.s after that call CARR' through. 1)r
*cotdeen. v
president for ono erstti, service, A nil
under whose N mg the athletic programs fall. swung, Into action uith
meeting in his home on lila-an Roaa
Among those gathered around him
for this w Cr!'
Grrene. his tVe
assistants. Steve Newton and Mike
Mt,
spccrts information director
Doug Vance and athletic prianotion
man Jimmy Wilder
• • •
The-y-losi no time biting into the opportunit% Reagan first outlined the
guidelines for such a game is set
forth in the Ni'!' handb4Nok Then thev
established -ticket prices. extended
the ticket office hours tit N p iii f4ir
the three nights preceeding the WILKflitIllefit to sell out the game
Dr ilortIon Charged up the group
by pointing out that this was a great
opportunity for Murray State. to be
selected as one of the It, openinggame sites and that virtual 1% all of
the others were in major cities
If a good showing was made
is
crowd sellout and a Racer win
there-was a good possibility that a second game might be playtAiotiere.
either next Suticlas or Monda. Tho
had, he pointed out, told the NIT cow.
mutter that they felt like. the game
would Iw a sellout even though the
campus was enipty of students.
faculty and staff because of the spring break
Dus meeting lastAxl almost until
nudnight and while it MDT going ern
-Doug- Forest's sports information man.
Warshauer, at Winston-.Salem.
N C
trailing information and
gathering material for the printed
game program
Earl., Tuesday morning, he had allthe pictures of the Wake Forest
players he needed for the program
and it was put into the capable tuinds
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SURSCHIPTION KATES In areas served
arrlers. $3 1.0 per month, payable In ad.
mall In Calieway County and to
.
Denten. Hardin. Mayfield. Belisha and Far(Masten. Ky and Perla. Buchanan and
~reef% Tn.. Walt per year. By mad Se
WASper
desetlesse
ein
.6411: reach all depart= el Ilse
phone 702411111
-0 Theism le•(+somber
et Asimirlated Press. Keistucily Priam
Ban and itelliberli Nevsepepor
-A
Association
Associated Press Is eactusevety entitled to news originated by The Murray I odium

by m.c. gorrott

It's no simple matter, puffing on.a show

Practicing a double standard. Congress exempts
itself from many Laws it compels the rest of us to
obey under penalty of fine, imprisonment or both
The Labor Relations Act, requiring recognition of
unions and protection of workers from unfair labor
practices. is Just one of several laws Congress
doesn't obey
A man who has worked 21 years in the Senate
cafeteria and makes 613,000 a year was instrumental in forming the Capitol Employees Organizing
:roup He succeeded in getting 60 percent of his coworkers to join. The Senate, however, refuses to
recognize the group.
House restaurant employees make 63.65 an hour.
Senate restaurant workers make $4.59 an hour.
Yoii'd think it would be the reverse because there
are 10 times more representatives than senators
Many empldyees do not get overtime although they
are expected to work as late as the House remains
in session.
Congress is also exempt from the Civil Rights Act
of 1964, which bans discrimination on the basis of
race, color, religion, sex or national origin.
Members who back the exemptions say that Congress is a political institution that could not function
if its 535 members couldn't select staffs and supporting personnel on the basis of political need.
They hold that if a Polish-American legislator from
a Polish-American district wants to hire only
Polish-Arne/leans, he has the right to do so.
But what if the Irish-American with a business in
an Irish-American section of Boston wants to hire
only Irish-Americans? He would be labeled a racist
and a bigot and could be taken to court. Why?
Because he isn't a congressman and only Congress
is untouched by the law.
Congressional exemption from federal law is based on Art. I. Sec. 6 of the Constitution, which says of
federal lawmakers: "For any speech or debate in
either House, they shall not be questioned in any
other place." The courts have interpreted this to
mean that members cannot be questioned about
their personal hiring or about the general hiring of
congressional employees.
Rep. Don Edwards, D-Calif., thinks this situation
is a mockery of the liberal element of his party,
which claims to be concerned with civil and working class rights. Sen. Dale Bumpers, 1)-Ark., said.
"I think we ought to comply with the same rules we
impose on everyone else."
We doubt if Congress will vote to eliminate any of
its privileges unless a strong grassroots protest
forces it to. But it would be nice if our federal
lawmakers stopped making new rules for us - but
not them - to obey. Nice, but not likely.
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Ten years ago
Approximately 2,300 students from
Calloway County and Murray City
Schools and Kindergartens attended
the second children's concert of 197213 school year on March 14 at Murray
State University auditorium It
featured the MSU Symphonic Band
with Paul Shahan as director.
Murray Optimist Club President
Jim Fain and Past-president Bill
Cherry received the Honor Club
Award and Optimist Intenational
Presidential Citation from Gov.
Larry Mayfield at Kentucky-West
Virginia District of Optimist International. Only 10 per cent of the 3,000 affiliated clubs receive this award.
• Births reported include a boy to
Mr. 'and Mrs.-Dewey Ealey, Jr.,
March 13, and a boy to Mr. and Mrs.
NOM1111 D. Hale,Jr., March 9.
Barry Bybee is pictured with the
74 pound largemouth hen he look
while flaking out of Cypress Springs
Boat Dock.
Mrs. George (Montle i Barrow of
Ilemal woe honored at a surprise dbg
nor In celebration of her 70th birthday on March 11 at home of Mr. and

Mrs Ray Barrow
Twenty years ago
Pictured is the proposed 10-story
dormitory to house 300 women to be
built at the corner of North 15th and
Chestnut Streets by Murray State
College
Deaths reported include Teresa
Ann West, lei months.
New officers of Murray-Calloway
County Gray Ladies of Murrat.
Hospital are Mrs. Paul I.ynn, Mrs
John Barlow and Mrs. Rollie K elle)
Recent births reported at Mum')
Hospital include a girl to Buddy and
Beverly Spann and a girl to Mr and
Mrs. Robert McKinney.
Mary Anna Wallace. daughter of
Dr. and Mrs. A.D. Wallace of Murray, will receive her Certificate of
Dental Hygiene at commencement
exercises today at the University of
Tennessee Medical Unit, Memphis.
Tenn. • *
TNity yearsago
Officertr the Northdouth Cage
Classic to
played In June at Murray State College Include James M
Lassiter, Roy Stewart and George
Hart.

Bill Nall, manager of Kentuckv
I mkt. State l'ark Boat Dock, Silld
h) seven pound bass are teeing taken
daily by "pg" fishermen on Ken
tu('k) Lake
Mr and Mrs
Downs %fgt.
honored March 15 with ii dinner in
celebration of their 50th wedding an
niversary
Births reported include a boy to
Mr and Mrs 1.ee Williams, March
17. and a boy to Mr and Mrs Guy
Turner, March 10
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thoughts in season
by Ken Wolf
Ile was twice a candidate for presi
dent of the United States, and didn't
come close to being elected either
time Adlai E. Stevenson c1900-1965
was, however, Known as a thoughtful
nian, and a wit. On one occasion, he
said
Although America occasionally
gags on a gnat. it also has some
talent for swallowing tigers
whole.

Plans currently are underWa for a
second printing of Ken Wolf's
"Thoughts in Season." a paperback
collection of the author's columns
which have appeared in the Murray
Ledger & Time*. There will have to
be 350 requests for the book to warrant a second printing. Those wanting to order the book, at $5 per copy
for advance orders, should contact
Susan Hart at 753-3174.
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Newborn, dismissals listed by local hospital
Census at Murray•
(•alvi
as County
Hospital for Monday .
March 14. was 168 adults
and six in nursery
A newborn admission
was Sherry Miller and
baby girl. Rt
1.
Buck:man. Tenn
Dismissals w ere as

Mason. Rt 5. Mayfield.
Douglas Walker. 2618
Mrs Martha
Slain St
Cove). fit 7.
Mrs Geraldine Sykes.
Box 915. Parts, Tenn .
Mrs Mary V Majors. Kt
1. .lames P Matthai, Box
116. Hamlin. Miss Tiffany Franklin. 218 Broad,..ay Place. Mayfield:
John M Hopkins. fit 1. Mrs Sonja Whittaker, Rt
Alm', Joe Tipton Miller.
Benton, Mrs. Hazel
1411 Sycamore St J:11'01) Price. ftt I. Benton:
Mathis. South
Pfenti4 e.
Mrs %We L. Course,.
16th Street: Mrs Metz' Kt 1. Benton: Mrs. Judy

Ocean Pacific
T-Shirts At
Open 9 6 Mon Sot 9 8 Fe

7he ?tep
oeadder
at,
A •r Sloopponq Centre
75)1795
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'Hillbilly 'Barn

753.
1214

"locked By 300 Acres of
Ovr Family Owned Orciterdse•mww...41=w1/4M1114•411M10•011M1•4•11MINI411

Flippens Now Offers
Over 20 Different
Types Of Cheeses

•Danish Baby Munster Cheese
•Skandia Sharp White Cheddar
'Iceland Baby Swiss Cheese
•Swedish Farmer Cheese
•Old Canada Sharp American
*Milwaukee Beer Kaese Cheese
—ALSO—
•Merkts Cheese Spreads

Latimer. 1621 Keeniand:
lawton Robinson. Rt. 1.
Pury ear. Tom: Mrs.
Mary I. Pryor, Rt. 4.
Mayfield; Forest Boyd,
1609 Loch Lomond:
Thomas Parker. itt 7.
Mrs Corneilia Campbell. Rt 1. Dexter; Mrs.
Ruby Stallons. Kt 1.. Har:
din; William Barnhill. Kt
2, Buchanan. Tenn Carl
Medlin. Rt 1. Sedalia.

Bride-elect honored

1Murray Woman's Club hears studentsi
Students presented the Clubs in April.
Special music was
program at the general
meeting of the Murray presented by Valeria
Woman's Club held Martin. playing the
Saturday. March 5. at clarinet, and Daniel
930 am. at the club Craig. soloist. with Terry
Clump as accompanist.
house
Ginny Crihfield. second
Bfilly Phillips. student
at Murray High School. vice president, introducread his award winning ed those on program.
The president. Oneida
short story. "It Only
Hurts When You're 1.os, Boyd. presided with Lou
'Orr giving the devotion.
mg ..
Missy Conner. also a The 1982 Murray student at Murray High. Calloway Jaycee Fair
read her award winning Queen. Brenda Conley,
essay. 'Keeping Fit Ex- led in the pledge of
ercising Our Rights As allegiance to the flag.
Reports were given
Citizens "
The story and essay from the chairmen of the
will be entered by the 10 departments -- Alpha,
Murray club in the con- Creative Arts. Delta.
tests of the Kentucky Garden. Home, Kappa.
Federation of Women's Music. Sigma. Theta and
Zeta.
Officers elected for
198344 club year to take
office in May were Mrs

Several bridal events hostesses for the bridal
have been given in honor event
of Miss Rhonda Faye
Another tea shower
Garland, March 19th was held Sunday. March
bride-elect of Larry Don 6. from 2 to 4 p m at Ellis
Rogers.
Community ('enter
Miss Garland is the Mabel Rogers and Jessie
daughter of Mrs Gayle Craven were the
'Donna Russell and Jim- hostesses
my Garland Mr. Rogers
is the son of Mr and Mrs
Jimmy Rogers
A tea shower was held
Sunday. Feb. 20, from.2 to
4 p.m. at the Community
Murray State University students representing
Room of the North various organizations
will be "dancing for life" in a
Branch of the Peoples 24-hour Dance-A-Thon on
the campus Apnl 8-9 to
Bank. Hostesses were benefit the Muirular
Dystrophy Association
Kim Brandon. Linda
MDA
Johnson, I)onna JeihnsOn.
Sponsored by the Student Government AssociaSharon Wilson and Wan- tion ISGA i.
the Dance-A-Thon will run from 6 p.m.
da Stone
April 8 1o6 p.m. April 9. Money will be raised from
The home of Jana 1' pledges
students receive from local merchants and
Rogers was the scene of a
from donations made by organizations and inpersonal shower held
dividuals.
Saturday. Feb 26, at 2
A goal of 15.000 has been set by the S(:A.
Derry
p.rn
Lamb and
"In order for us to have a successful Dance-ANina Butterworth were
Mon. we will need cooperation and support from
local merchants when dancers ask for pledges,"
said Susanna Hodges, Frankfort sophomore who is
a co-chairman of the Dance-A-Thon committee. .
She emphasized that all proceeds from the event
will go to MDA and will be used for research,
clinics. camps and other services provided by the
association
Local merchants have donated prizes to be
awarded to Darice-A-Thon participants. Live entertainment arid refreshments will be provided for the
,lancers
cattiest conber 7113-3314
"We need everyone's support and participation."
Miss Hodges said.

Dance-A-Thon
for MDA planned
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Boyd. president: Ann
Brooks. first vice; Bess
Kerlick, second vice;
Evelyn Wallis. recording
secretary: Dorothy
McKenzie, corresponding

secretary: Billie Hall.
treasurer
Hostesses for the social
hour were members of
the Horne and Theta
Iirpartments

4.

SINGS AT PROGRAM — Daniel Craig, soloist,
sang Handel's "Messiah" with Terry Clump as
piano accompanist at general meeting of Murray
Woman's Club. They are students at Murray State
University.

PLAYS — Valeria Martin, Murray State University student, played
"First Movement For
Clarinet" by Hindemuth
at general meeting of
Murray Woman's Club.

CINE 1 & 2

'

This Week Only
Apple Cider
$200
A Carton!

Tammy Workman, Kt 1;
Johme Hobert Elliott, Ht
5:
Mrs. Tommie Pritchett. Rt 1, Dexter. Mrs
Opal Phillips. 604 Ellis.
Elmore I.ayton
Youngblood. Fern Terrace Lodge: Mrs Gladys
Lavern ,Mason. Kt S.
Mayfield. Herbert F
Dunn expired 506 Broad
St

Featured on program of MurON PROGRAM
ray Woman's Club were, from left, Missy Conner
and Billy Phillips, essay and short story winners
respectively, and Brenda Conley, reigning fair
queen.

HMO@ STARTS

TOMORROW
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CHINA
Fun and adventure.
.it every turn.

ine'Chern

AT COFFEE TABLE — Anita Mansfield, left, Theta Department, and Larue
Redden,second left, Home Department,served officers of the Murray Woman's
Club at the general meeting. They include from left, Evelyn Wallis, Desiree
Hoskk, Dorothy McKenzie, Billie Hall, Ginny Crihfield, Ann Brooks and Oneida
Boyd.
Staff photos by Jo Burkeen
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SPRING FEVER
SALE

20%

OFF

,(

Strongly influenced by the
weather...we have
"spring fever" and you
our customers will
benefit. Come in today.

All Spring
Jeans and
Spring Pants!

\
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Special Group of Fine Quality Diamonds,

TA&0101A

Diamaral leure;r-

StOCIE Rings, Gold-filled and Sterling Silver
Jewelry, 14k Gold Jewelry and Dame Brand Watches
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Dr. Heim speaker for Zetas
The Zeta Department
4 the Murray Woman's
lub met Thursday. Feb
!4. at 7 p.m at the club
bottse
Dr Keith Heim, Direcor of Special Collections
it Murray State Universiy spoke to the group on
'Tracing Ancestors.
He said people from all
Ater the United States :•ome to the Genealogy
and Local History
Department of the Forrest C. Pogue Special Collections Library each
year searching records
for information pertaining to their families.
Heim said Alex
Halley's book, "Roots."
recreated interest in
knowing our ancestors
The Mormons, as part of
their religion, trace their
ancestors, and their files
are used extensively.. As
our society becomes very
mobile and more impersonal, people have lost
their roots and want to
know,"Who am I
"Many wish to become
members of a patriotic
society and prove their
roots1 doctors researching family traits and
diseases search old
records, and some people
Just like to dig and
learn," Heim noted.
Dr. Heim said nothing
is so interesting as your
Family Tree and as boring as someone else's.
He said "he found if you
went back 10 generations

Recipe listed
By CECII.Y
BROWNSTONE
AP Food Editor
BRUNCH FARE
Corn Spoon Bread &
Bacon, Fresh Fruit & Coffee
Corn Spoon Bread
We've revived one of
our best recipes.
cup stoneground
24
yellow cornmeal
1 teaspoon salt
Pi cups milk
4 tablespoons butter,
cut into 4 pats
1 7 -ounce can
creamstyle corn
4 large eggs
Into a medium mixing
bowl turn cornmeal aria
salt. In a small saucepan
heat milk with butter until bubbles appear around
edge of milk and butter
melts; whisk into cornmeal mixture. Stir in
corn. In a deep bowl, with
an electric beater at high
speed, beat eggs until
thickened and pale
yellow; whisk into cornmeal mixture. Turn into a
buttered 8 by 8 by 2-inch
baking .dish; bake in a
preheated 350-degree
oven until finn to the
touch and golden brown
— 30 minutes. A knife inserted in the center will
not come out clean. Serve
at once with butter.
Makes 6 servings.

Armies. Official records
of the Union and Confederate Navies List of
Pensioneers on the 'Roll
1883 (Union?
Filby
Passenger and Immigration last I Mrs containing over 500.000 names0
Thousand of other
works including state and
county histories. family
histories, cemetery
records, tax lists, wills,
deeds. births, death and
marriage records. Bible
records. etiDr
Heim said
genealogy could be
frustrating, rewarding
but much fun
Hostesses were Lula
Belle Hodges, Marilyn
Forrest. Rebecca Irvan,
Bonnie Jones, Halhe Kopper ud and !tit adelyn
Lamb

Dr Keith Heim

you would collect about
1022 names. An interestmg point was the
change in names over
generations caused by
bad handwriting, pronundation. etc. The name
Brieveres was changed
over the years to Travis,
Guatier became
Chancellor, and Inge!l
changed to Engold."
Two faculty members
Several _humorous in the Department of
epitahs found on tomb- Speech and Theatre at
stones were shared with Murray State University
the group, one of them be- presented papers at the
ing -I told you I was recent Southeastern
Theatre Conference in
The Special Collections Savannah.4:a.
Library has many
They are Dr. Mark J
materials relating to the
history and culture of Mahnauskas, associate
Western Kentucky and professor and director of
the areas from which theatre: and William R.
most of the early settlers Peeler, assistant procame: Tennessee, North fessor
Titled "Th-4Carolina, South. Carolina.
Virginia, Georgia, Williamstown ExMaryland and Penn- perience." the paper by
Malinauskas focused on
sylvania.
Some of these are: his observations of the
Population census for summer theatre program
Kentucky • 1800-1910-i offered by the
Williamstbwn I Mass..
Virginia 1790. 1810-1860
North Carolina 01790- Theatre Festival, a pro1860 South Carolina gram terthed by some
01790-1840) Illinois • 1810- theatre critics as the
18601 Missouri I 1840-1960 premiere summer
for selected counties t, theatre in the United
Delaware 01790, 1800, States.
Malinauskas spent the
18201 and Indiana 01820summer of 1982 at
30
Official records of the Williamstown, a trip
Union and Confederate made possible by a grant

The- Murray High
Se h001 Chapter of the
Future Homemakers of
America held its 1:th annual Daddy -Date Night at
the high school cafeteria
Dr Sal Nlatarzzo priofes.sor at Nlurray State
University . was the 111Jin
speaker The theme .4 hi,
talk was
Tribute 1 o
I hiughter ''
Lisa Wilson. first %ICC
president of the 4 hapter
was toastmistress She
served in the ati•,;•oi c of
Melanie Boos.
haptet
president. who IA as, .ined
to Texas be. lust' of a
death in the faintly
Atttin
Tht•
given by Alton Sw t
As a tribute to fathers
K ini Greer gai e a
it t•14 othe titled
What Si
Fatter Means lit Si,'
The response was oven
bi-Gerald Kell%

Sot.. lilt 1111.1-ac %as ti%
sasanne Yubatiks and het
'41114411VA,
" at 1.
th."1

lit

re, oirnited the 4 ..oin i n
tee
half Mall
/1 I
I.terf

/WI

tans Sattei field She sang members. Patty Kell'.
Lesley
1 /add!. .little Girl- anti Gait. Smith
homps iso. 'a in in
‘electiotis folio (lawns
Cox . Kim William and
I Me *
e I -.Millet fir the
• I IIIIIIef ItillNle Ha. pi,.
ii.leit to Sirs Karel; gr•cup's titanium;
The F111.5 haply! .1,1
t treci pianist
I , tR•thelllher Ihr el cIl ‘isor. Mrs Sall% t-Tas,
tog 11,!1. Knig,lit made 1A.is fet ii00/041
Ar.stst in
cc ,'re
ttli
Pt, tures ..t each member
,
with her father Each chapter florther s
V.t..t:
meniber pri•sented her Bobby Vtlison
father with a bouci.ti Swift. Mt, Ke:th flat
•
11
mete
Fverstnes et
1 he

Malinouskos and Peeler
present papers at meeting

e144 414,42/,44
•4
4

4fr <

Mayfield and Atkins
wedding on April 16

Daddy-Date Night held by FHA

from the Committee for
Institutional Studies and
Rest-arch at Murray
State
Peeler's paper. titled
''The Big Click Burnout
and the University T ,"
concerned the growing
rate of burnout
described as physical.
emotional and attitudinal
exhaustion
among
technical directors and
designers in a university
situation.
His research included a
questionnaire mailed to
selected individuals
throughout the country
which indicated that 83 4
percent experienced burnout in one form or
another.
More than 3,000 theatre
practitioners attended
the conference
so

ELEGANT 1
FRENCH
WALLPAPER
IN STOCK
w WAFER
ALLPRElt
3594 Lone
Oak Road
Paducah
9-6 Mon.-Sat.

SPF('IAL EVENT I Asia Wilson, first vice preto
dent of the Murray High School Chapter of Future
Homemakers of Amerwa, welt'omes members and
guests to the 17th annual Daddy-Date Night of the
chapter in the school cafeteria

,.t
Mr and Sirs Allan I into:
appro.,. Innu
announce the ens:a...et:a
marriage of their daughte! I ).ina Marie to .1.11.
Sexton Atkins of \.ish'. s I inn . son of Mr ar
Mrs John Wendell .Atkin. .Ir .•f Si. Ken: e VIM
Tht' brlde-Clect IN OW giandilatighter ..f Sir al,:
Mrs J
\lay field 4.1 1 larksi ille Fenn .it ..t NI:
and %Ir., Burnie l Wall of I, an 1 Ater Ft•iiii
h.....
She IN .1 gr..,Ithite of Hillsboro Ifigt
Nashville. and the Unitersit .if 101'0101...er
%die 1,4111Cre she %%AN re. ording se. retars
.!1•..
I kelta sor.irit She resides in Nash% tile
manager for Stouffer Foods
l'he future bridegroom IN the grandson
'
Mr .1fItt Sirs Jesse 1111ti
SE't oil of Murr.t
Mid Mrs John Wendell
the :Ate Mr
Ken:it• 'Venn lie is the nephew of Miss I
sexton 01 1,1iirra
11.• 1..1 graduate of M. Kenne High S h0.!,
[nit ersits ot Fentiessee at Knoxville w here he ‘,1.1 •,
a 1110111ber of Phi
Delta fraternity Ile
ed hi Adi anced Finatietal Plannitn;
poiration
,he Ming will be Saturday . April It. at 8 1. :!
.ittiirist
•hurch. Nashville. Term
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Easter means
dressing up
with
Stride Rite.
1'

.111.1 • '

'

I

(Si"
,

8trideRite

A

11IP

p

.11, ;ill A...4i •

Beautiful Round Oak Clow
Footed Toble, Spindle Bu
Choirs, Curved Gloss Chino
Cabinets, reproduced. Come see
at

HUBERT COLES
ANTIQUES

7doefragt4ft
8trideRite

Between Murray & 14•:•1 Ky
U.S. 641 Mrry

Authorized Fitting Center
Southside Manor
75.1

/Corey

4 313

Steak Finger basket
Wit Newsier break
-01•

Steak rigger Sandwich
Wit% *idlest Drink

Only

$199
I
Thew Fri. 3-25

Just
for
the
Petite
Lady

Corn-Austin For Ladies & Gals
PRESENTS

Easter Fashions 1983
Br oiht S '4,110(1F'etttl.

Misses Sizes 4-18
Jr. Sizes 3-15

tly
Petite i,(00(31‘14llIS
to peiwer

"
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Bright •5 yOt0 SUe uS OW
is our style so' oti
jit the styling% tind new
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Dresses,
Suits &
Accessories
That Are
Sure To
Make You
The
Grandest
Lady In
The Easter Parade
— FASHIONS BY —
Evan None Jr
John Meyer
Potty Woodard
letwitien
Streviberry Plant
Act I
Francesco By Damon Silks- Designer
bettor Dosionsf
.

sib nk) 10
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(,,en the nome sounds exc it ioul
This spring is going to he o
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Exhibit by Elaine Hall on display at Clara M. Eagle Gallery
Elaine Hall. Louisville.
will show her way of
'making the world look
better than it really is" in
an art exhibit titled "Laced Reality" which will be
displayed this month at
Murray State University
Hall, a senor commercial art major at Murray
State, will exhibit her
work March 21-31 in the
upper section of the Clara
M Eagle Gallery, on the
fourth floor of the Price
Doyle Fine Arts Center A
reception, open to the

public, will begin at 7
pm March 26
Hall said the theme of
her show is drawn from
her studies of advertising. which she has emphasized at Murray
State Her work focuses
on creating the illusion of
a better world
-Advertising does that.
so! do it too." she said
Her major exhibit will
be a complete advertising
campaign that she
developed for the
Cherokee Shoes com-

pany It includes her
plans for magazine
advertisements,— television commercials, a
point -of -purchase
display, a merchandising
catalog and in-store promotional material The
campaign centers on the
transformation of an Indian girl's footwear from
her traditional shoe to the
stylish Cherokee brand
Hall's other works also
contain the idea of improving the appearance
of reality She exhibits a

series of photographs
which are intended to
enhance the form of the
human body
Her
shadowg rams of
seascapes contain the
same illusory qualities
Hall also will exhibit a
black -and -white
photograph of zebras
which she hand-colored
with dry markers and titled "Horse of a Different
Color " The photograph
was chosen for publication in a 1982 calendar
published by Capitol

Engraving Co
Nashville, Tenn , and
Franklin -Ross and
Associates, Louisville.
The reproduction of the
photograph in the calendar will be on display
along with the original
work

Sawmill produces
ELLABELI., Ga'Al'.
A computerized
sawmill produces up to
300.000 board feet each
day, enough lumber to
build more than 25 typical
homes
Georgia -Pacific's
sawmill here can cut
southern pine lumber to
virtually any dimension
The company has a
similar operation at its
redwood and fir sawmill
in Fort Bragg. Calif

"466

We've made the prices
as comfortable
as the shoes.

SPELLING WINNERS — Angela Boyle, second right, Eighth Grade, was the
overall school winner in the recent Spelling Bee at Calloway Middle School.
Other school winners were,from left, Johns Jones,first, Seventh Grade, Natalie
McDougal,second. Eighth Grade, Boyle,first, Eighth Grade and overall winner,
and Matthew Cohen, second.Seventh Grade.

DATEBOOK
Pulling events Saturday
The Seventh Annual Mule and Horse Pulling will
he Saturday. March 19. at the West Kentucky
Livestock and Exposition ('enter The mule event
will be at 2 30 p m and horse event at 7 p m according to Ed Maddox.spokesman for the events

Knights plan breakfast

$12

$9

A pancake breakfast will be served from 7 to
11 30 a in at Parish House of St. Leo's Catholic
Church on Saturday. March 19. The cost will be $2
for adults, $1 for children, and small children free.
according to a spokesman for the sponsor. Knights
of Columbus. who invites the public to attend

Demonstration Monday
Dr Winston Dunwell, horticulture specialist with
the University of Kentucky College of Agriculture,
will conduct a demonStration on replacing foundation plantings and pruning at the home of Mr. and
Mrs. George Shoemaker. 1409 Dudley Dr.. at 1 .30
p.m on Monday. March 21. This event will be soon-

Kidney music event planned
real,
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More

20

Payless
Shoe
Source

You could pay more,but why?

PAYLESS SHOE SOURCE
Central Shopping Center
9 a.m. 9 p.m. Daily

NASHVILLE. Tenn_
1AP t
The co-chairmen

12

of the National Kidney
Foundation's third annual "Country Music
Festival" are singers
Emmylou Harris and
Ronnie Milsap.

sored by the Calloway County Extension Service
Fond the public is invited to attend, a spokesman
Said

Benefit supper planned
Amvets Auxiliary Post 45, Highway 79 at Paris
Landing. will have a benefit supper on Saturday.
March 19. with serving to be from 5 to 7 p.m. and
cost being $3 per person. A pot pourri of meats will
be available and each woman is asked to bring a
large dish of a salad or dessert.

Junior play Saturday
The play. "Aunt Cathie's Cat." will be presented
by the Junior Class of Murray High School on Saturday. March 19. at 7:30 p.m. in the auditorium of the
Murray Middle School, Eighth and Main Streets.
Judy Muehleman and Martha Crawford are directors and the admission will be $2.

League plans program
A program on "National Security" will be Monday. March 21, at 8 p.m. in meeting room of
Calloway Public Library. sponsored by MurrayCalloway County League of Women Voters. Following three presentations by speakers, a question and
answer session will be featured, accOrding to a
league spokesman who invites the public to attend.
The league is a non-partisan organization open to
both men and women members and this is a part of
a two-year study on national security.
Speakers will be I.t. Col. Darrel McFerron, U.S.
Army ROTC, professor of Military Science, Murray
State, on three areas of military policy, national
security and defense spending and how they relate
to each other: Dr. Judy Kingsley, professor of anthropology at MSU. on non-military aspects of national security and domestic spending in terms of
economic stability: Dr. Frank Elwell, professor of
sociology at MSC. on history of arms race and how
present public policy of Reagan Administration is
affecting strategic arms talks.

The fund-raising show
is scheduled to be aired
over 250 country music
lose Weight!
radio stations on April 23QCICKLY, SAFELY
24. Ms. Harris will host
segments broadcast from
NATURALLY
Los Angeles and Milsap
And wei each you
will host segments from
boot to keep ti otf!
Nashville.
Other entertainers
scheduled to participate
include Tom T. Hall,
Jerry Clower, Earl
Thomas Conley, Lacy J.
641 N.
The Village Dalton, John Anderson, Murray, Ky.. Christian Women's Club will have a
Sot. 10 - 1
Razzy Bailey and Skip luncheon "Eggstravaganza" Tuesday, March 22,
from noon to 2 p.m. at Seven Seas Restaurantwith
Mon. -Fn. 8-5:30
Stephenson.
cost being $4.25 per person. Guest soloist will be Gus
Robertson. Jr., and guest speaker will be Mrs. Susie
Gorman, mother and homemaker from Martin,
Tenn. Marian O'Rourke of Murray will display her
special collection of eggs which include decorated
eggs from Yugoslavia, Poland, India, Germany,
France. England and Russia. Eggs made from
wood, cloth and china also will be displayed.
A nursery for preschoolers at a cost of $1 per
family will be available at Memorial Baptist
Church. Reservations or cancellations for the luncheon and nursery should be made by noon, Monday. March 21. by calling Gracie Erwin, 489-2174, or
Madge Woodard, 759-4767. The club is just one of
over 2,000 Christian Women's Clubs in the world
with meetings monthly and no membership or dues.
All interested women are Invited.

Women's club will meet

Sun. 1 p.m.-6 p.m.

Get a Free Chic-Jac

when you buy the world's best fitting jeans

ckfic

by kiss

Russ Edwards selected

Reg. 35.00

Save 15.01

19.99

Chic by his a great name at a little price' Hurry don't miss the
fantastic savings on the Chic 5 pocket western or footstomper
(super straight leg) leans All 100% cotton denim Indigo blue
With 27 different sizes. see how good they fit' Junior and
Misses
Buy your Chic jeans before March 31, 1983 and get a tree all
weather Chic Jac A 20 00 value' Durable water-proof nylon
fabric, drawstring hood, and waist Fold Imo front pocket for a
clever carrying case Just fill out the mail-in form available at
any Behr's then mail to Chic

Russ Edwards. son of Mr. and Mrs. William F.
Edwards, 1110 County Cork Dr.. Murray. has been
selected as a member of the 1982-83 Men's Tennis
Team at Oxford College of Emory University. Oxford, Ga. The first match of the season is scheduled
for Tuesday, March 29, against Truett-McConnell in
Cleveland, Ga. Edwards, a sophomore at Oxford, is
a 1981 gradute of Murray High School.

Quilt show at Paris
The Heirloom Quilters Club of Henry County,
Tenn., will sponsor a quilt show on Saturday and
Sunday, March 19 and 20. in the National Guard Armory...Port.or.Cousi, Nat north of Paris. Tenn., on
U.S. Highway $41.

[13_46)
famous labels for loss

Central Shopping Center
Murray, KY

Hwy 641 N.

753-7991
...IC.-e
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Community calendar

Divorces lower, marriages higher in 1982

Thursday. March 17
Murray -Calloway
Group of La Leche
League will meet at 7
p m with Rita Heikal at
406 South 12th St For information call 753-1771

WASHINGToN Al'
The number of Amen, an
divorces fell for the first
tune in 20 ears in 1982
while the number of marriages continued to in t -feast', the go% ernnoit
says
The 1 18 million
elivore es ree orded iii 1482
'.e as 3 percent feArr than
in 1981. according to data
released by the National
Center for Health
Statistics But divorces
had i-111110SI IflOirtl since
1962 when 413.00o couples
ended their marriages
The di% orce rate drop-

Front Porch Swing will
meet at 7 p.m. at First
Christian Church
Parents Anonymous
will not meet For information call 759-1067 or
7534089

Saturday. March 19
Horse and Mule Pulling
will be at Livestock and
Exposition Center with
mules at 2 30 p m and
horses at 7 p.m
Pancake breakfast.
sponsored by Knights of
Columbus, will be from 7
to 11 30 am at Parish
House of St Leo's
Catholic Church

Murray High Junior
Class will present the
play,
Aunt Cathie's
Hazel Woman's Club is Cat." at 7 30 p.m at Murscheduled to meet at 7 ray Middle School
p m at Hazel Community auditorium. Eighth and
Center
Main Streets.

Twin Lakers Antique
Car Club will meet at 7
at Gateway
p in
Restaurant at Draffen%lite
Temple Hill Chapter
No. 511 Order of Eastern
Star will meet at 7:3C
p.m. at lodge hall

Fashion show to benefit
Calloway County High
School Band will be at 7
p m in cafetena of high
school
Gladys Jarrett
Writers Pot Pourri will be
at 9 30 a m. at Calloway
Public Library

Murrai-Civatari Club
Third night of -The
has cancelled its meeting
at 7 p.m. at Homeplace Odd Couple" by ComRestaurant because of munity Theatre will be at
Murray State basketball 8 p.m. in Playhouse in the
Park For information
game.
call 759-1752
Preceptor Omicron
Chapter. of Beta Sigma
.ArnveLs Auxiliary Post
Phi is scheduled to meet
45. Pans Landing. will
at 7:30 p.m at Calloway.
have a benefit supper
Public Library
with serving from 5 to 7
p.m.
Xi Alpha Delta Chapter
of Beta Sigma Phi
Events in Land Betscheduled to meet at 7:30
ween the Lakes will inp.m. at Ellis Center.
clude Flax Processing
and
Spinning Workshop
Bible study for WNIU
and other interested per- from 1:30 to 4:30 p.m. at
-sons will be at 7 p.m_ in The Homeplace-1850 and
parlor of First Baptist Sassafras Tea Party and
Other "Goodies" From
Church.
Nature's Realm" from 1
Murray State Universi- to 4 p.m. at Woodlands
ty I.ibraries will be closed Nature Center.
today.
Sunday, March 20
Monthly benefit
West Kentucky
Amateur Astronomers smorgasbord luncheon
will meet at 7 p.m. at for Calloway Chamber
Golden Pond Visitor Singers will be from noon
Center, Land Between to 2 p.m. in cafeteria of
Calloway County High
the Lakes.
,School.
Cub Scout School Night
Events in Land Betwill be at 7 p.m. in
cafeteria of East ween the Lakes will inCalloway Elementary clude Deep Water ('rappie at 1 p.m. at
School
Woodlands Nature
-The Odd Couple" will Center.
be presented at 8 p m. in
Playhouse in the Park by
Film of FOCUS on the
Murray-Calloway County Family will be shown at
Community Theatre.
4:45 p.m. at First Baptist
Church.
Meeting of Business
and Professional
Directors for June
Women's Club has been Vacation Bible School at
cancelled.
First Baptist Church will
meet at 4 p.m. in church
Friday, March 18
conference room.
Second night "The Odd
Couple" by Community
Theatre will be at 8 p.m.
in Playhouse in the Park.

Device could
save lives

Twin Lakers RV Camping Club will meet at
Piney Campground in
Land Between the Lakes.
A meal of soup and sandwiches will be served
Saturday night at campsae of C.W. and Dortha
Jones.
Mothers Morning Out
will be at 9 a.m. at First
Christian Church.
First Baptist Church
WMU will meet at 9:30
a.m. in church chapel.
Hazel and Douglas
Centers will be open from
10 a.m. to 2 p.m. for ac-,
twities by senior citizens.
Murray State University Libraries will be closed
today.

NEW YORK 4AP --- A
new resuscitation device
for use by ambulance
technicians could save
the lives of many of the
300,000 Americans who
have heart attacks outside hospitals each year.
the manufacturer says.
The Heart Aid machine
can automatically
diagnose a heart
malfunction and deliver
an electric shock if
necessary to correct the
organ's rhythm, officials
of Cardiac Resuscitator
Corp. of Wilsonville, Ore.,
said Tuesday at a news
conference.
The device is intended
for use in combination
with cardiopulmonary
resuscitation. said Dr.
Aired Aronson. the company's medical director.

Nature Center and Family Adventure Weekend at
Youth Station in
Evironmental Education
Center. For reservations
call I-024-5802, extension
238.
4•111•11441111M4

Saturday, March 10
LPN Association
District 17 Unit I will
sponeor a workshop on
"Death and Dying" at 6
a.ns, at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
ignokolics Anonymous
and Allmon will meet at 11
p.m.hs western portion of
lsw
tock and Exposition

i

fligsare and round dunebe at 7:36 p.m. at
at the World

CHAMBER SMORGASBORD - Lava ughn Wells directs the Calloway County
High School Chamber Singers in a program at the monthly smorgasbord dinner
This-special monthly occasion will be Sunday, March 20, from noon to 2 p in in
the cafeteria of Calloway County High School. Proceeds from the dinner will go
toward expenses of the Chamber Singers' trip to Vienna, Austria, in July The
public is urged to attend, a spokesman said He added that foods to appeal to all
ages of men, women and children will be featured.
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Lawn Spraying
Offered on a one time basis or on a yearly
contract consisting of 4 sprayings throughout
the year. Includes fertilizer, pre-emergent
and broadleaf weed control.
Free Estimates

titr

riday, March 18

Cypress Springs Restaurant
Overlooking Beautiful Kentucky Lake

()IA I 11S11)1
N1.1?1

Specializing In:
Fresh Ky. Lake Catfish Fillets
And Broasted Chicken

'

Otf Hwy. 121 South

hwriers I.ouie and Sue Williams
Located approximately
15 miles south of Murray.

1 '.

.

436-5496

Keeping up with changes

Thurman Furniture
There have lxien a ha of
changes an the furniture
business over the past 26
years, Glen Harris says.
lie should know That's
how long he's been with
Thurman Furniture. at
208 Main
And there have been
quite a few changes in the
business itself since it
was founded 34 years ago
by Galen Thurmika,.
although he is not active
in the, day-to-day operation
"The business started
small on Maple Street,"
Harris says. "Since we
moved to the present
location, we have expanded probably three or four
tin "
He adds,••When I came
into the business, we
showed only a limited
number of styles and colors. Now, you have hundreds of styles and fabric
colors and materials_"
Thurman Furniture is a
full-service store, currying several top brands,
including Lee's carpet,
Lazy Roy recliners, Sealy.
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Glen Harris. manager at Thurman Furniture in Downtown Murray, and Nam
Hewitt, of the sales staff, discuss carpet patterns. The store, foundisd 34 years
ago. carries a wide variety of furniture, including carpeting in all styles: colors
and fabrics.
and Jamison bedding and
Thomasville furniture
, the store
carrys Kimball pianos
and organs
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DOWNTOWN SHOPPING CENTER psuu
Bank of Murray

Court Square Antiques

Full Service Hank
led S 411*, 753-169.7

Quilts, Primitives.
116S 3th, 733-7499

Beale Hardware

Graham & Jackson

Complete Hardware
214 Main. :53-1543

Men's Clottung and Furnishing,
414 Main. 733-3234

Blackford House Gallery

Holland Drugs

Prints and Frame shop
4/8.14a I
itil)

Pres. riptions,
109S 4th, 73.3-1462

town balloon

Boone's Laundry
and Cleaners

OKEMAH, Okla. *AP
- It took four months for
Derrick VanWinkle's
note to cross the Atlantic

Ocean, but the wait was
worth it.
Derrick and his fellow
sixth-graders attached
cards saying "Oklahoma
Hello" to helium balloons
last November to
celebrate the state's 75th
anniversary. Derrick's
balloon floated all the
way to West Germany
and landed in the hands of
an American - from
Okemah.
Sgt. Bobby Barr,an Army reservist, said he
found the- beret balloon in
a tree in while he was cin
Army maneuvers in
February. The card had
talks to the pound. Barr
is. IM gradeate of
Oteenalt High School.

in, Mon finds

Events in Land BetWeer) the Lakes will
elude Night Visual at 7:30
p.m. at Woodlands
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Fans mourn death of entertainer Arthur Godfrey
NEW YORK AP —
Fans mourned Arthur
Godfrey, the ukelele
strummer whose gift of
gab made him a radio
and television favorite for
five decades, and even
the singer he once fired
on live TV recalled Godfrey as "the greatest
salesman in the world."
Godfrey. who liked to
call himself the Old
Redhead and who was
once dubbed "the Huck
Finn of radio" for his
folksy wit, died Wednesday at age 79 after being
hospitalized 13 days for
emphysema and
pneumonia at Mount
Sinai Hospital
The entertainer will be
cremated without any
public service, said a
spokesman for the
William Morris agency.
which represented GOd-

"discovered" by Godfrey "You had nothing to do clean you can always use
and then fired by him on with your birth, and you the stuff to make an
the air in 1953, shocking :sal control the cir- omelet," he cracked.
the nation.
cumstances of your
His successful lung
LaRosa had just finish- death. But you can do cancer surgery in 1959
ed singing "Manhattan" something about living,"
made front-page
on the TV show -Arthur he told one Interviewer.
lieadlines and his
Godfrey and Friends." "He made the perpluckiness during his
when Godfrey turned to sonahty more important recovery brought him an
the audience and an- than the talent," recalled
outpouring of public afnounced. "This is Julie's another easygoing TV
fection. He later camswan song" He accused celebrity, Art Linkletter.
paigned to increase
LaRosa of a "lack of At his peak in the 1950s, public awareness of the
humility "
Godfrey had a Mondaydisease.
The singer told through-Friday daytime
Godfrey retired from
reporters Wednesday show, "Talent Scouts" on
regular radio broadcasts
rught that he and Godfrey Monday night and an
in 1972. The secret to his
never reconciled, but he hour of "Godfrey and His longevity as an entercredited Godfrey for giv- Friends" on Wednesday
tainer, he said, was in his
ing his career a boost and nights. His weekly primewillingness to meet new
recalled Godfrey as "the time audience measured challenges.
greatest salesman in 12 million viewers.
"If you want to last.
world."
In 1959, it was reported
you have to grow," he
From his signature that Godfrey's shows said. "That little screen
greeting of "Howe'ye, brought in $159 million in
is merciless and if you
Howe'ye,'• to his public advertising for CBS.
aren't constantly more
battle against lung His "Talent Scouts." interesting and intrigucancer, Godfrey did with an applause meter ing, they - the public everything with his own that measured audience
will drop you, ruthlessfreY
"I hope indeed I shall brash style. He liked to response to unknown per- ly."
pray -- that he will rest in say that you "get as formers, is credited with
Godfrey was born Aug.
peace,— said Julius much out of life as you giving newcomers Pat 31, 1903, in New York City
LaRosa, the singer put into it."
Boone, Barbara McNair, but was raised across the
Vic Damone, Johnny Hudson River in
Nash, the McGuire
Hasbrouck Heights. N.J
Sisters_ and Shari Lewis He was married in 1938 to
their start.
Mary Bourke, and they
Godfrey never claimed
had a daughter and two
to be much of a singer sons.
himself, but he loved to
perform.
He threw himself into
his work and into other
pursuits as well. He flew
his planes around the
Saturday Night 5:00-9:00 p.m.
world, and twice got into
trouble for buzzing an airport.
ell
t'ir
v
•
'•I•
Godfrey's career got its
klaifr•
'
if
/'
start about the time the
g• I
(1,(•••
Ph', P
L
stock market was plung„f,,,,,,•••
`,.
•••r
AI,
ing the nation into depresBtatin%
;r.
f•
sion in 1929.
Frasces Drake
Then a Coast Guard(
t. (
(
wyni ,
FOR
FRIDAY,
sman,,,Godfrey and some
, ( IPe %I' I
A •.•.,
18, 1983
MARCH
friends were in a
44
Baltimore pub listening What kind of day will tomorto amateurs perform on a row be To find out what the
local radio station. His stars say, read the forecast
friends, who had heard given for your birth sign.
Godfrey's banjo pluck-ing, urged him to audi- ARIM
- fmte• i how, Roost Tom Turkey Sokrtisern Sty4o lned Chicken
/
Mar. 21 to Apr. 19)
eriroded Shrimp Cocktail Sow, Hut/lavaboes 100%, Round Of
tion.
Choice 11••f Cor.ed On The i.n•
He got a 15-minute spot Someone who doesn't appeal
on the station and was to you may be romantically atvegetables include fluffy *bona Pototees Seasoned Green
billed as "Red Godfrey, tracted to you. Private money
Cornbread
babies
Sokol
I. (team Corn Oren
Ikons Conolty
the
Warbling Banjoist." chats go well. Enjoy cultural
Dists.ng Assorted Komori,r Mods Cheese F,Ipth ft,/7.0 1D9S
The spot was sponsored pursuits.
Sokol Sas
by a pet shop that sold TAURUS
Assorted Dessert Table
( Apr. 20 to May 201
ChOKO N k.etotie
bird seed:It paid $5.
From there he went to On-the-job romantic attractions aren't faVorecl. Meet
Washington with NBC with
Don't Forget Sunday's
friends of like interests
Don't Forget Our Friday
and then to CBS in 1945, for stimulating
intellectual
Breakfast
toffet
Seafood Buffet 5-9 p.m.
where he became one of times. Help
someone in need.
AURORA, KY. 1:00 tell 10:30
the network's biggest GEMINI
assets.
( May 21 to June 20
Some sponsors com- Be careful not to arouse
plained about his ad-libs, another's jealousy. You'll
.•• • VV.I 1 Matt Sells tot l vv.• Wool IVI•til Sells lot I es••VV•I OVI•el
r ns tot Less•Wal 1101 eft Sell% lot less•VVa
•Wal Meal Sails to, lass•Wal Matt Ft.do..
especially when Godfrey have good insights about a
would tear up their career matter. Delicacy of
scripts and tell the au- feeling is needed.
dience "Nuts to that
CANCER
A typical Godfrey aside •( June 21 to July 22)
came one' day when he An unusual career oppoi.was touting a shampoo tunity could arise now. The arsupposed to contain Milk tistically inclined enjoy sucand eggs. "If your hair is cess. You'll see eye-to-eye
with a friend.
LEA
;
( July 2 to Aug. 23 ) 41244
An off-color remark could
upset the sensitive among you.
You're impressionable in love
and may be drawn to an
unusual type of person.
HAZARD, Ky. I AP) — VIRGO
A Perry County elemen- Aug. 23 to Sept. 22) Wit.
tary school teacher has Power plays affect your
been transferred after a financial dealings with others.
school board investiga- A relative needs a kind word
tion of charges that she from you. Loseed ones respond
Lorge variety of
forced a student to stand to your ideas.
colors. everblooming
In front of classmates LIBRA
tea rose climbing
with underwear on his tsept. 23 to Oct. 32) sarral
Reg 3 86 & 397
Morning differences with a
head.
Superintendent Ken- loved one will be resolved.
neth C. Colwell said at Refrain from being entice!.
Tuesday's board meeting Tap that pert of you that really cares.
that Phyllis Robinson of SCORPIO
Viper, a fifth-grade (Oct. 23 to Nov. 21 )
teacher at Viper Elemen- Some subconscious tension
tary, will be transferred exists between you and a loved
Monday to A.B. Combs one. A heart-to-heart talk,
Elementary at Combs. though, clears the air
He said he will decide Finances improve.
then whether she will SAGITTARIUS
_IVO
have a teaching or non- (Nov. 22toDec.21) II
teaching position
You're in a romantic mood,
The action followed a but you shouldn't let others
four-hosivglosed hearing impose on you. Stay clear of
on accusations by those who take morethan they
Beatrice Caudill of Viper give
and other parents. Mrs. CAPIUCIORN
Caudill said Mrs. Robin- Dec 72 to Jan 19)
son learned from an other A vain person wants to see if
student that her son had you too will succumb to their
worn four pairs of charms. Creative types enjoy
underwear to school Feb. unusual productivity Express
11 in anticipation of a your thoughts.
AQUARIUS
paddling.
Mrs. Caudill said the (Jan. 10 to Feb. 181
teacher sent her son to An unconscious sexual atthe restroom to remove traction may be at the root of
three of the four pairs, an argument between you and
Relations with
and pulled one pair over another
inspiring.
friends
are
his head and made him
• hold a pair in each hand PISCF31
(Feb. 19 to P•lar 301
while classmates watch- Watch out for those
who
ed.
would take advantage in
Mrs. Robinson, a first- financial matters. Career proyear teacher in her early grew comas now and Mances
IN, declined comment. should improve
Har attorney, Jane Fitz- YOU BORN MAY have
patrick of Lexington, said administrative talents and
she agreed "very willingin politics and public
ly" to the transfer and ili til ou're effective in epoch
"she will report to A.B. and writing and would make a.
A.
6
1..I (•,. • AIaiM,,t
t
• Ni
1,1, I
• A., M
Combs on Monday."
good spokrestem fir a isiole."Irfli
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State drug war officials report good response

a

FRANKFORT. Ky
I AP) — Officials of The
Kentucky War Against
Drugs report a tremendous public response in
the 10 days since creation
of the quasi-government
organization was announced
That was the message
given Wednesday to the
Institute for Cluldren.
Former Gov Julian
Carroll, the War Against
Drugs chairman, said
support has been enthusiastic Raymond
LeRoux, the executive
director, said the group is
getting considerable
rnatenal help.
Carroll said that
numerous physicians
around Kentucky lost no
time in offering their aid
and that pharmacists
wanted to be actively involved.
Formation of the War
Against Drugs was Gov.
John Y. Brown Jr.'s idea.
and LeRoux said he has
spent more time with the
governor .on the subject
than in the three years he
spent as state Human
Resources secretary.
LeRoux said it appears
to have been wise to keep
the group from becoming
another government
agency and to locate it in
Lexington.
There have been considerable contributions
already, he said, and "it's
just a matter of (us asking

The War on Drugs was nu% IN .1 part-ttine pastor said, a (*.Mir!' (tar - tit •
formed by Brown as an and counselor has been undercover agent for the
outgrowth of his task hired b% the War on Kentuck) State
force on drug abuse Drugs lie *lid not name has been hired Ile also
was not named
Brown and Pus wife are him
For the law enforceBoth Carroll a nil
honorary co-chairman.
with 100 persons to serve ment aspect. Carroll LeRoux sail the alrea,1%
on the board
The corporation's
budget calls for 1500.000
yearly, half in state'
money and the remainder
from private donors
The organization alms
to prevent alcohol and
drug abuse by educating
children and their
parents. and Carroll said
there seems to be an
enormous amount of
work lahead ) and few
resources."
The former governor
said the primary emphasis will be on parental
PET OF THE WEEK — -King." a male collie
education. The organiza- mix, three months old, yellow, short hair, has had
tion hopes to form shots, and great with children is available for adopclusters of parents in tion at Animal Shelter, 105 E. Sycamore Ext., just
each community to east of South Fourth Street, operated by Humane
spread information on Society of Calloway County. Hours of the
shelter,
drugs limited to adults open to the public, are 10 a.m. to 5
p.m.. Monday.
an some instances.
Tuesday, Wednesday and Friday, 10 a.m. to noon,
"The literature will Thursday, 10 a.m. to 4 p.m.,
Saturday, and noon to 4
have to be scrutinized to p.m., Sunday.
see that we don't aggravate the problem by •Wai Most Sells for Less • Wail A.A•st Sells In,
tipping children about
new methods of drug
usei," Carroll said.
In conjunction with the
educational effort, then.
will be a public information program and law enforcement coordination
For the education portion. Carroll said, a man
with intimate knowledge
of the drug culture who

Less

By The Associated Press
A band of showers
spread across Dixie today, while rain and high
winds slugged the Far
West and snow fell in the
Rocky Mountains and the
northern Plains.
Rains drenched the
lower Mississippi Valley
and extended eastward to
the Atlantic coast, with
heavy thunderstorms
over Florida.
A low pressure system
off the coast of
Washington sent wet
, Weather over southern
Oregon, western Nevada
and California, with snow
over the rest of the Great
Basin.
High temperatures in
the 30s were forecast for
the northern Rockies, the
central Plains and into
the upper Mississippi
Valley. Highs in the 60s
were forecast for
southern California to
southern Texas and from
the central Gulf Coast
states to the Ohio Valley
and across northern
Florida and southern
Georgia.
The Southwest deserts,
the Florida peninsula and
the southern tip of Texas
were to get highs in the
70s, with highs in the 40s
and 50s over the rest of
the country.
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:ALL AMERICAN:
4(

Temperatures around
the nation at 2 a.m. EST
ranged from 18 degrees in
Laramie, Wyo.. to 71
degrees in Key West and
Vero Beach, Fla.
The temperatures
elsewhere:
- East. Atlanta 45
rain; Boston 39 cloudy;
Buffalo 34 fair,
Charleston. S.C. 53 rain:
Cincinnati 44 fair;
Cleveland 41 fair; Detroit
35 fair; Miami 68 fair.
New York 40 cloudy:
Philadelphia 43 partly
cloudy; Pittsburgh
fair: Washington 43 part,
ly cloudy.
Central: Bismarck
30 cloudy: Chicago 41
cloudy; Dallas-Fort
Worth 45 windy; Denver
26 snow; Des Moines 38
foggy; Indianapolis 46
cloudy; Kansas City 39
foggy; Minneapolis-St.
Paul 33 cloudy; Nashville
58 cloudy; New Orleans
58 foggy; St. Louis 49
cloudy.
- West: Albuquerque
37 fair; Anchorage 31
fair; Las Vegas 56
cloudy; Los Angeles 52
showery; Phoenix 53
fair; Salt Lake City 42
partly cloudy; San Diego
58 rain; San Francisco 50
showery; Seattle 53 fair.
— Canada: Montreal 30
snow: Toronto 30 fair.
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One-man legal battle continues
CENTRAL CITY, Ky.
'API - Virgil Everhart
is continuing his one-man
battle against the legal
system that included a
nationally publicized tantrum when he tried to cut
his house in half in protest of a proposed divorce
settlement.
Everhart still feels he
was a victim when his
wife filed for divorce in
January and Muhlenberg
Circuit Judge Dan Cornette ordered him to pay
temporary support and
maintenance pending a
final divorce
The 57-year-old welder
refused to make those
payments and spent a
week in jail for contempt
of court. He was released
only after his wife,
Janice, dropped the
divorce proceedings.
Everhart has written
letters to all of his elected
representatives corn&rifling of the local legal
apparatus, but has
received little response
He says now, "I don't
know what in the name of
God I got married for."
Seemingly forgotten in
the glare of the television
spotlight was Janice
Everhart.
She,too, feels like a victim — of her husband's
outburst, of the judge and
her own attorney. The only ding the 36-year-oid
Mrs. tuuthsrt wanted
was a quid sod to her 14411011P Year morrialls:

-It should have been
private to start with," she
said in a recent interview.
Instead, she watched
television news programs
featuring her estranged
husband using a chain
saw to cut up their house.
"I had suspected when
I left he would vent his
anger some way," Mrs.
Everhart said. "ft I the
house) wasn't in that
good of shape anyway."

44

Mens LCD Quartz
Stainless Steel Watch

•

•

She backed out of the
divorce when "the Lord
had showed me it just
wasn't right to go through
with it at the time."
Mrs. Everhart says her
former attorney. Al
Miller, used the case to
get publicity for his race
for Commonwealth's Attorney.
"It wasn't my divorce
anymore," she said.
"What I wanted didn't
matter."
She will file for divorce
again when she gets the
money. Hight now,
though, she just wants to
keep body and soul
together.
Since he is no longer
under a court order,
Everhart "gives me what
he wants to," in the way •
of support. She has no job
and little prospect.
"People in this town
have treated me like dirt.
except a very few," she
said. "It's like I've got
some sort of disease"
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Racers need more than record to beat,Wake Forest
Nine of the original 32
trains in the National In%Rational Tournament
:have already been
sidelined after first-round
'play and tonight five
anore will end their
,seasons Murray State,
'hosting Wake Forest
7 30 hopes to be one of
the
ky five tonight who
maintain dreams of a trip
the finals in Ni•Vi" York.
Man -ti 28
Already NW h powers as
Louisiana State and Forilha
have been Shl It
do% II
h) New
Orleans Wedoesda N iii
Ve
rite. 44(+-94. and Fordham by South Florida
81-0. luesday
Before tonight's unit( hops and the t MIL 111.S1011
of first-round play I.- n.10, the Nil boasted- 11
20-game winners in its remaining field of 2.3
Murray State's 21-7
ledger plat es the 104 ers
Julian! the NIT', elite.
but if they think a respec
table r ecord will pass
ally
the

SI,

on,I

Mtn

the)'41

better think :grain
;Wing

the

Hifi ens Se-

thoughts tonight will
be the
in Deacons.
who, although posting onk a 17-11 slate and a fifthplait' finish in the Atlan-

, ,'MI

to. Coast Conferero 44.
have come prepared for
their share of the Big Apple
Deacon coach Carl
lacy arrived with his
tea rp Wednesday arid
before, practicing at
Racer Arena. last night.
gave-;.his impressions of
coming to Murray
"We•ve heard of Murray State before and their
strong basketball tradition We would have been
better satisfied if We Viere
playing closer to home,
but when you're invited hi
such a prestigious tournament you can't let travel
be a big factor
We know Murray
State.is a very hot team
and we'd be making a
grave..nustake if we approached this game any.
other way They I MSC
are very well-coached."
'lacy said

peared stacked against
the Racers getting a
sellout tonight, but the
Murray community and
Surrounding
area cage
fans have almost made
the sellout a reality
rickets are still available
and will be sold at the
gate although no reserve
chair seats remain
Tickets will be sold for
18, $6 and $.5 students
and children and if the
game is a sellout standing
room tickets will be
available
While the fans haw
been doing their part thus
far, the Racers will be
depended on to do theirs
Past performances
oAkron game excluded ,
give the Blue and Gold

The NIT bid is the first
for Wake Forest, a team
which made the NCAA
cutoff the past_leWo years
Murray is in the NIT
for the third time in the
past four years, a situation the Racers tried to
4.hange this year by winning the Ohio Valley conference tournament. but
MSC was upset in the
first round by Akron
Despite the early upset.
Murray was able to take
advantage of its' previous
good showings on the
road in the NIT bY gaining a host berth in
tonight's game A sellout
crowd and an MSC victory could convince the
NIT committee to select
Murray for a game in the
second round . either Sunday or Monday
With the students and
faculty away on spring
break, the cards ap-

Save 110
Ovor OW
already
krix pekes

BEGLEY'S
Prices Good Tim* March t1,111113
U...

By The ASsOciated Press rules
no shot clock. no
Turn off the shot clocks three-point basket
and erase the three-point which actually are old
line. The March Madness rules And until their
which the NCAA Basket- teams take the court,
ball Tournament has coaches will have to
bec•orne dciesn't need gim- wonder whether their
charges can make the
micks
- When the - fitSt round transition without undue
gets under way tonight, confusion
••We -were working on a
36 of the .48 teams will
have to adapt to' new(-couple of things today in

March Coupon

Central Shopping Canter

Is Still Going On!
atoms hl

Coupon Booiu Are Available In The Mors

Hunk*
Disposable
Diapers

Laundry
Detergent

connection with the shot
clock." said Boston College Coach Gary
Williams, whose 11thranked Eagles are seeded
fourth in the West
Regional. They play Sunday in Corvallis, Ore.,
"against the winner'of Friday night's clash between
19th-ranked Oklahoma
State and Ivy League
champion Princeton,
which ousted North
Carolina A&T 53-41 in one
of four preliminary-round
games.
•'One was getting
across the idea that a
team could get a lead and
then hold the ball on
you," Williams said. "It's
something we didn't
worry about during the
year when we had a shot
clock in the Rig East
Conference). It's
something new that you

have to consider. We
have a couple of days to
work on it."
The Atlantic Coast Conference's final exposure
to its expenmental rules
-- a 30-second clock and a
19-foot three-pointer
Came last Weekend in the
conference tournament,
which North Carolina
State won 81-78 over
Virginia.
"I think we'll be able to
make the adjustment,"
said N.C. State's Sidney
Lowe, the tournament
MVP."The younger guys
might rather play with
the clock, but you've got
three seniors who can
play either way."
The Wolfpack hit 108 of
247 43.7 percent --- from
three-point range during
the regular season while
shooting 47.2 percent
overall.
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blems we had kind of dulled our winning edge at
times We hope we're
over that. Right now
we're happy to--be in the
NIT. We hope we play
well and concentrate on
doing the things we do
right."
lacy said although his
team has had a short time
gathering scouting
material on Murray
State, he added, •'postseason play is always difficult to prepare for. Our
styles are somewhat
similar. though. We both
like-the fast break and we
both operate multiple
defenses. We're going to
go with the things that
hav=e been good to us all
year."

All gimmicks aside, NCAA Tournament begins

Sale

DRUG STORES

_

474 horniecourt record, ing to be up for Wake
winning ill games overall Forest,I know that."
during the same fourAnother Racer senior.
year span.
Sammy Curran, said he
didn't see any reason why
However,three of those the squad
shouldn't be
six homecourt losses ready.
came this year including
"It should be automatic
a season-opening loss to
West Virginia Tech, a for us by now," Curran
mid-February loss to said. "We normally get
Tennessee Tech and last up for the big games.
Friday's embarrassment Sure we're disappointed
about the NCAA. but that
to Akron.
was then and this is now
Will the Racers be up It's all on the line from
for Wake Forest after the here on out."
disappointment of not
making the NCAA field'
When discussing his
"With this team you team's readiness, lacy
never know," responded mentioned injuries as
l*ISU senioriorward Watt potsible deterrents to
the edge at home.
Davis. "They can be up in tonight's preparation
In the past four Years the afternoon and flat
"During the regular
the Racers have forged a that same night. I'm go- season some health pro-
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"We hope we can
bounce back from the loss
to N.C. State and play our
best basketball,- Said
North Carolina Coach
Dean Smith. "We're going to work very hard this
week to prepare for playing tinder NCAA rules."
And Virginia's Terry
Holland said the 30second clock "helped us
so much during the year
that it's hard for me to
say much about the three'point field goal."
Virginia's 106 three-point
JAW-up-Ls were thefewest
by any ACC team.
The only tournament
teams which played
without either a shot
clock or a three-point
basket this season are
LaSalle, Robert Morris,
James Madison,
Princeton, UCLA,
Washington State, Utah,
Peppetdin-e..!
Soutt4western - Louisiana
and Marcpiitte,

Football
harmony
disrupted
WASHINGTON IAPJ -Joe Paterno, head coach
of Penn State's national
collegiate football champions, told Congress today the recent signing of
Herschel Walker by the
United States Football
League has disrupted the
relationship between college and professional
football.
Paterno, representing
the College Football
Association, and Bo
Schembechler, Michigan
coach and president of
the American Football
Coaches Association,
gave their support to
legislation introduced in
the Senate to grant professional leagues a
limited antitrust exemption allowing them to
adopt rules against the
signing of
underclassmen.
.Paterno told the Senate
Judiciary Committee the
signing had "served to
disrupt the generally harmonious relationship that
has existed in recent
years between college
football and professional
football." But he left the
door ajar for the pro
leagues to sign a college
player whose class had
not graduated or who has
not completed his football
eligibility if there are extenuating circumstances,
he said.

NEW HOMES
No Down
Payment
If you con do
some of the
work.
Fro*
M•sting
Call Whet fee
informatles,
(615) 6136460
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Treds overcome,5-0 deficit to win 8-5
Being behind 5-0 in the
second inning might rattle some baseball teams,
but Wednesday it didn't
affect Murr.n State's diamond boys.
Behind the sure-armed
pitching of Jeff Hale. who
went the full seven innings. the 'Sri-its climbed
of the 5-0 rut and clobbered visiting Rhode
Island, 84 Mile gave up
three hits and all five
runs before retiring the
last 18 Karns he faced
Backing Hale' first
victory was a barrage of
seven hits. led M
Roone's 2-for-3 da) including a homer. a double
and three RBIs

SCOREBOARD

. Dave Butts added a
double and drove in three
runs and first baseman
Mike Gargiulo brought
honie two runs with a
check-swing homer over
left-centerfield in the
third mning

i•hiotp, Hendon's Service Station
Where Good Service is • 12 Year
Family Tradition

Let Us Service and Maintain Your Vehicles
5. Do Georiei Otos Itepeit•tionr wes•Ilislet•Sherlis•

five
runs in the third inning
and took the lead for good
in the fifth for their eighth
win to only three losses
this year
St'itreti

CALL US TO BUFF MIRROR GLAZE 1. WAX YOUR
VEHICLES AT LOW REASONABLE RATES.

NCAA Tournament Lineup

Today and Friday the
'Bre& host Rhode Island
2-4 , in a single games at
Reagan Field and Saturday: both Rhode Island
and lAnnsville
Murray fur a doubleheader

Si AA 1 Junto. At
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Racer golfers tied for fourth

(X)MIN' ROUND — 'Breds runner Carrell Boyd rounds third and heads for
home during the third-Inning rally which saw Murray State erne a 5-0 Rhode
Island lead to tie the game at 5-all. The 'Breda took the lead for good in the fifth
Inning and went on to win II-5 at Reagan Field Wednesday.

Unselfish play by Breathitt player
highlights KHSAA tourney opener

After the first round of
the Panhandle. Intercollegiate Golf Tournament, Murray State Is
tied for fourth place with
Eastern Kentuckyin
field of 12 teams
Jimmy. Joseph
72
Ronnie (iverkon
73
Steve Conley. 77 . Tom

AST
Viral 1tound
KlAreft
At i.rwirrtatioro ••

Casper 78 and
ktt
Jennings 82 , combined
for an even 300 which.
places Murray behind
leader Alabama
284
Mississippi
295 I, and
hipst Troy Ntate 298 ,
the tournament second
round will be played towith the concluding
rioundFrida%

rrulatt 1Plat
,1
Al Ilartfurd

,.1 ft
Words, Yaw K II
AI

4.

IL,IL 41. S. II. 41h. 4I.
LEXINGTON, Ky. Henry Clay against quarter when Scott CounTri State Arco%
I AP) — Breathitt Coun- (;reenup County at 7:30 ty, up by three points.
Largest
ty's Jeff Allen made the p.m. and Middlesboro went to a box-and-chaser
Waterbad
play of the day in the against Louisville Fair- defense against Clark
Showroom
opening round of the Ken- daleat9p.m.
County's Jeff Ihivis, who
tucky Boys High School
Carlisle County's inside had racked up 24 points
Basketball Tournament, punch of Keith York and
"The box -and -one
but it had no effect on the Phillip Hall, who scored defense cut Jeff off anti
outcome of the game.
26 and 14 points, respec- our other shooters didn't
With a minute left in tively, proved too much hit the baskets to pick up
Wednesday's 78-66 loss to for smaller Breathitt the slack." said Clark
No. 3 Carlisle County, County, 27-7..
County Coach lake KelAllen, who led Breathitt
We try and go inside ly, whose team finished
County with 26 points, whenever possible,'-said 28-6.
broke free for what would Carlisle County Coach
"Our defense was
have been an uncontested Craynor Slone. "Today
much better in the second
layup.
we were getting the good
Instead, Allen stopped shots inside and they half, our press started
underneath the goal and I Breathitt County never causing some turnovers,
but nothing we could do
relinquished the basket to could stop us."
could
shut down 'Chrisa young Bobcat substitute
"The dream goes on."
Weekly Special Single, Queen King
who had just entered the said Scott County Coach tian County's David'
PARK CITY
THE
Joiner."
said
McCreary
game.
Everette Varney after
'That's the way this the Cardinals first ap- County Coach Jerry
bunch of boys are," said pearance ever in the state Stephens. We never facOpon
ed a kid who we couldn't
Breathitt County Coach tournament.
Mon.-Thise.
stop
with
three
different
James Turner. "We're
Damn Harris and
10-7
real unselfish and we Blakely paced Scott players"
Frieloy 10-9
care about each other like County with 25 and 14
Jciinv led all scorers
Sot. 10-5
a family. That's how we points, respectively.
with 29 points. Jeff ConSun. 1-5
got here.
The turning point in the aster led McCreary CenPaducah,
Ky.
Hwy.
"You know he iAllen
Biltlina
3200
game came in the fourth trai. 21-9. with 24 points
—S.
was crying inside
because we dropped our
first game yet he still
thought enough about his
fellow players to let some
young kid score two
points in the state tournament."
Carlisle County, 38-3,
advanced to Friday's
quarterfinals against
Scott County, 27-5, which
TWO DAYS ONLY
upset No. 14 Clark County
69-61 in the opening game
of the tournament.
Christian County, 25-6,
which led by 17 points late
In the game before hav7:30 A.M. TO 5 P.M.
ing its lead trimmed to
SPECIAL HOURS SAT.: 8:00 AM-4:00 PM
five points with 28
seconds remaining, held
off McCreary Central 6458.
Fort Thomas
Highlands, 20-14, trimmed Owensboro's 18-point
lead to five in the final
two minutes, but
%
OFF LIST
OFF LIST
UST
Owensboro hit some key
P AY 30% DOWN
PAY 60% DOWN
free throws down the
PAY 100%
AT TIME
AT TIME
stretch to pull out a 76.48
AT TIME
OF ORDER
OF ORDER
victory and earn a
OF ORDER
BALANCE DUE
BALANCE ON
quarterfinal spot opposite
ON PICKUP
PICKUP
Christian County.
Today's schedule has
Louisville Ballard
ALL ANDERSEN WINDOWS & GLIDING DOORS
against Warren Central
REPLACE
MENT—REMODELING—NEW CONSTRUCTION
at 1 p.m., Taylor County
against Sheldon Clark at
2:30 p.m., Lexington
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AUTO PARTS STORES

FACTORY REPRESENTATIVES IN STORE

FRIDAY & SATURDAY
MARCH 18 & 19, 1983
FREE COFFEE & COOKIES

WALKER.

25% 120%

MSU netters
nab 10th win
Murray State's Racer
tennis team notched its
10th straight victory
Wednesday downing host
Illinois, 5-4.
No.1 single Mats
Ljungman led the most
recent triumph with•6-3,
6-0, whipping of Barry
Waddel. Two other Racer
singles — Barry Thomas
and Steve Massed — won
their individual matches,
plus the Racers took two
doubles victories as well.
Jae Soegaard and
Maned beet GoodmanAdams, 6-4, I-3, and
"L)unvium teamed with
Bobby Montgomery to
Meat Waddel-Conlin. 62,64.
Today the 10-1 Racers
are at St. Louis and
they'll return to Murray
Friday to boot Louisville

From AMeriCas number one
muffler maker, a muffler for
most domestic and import Cars
that gives you
• Heavy Duty Construction
14.1.14 5^4111• ow•011016.
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• Quality Fit
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St. Patrick's Day parade held despite boycotts, controversy
NEW YoliK

Al'

dignity and pride '
"We're not going to let
them hijack the parade."
said Mayor Edward
Koch. as final preparations were made for New
York's 221st annual
celebration of Ireland's
patron saint
Gov. Mario Cuomo said

Despite a boycott of today 's St Patrick's Day
parade by the Irish
gov r nme nt 23 bands
and SofIle politicians
au.se (4 its controversial grand marshal. 01fl
vowed the event
1.4uid be held "with

he would "never miss"
an opportunity to
celebrate the -magnifi-

cent culture'• of the Irish
The 23 bands, Irish
government. 216th C S
Army band and such
politicians as Sen Daniel
Patrick Moynihan and
former Gov Hugh Cares

people, as opposed to the
usual 120,000
Cardinal Terence
Cooke, archbishop of New
York. did not say whether
he would review the
parade from the steps of
St Patrick's Cathedral
on Fifth Avenue, as is

planned to bo)cott the
parade because of the
election as grand marshal of Michael Flannery..
an Irish Republo an Army sympathizer
However. parade
organizer said they espy( tett a larger than
usual crowd of 160,000

customary.

The cardinal cited as
a new danger"
statements that the event
had turned into a proIRA parade'
Kennedy. Moynihan,
Carey and other
members of the Friends
of I-rebind, a political
caucus, released a St
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ster Fabric

arance

said he was working with
the Central Intelligence
Agency, a claim the CIA
denied.
Flaruiery has long been
active in Irish civic affairs and is founder at
Irish Northern Aid, which
supports anti-British
groups He was elected
grand marshal by a
parade committee vote of
510 to 12.
After the vote, the Irish
government announced
troversy, noted that more all its agencies, including
than 140 bands remained Aer Lingua. the Irish
in the parade and others airline, would hostge.. t the
might take the place of parade That saf the
U.S. Defense Department
those who dropped out
"We expect a great to order that no federal
parade, with dignity and troops -- Including the
pride." said parade com- 26th US Army Band, a
mittee spokesman Martin traditional participant I>unne_ -The purpose of could march in the
the parade is not to focus parade
Among the bands that
on the controversy in
Northern Ireland That's dropped out was the contingent from Toms River
only part of it "
Flannery, 81, was ac- High School East in New
quitted last November of Jersey, which was named
conspiring to smuggle best band of the 1981
weapons to the IRA. He parade.
Patrick's Day statement
which termed 1962 "a
year of disappointment
and concern for all of us
who hope for peace in
Northern Ireland"
The message,signed by
28 U.S. senators and 48
representatives, had
critical words both for the
outlawed Irish
Republican Army and
British authorities in Northern Ireland.
Parade officials, trying
to downplay the con-

HEALTH
Sick of flying
Lawrence E. Lamb.M.D.

c)aie 16'0
Fresh 'N Airy

I am
OEM( lilt LAMB
taking flying lessons and
want to be a fighter pilot
some day Ms problem is
motion sickness The second
time I flew in an airplane I
was with a pilot who gave
me' some positive and nega
live's and got me airso k
Since then I have had a
probIrm with motion sick
ness Maybe s psychologi
cal If I in going to be. a
fighter pilot I If hay(' to get
ed
used to the t: loads ins
in flying jet fighters Id like
to know if there are any spe
nal exercises or diets that
would help MC get immune,
to motion so kness
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DEAR READER
ably easing into pilot training at the start, rather than
being exposed to too many
aerial maneuvers, helps prevent The onset of motion
sickness in flight
You Will be pleased to
know that studies show that
80 to 90 percent of pilot
trainees who experience air
sickness at the onset of pilot
training adapt to flight
stress and eventually experi
ence only mild symptoms
If any
during flight That
is why pilot trainees are not
washed out of training when
they have air sickness Dur
ing World War II about 10
percent of pilot trainees had
air sickness in the early
flights But more than half
of the other air crew +not
pilot trainees, had air sickness As many as 70 percent
of airborne infantry person
nel were airsick
All of this means it is fair
ly common to have air
until you get used tosickne. the.
increased stimuli to the bal
ante canals in your ears
There as no special diet that
will help. except not eating
before Ili& if you tend to
vomit
Fixing your attention on
something such as the

instrument panel seems to
help Ballet dancers fix on a
point to help control a similar problem
Motion sickness is only
one aspect of dizziness and
vertigo which is a common
complaint You will get the
broad picture from The
Health Letter 9 10 Dizziness
and Vertigo which' I am
sending you ()thers can send
75 cents with a long.
stamped
self addressed
enve'lope' for it to me in care
of this newspaper Pt) Box
1)S1 Radio City Station.
New York NY 10019
DEr DR LAMB
I am
a 17 yearold girl and I have
very flat buttocks I se tried
exercises and they don't
seem to work for me I have
also tried a girdle 'with
false buttocks but it just
doesn t look natural
. I would like to kr** if'
there is any operation or
something that I can do to
correct this problem
Your
DEAR READER
letter reminds me that one
person s problem is another
person s goal I wish you
could read the volume of
mad I get from women who
are concerned because they
have more butt(Icks than
they want
Although how fat or skinny You are does have an
effect on how much tat is on
the buttocks hereditary factors are also very important
The Hottentots of southern
Africa have a racial charactenstic. of a large pillow of
fat oyer the buttocks
Exercises wont increase
your fat stores there If you
gained fat overall you would
probably increase the size of
your buttocks but that
might not be attractive And
I doubt any reputable stir.
geon would want to do fat
tissue transplants for you
Why _not realize that to
many, flat buttocks are
desirable, not a handicap

LOUISVILLE, Ky.
API --- Humana Inc. on
Wednesday reported a 21
percent increase in earnings per common share
for the three months ending Feb. 26.
Company officials
reported that net income
for the company's fiscal
second quarter was
$311,806,000, or 47, cents
per common share, compared with $30,334,000, or
39 cents a year ago.

During the second
quarter, Humana had an
average of 16, 043 licensed hospital beds, compared with 16,056 in the
corresponding quarter a
year ago.
For the six months ended Feb. 28, Humana's
earnings per share increased 23 percent to 96
cents from 77 cents during a similar period a
year ago.
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Four charged with smuggling marijuana into Lexington
1.EXING 1t)!%.
Ky
AP, - Four men were
charged Wedritumto with
smuggling itIlz) pounds of
marijuana worth an
estunated $I million into
Lexington authorities
said.
The arrested were identified as David Russell
of iii.
Caldwell.
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Each was charged with
trafficking in marijuana
and lodged in the Vas ette
County Detention Center
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LOUISVILLL
seems bound and deter• AP, Sen Walter Had- mined to plunder our na
. expressed tional heritage to achiese
dleston.
Concern Wednesday ill-defined goals that I ain
about a U.S Ihpartnient not con%•ineed e%en the%
of Agriculture plan that understand.•• Iluddleston
could involve the sale 44 6 said in statement issuet1
million acrt of national from his °flit,
forest land.
Washington, It t •
The plan would ub-iudt.
The Agri( ulttire 34,593 acres of the Daniel I iepartment must ...et
Boone National Forest in authoriring legislation
eastern Kentuck and
from Congress to proceed
acres of theJefferson Na- with studies to determine
tional Forest in Pike and which parcels :I i t
.etcher counties
suitable for salt' bef,•te
Huddleston. the rank- any of the oar( els
ing Democrat on the proposed for sale
-- 1 have (It) 11•11111 that if
Senate Agriculture Committee, through the whi•th Congress %%ere to en.i t
the legislation mu.st pass. authorizing lttgislatoin
pledged to do whate%er stud). the possible sair
was necessary to kill the this administration ss suit
proposal.
see It as .11 mandate 11.
l'IWIllit•Sttli3 \A O
•'This administration
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WOODMEN BLDG., MURRAY 753-9476
STOCKS - MUNICIPAL BONDS - MUTAL FUNDS
MEMBER NEW YORK STOCK EXCHANGE MEMBER SIPC
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deep cleans %with double
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IAIAL-MART

Edge cleaning
plus...

Clean-up
on Great
Savings!

• sa
r

I,sr

deei,

ti)

Automatic carpet
adjustment
adapts cleaner to most
carpet Special plush
ft shag settings'

16 qt bag capacity
Girls Dress Shoo

more cleaning per bag'
you II like the °wilt &
Clean bag changer

1
17I

I

Pflic•

Ctuadrafles
agitator

ed(4111 hfuther

$69

Stock market

Cleaninel System
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SENIOR VICE PRESIDENT - INVESTMENTS
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Convertible' *
Upright g Hamm
110111

1 si ii le th,;
airplane which was al
Blue Ca.'s,. Air port ,,r,
three %din les w.r UI
tis, sled b auttiot Ito s.
If found guilt‘. the met
could be senterieJt1 t, , !cs
years in prison and
$5.000

Self-propelled
* **

„..
1

unloading Mil r I
from Sutherland's
pickup truck. a federal
drug ilffte-tal satd
Califv.ell and Walsh were
arrested Liter in the day
Four others were still
being sought in thge case.
authorities said
bides

FIRST OF MICHIGAN CORPORATION
MORRIS BILBREY

Huddleston concerned about
natiooal forest land sale

Scissors
Sharpened
While You Shop!

Suggested
Retail
$99.95

Bond was set at Stmillhin
for Caldwell and 1,100.000
for Ciross Walsh and
Sutherland They were to
be arraigned todo in
Fay ette I hstrit't Court
1,:ross, and Sutherland
were arrested earl
Wettnesda as th.tt were

S.

•

• .

•

ington: Joel A Gross 2,
of Lexington. Das itt
Thomas Walsh, iu of
Holly it ood. Fla
James E Sutherland.
of loterpool,W

M•1dwCI3rvau.
4

6.34

Twin lamp
headlight
itif used isr .9ht be,11,1 ii
I •91h t helps seek our tote,

*ararajaffi
arars

Suggested
Retail
$299.95

U4127

Soft touch cord
rewind
"„truned rewind for
smooth retraction
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Reg. $79.95

Save
$80

$5995
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Sugg.
Retail
$89.95

$69'

SAVE $20.
COmpietil with

Attichow is

F4143

Save
$20

Limited
Quantities
S3121

WE CARRY GENUINE
HOOVER BAGS!
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drugging ionic I via• 12 I was a b.saket cart! am Is nois and I have not had a drink. or drug•
any kind, for nearly a ..ar Tomorrow "(di be my Tina
anniversary'
Anonymous ha• defittitels sa•sKi ms life I
his*e everything going for me I came from a life of hell
and today I ha•r a hell of a litc'
Thanks for rionstantl% plugging A A That iolumn made
m• doss
lit iI4liY S

'Older Worker Week'observed
employees. Thus workers
over 40 as a group, have
no senous problems
as
long as they remain
employed

As a part of the effort to
encourage hiring of older
workers .40 plus 0 the
president has designated
:the week of March 13-19.
• 1 9 3, as •'National
.
'Employ the Older Worker
'Week
•. The following pro•claniation has been
;released
:

Most of the nearly 40
nothon Amencarks we are
:working or seeking work
• arc regularly employed,
.10-obit- mg the goods and
:serY ices our Nation
needs They have solid
job skills and a acalth of
esperiem e
1y
they are stead!, , reliable
orker, v. ho take pride in
their %Yirk and are valued

Dea/L,

tuck) are working to
overcome reluctance to
hire older jobseekers by
making employers aware
of documented findings
which measure job performance of older
workers as being at least
as effective as young people The objective is to
have each worker -judged
on the basis of individual
ability to do a specific
job
"Employers are encouraged to give careful
consideration to the
qualifications of older
men and women when
hinng new workers It's
good business Call your
local Manpower Service,
telephone I-247-3857. and
list your needs

The problem is that.
despite high job qualifications, many who lose
their jobs have difficulty
finding new ones. The
costs of longer penods of
unemployment result in
personal hardships.
greater expenditures for
unemployment insurance
and other income
maintenance programs.
as well as lowering productivity of our economy
by deprivation of highly
skilled workers
The Federal (overnment and State of Ken -

/14
By Abigail Van Buren

Cash Gifts Receive
Hearty Endorsement

'1 •'S

I.
14 •-)

DEAF( DALLAS: You are • divorcee. The woman
who was married to your es-husband at the time of
his death is his widow.
DEAR ABBY I‘ it possible to has. a genuine friend
ship with sour dot tor.' I am a professional woman who
has groovn seri, fond of ms woman physician during this.
p71/6t %Car She treated me for a medical problem and has
me is great deal with some personal problems ton.
From the very twginning I felt a strong attraction he
(wren us We ve attended the same social functions and
have lunched together on occasion After my medical pro
blem was ressol•ed, I had the feeling that or. don-tor wanted
to end the personal relationship that I thought was )tist
lot-gunning too deselop
When I asked her about this. she said we could not
maintain both a social relistionahip and a patient doctor
relationship but oho %aft quite. willing to, tor Ms doctor
I hase trouble understanding this, 1194 flIV husband and I
hiss's- a social relationship with our lawyer lintl other pro
fesoional t•pes we deal with and it's never (rented ions'
problems
I would appreciate hearing sour view tor those oof your
readers on this bowl
AN( tVilisit WS, PLEASE

DEAF( ABBY My huslianii out I are hissing a kno.. k
down drag out light about a ;aunt ,.1 etiquette
II. re /4 thr 'situation MN huoloaild and I were dinner
guo oto at the borne
I outdo in another sits on
returning horn. the following das a. sent the hostess an
•
loo•4•14, arrangement , ! flower. too 4•14.111.11111
16411440
It I. /6,611 tan fT1.110114. Arad a. •• f,....r ,1 tithing from the
Ii' stess to. indicate that our flowers arr. res elvami oNeVer
Mind
-thank sou
Is husband maint.sins that ..ur
(tossers were a -thank sou
till dinner arid Its. not
neo esisari, for her to thank UA for has ing thanked her
I toss tin: -hostess should has, at to ast let us know our
flowers were reseised Who's right '
A I'lf 'KKR'S

46 .

S

•
f

DEAR ABBY I was married for ..!'s years. then I got a
divorce lie married again hut I ne•er did lie Just passed
away and I was wondering if I'm .1 widow now or am I
just a divorcee"'
This is very important too me My husband s wife is still
living if that makes as difference
DALLAS'

DEAR to/ 1- I agree. Hut the etiquette books say
that cash gifts ore "correct.- What is incorrect is a
wedding invitation accompanied hy the suggestion
that a gift oil ca•h is preferred. In other words. it..
okay to moue (Arial, hut it. not okies to oak for it.

S-risarr tu Nedirwrod•4 • l'urtle

1

DEAR AIMS In sour o olumn in the Toronto Sun
someone raised the old thestnut about whether a man
should remose his hat an an eles.stor when there are
lad les present
I thought thou t a an
on, o• and for all sears ago ho'.
Emily b oost - but I won t 111164.alr 11/ It Thi% is the esoienor
,,f her reply though not the esat I aorifing
N.ifi,r Is a mraria oil tran•portation in the same
An
ategors as a boo al bus subwas train or street. ar The
onl• different.- is that an elesator Iris its. vertu allv rather
than hon.rontalls A m.sn does not remose his hat in other
%rho les so, there is no netiesoity for him to remose it in
an elesator
11...u.re v.elcorne
ARTif 1k 1.1(10.,HIst; t'ANAIdAN

ariton to.
IIVAH .114I11
threol tinio oo Ii, ms
far - and two .of my letters hose appeared in your
I olumn Not had' liere gow• again
Ho mones gifts af. weddings Whs not" S. many young
people Ilse together for .1 while before this to- the knot
and really 41641 t need any more ours ing Intl es toasters or
blenders
1•Ve ga4,4 booth of our nephews non.• for wedding gift•
I ine o,f tho-rn pooled all his o :lob gifts .4nd used it for
....ffirlfttlig be frail% nenn14-41 - a sitable +awn pa•m•nt on
, or
I think !h.. I /ITC( t thing to, it in every situation 101
what is sensible arid pra4-tio al for the people invoot%ed
AII% gift gi•en with Ioo,e and , o,noideration for the
ref opterito is • .IrrIN t. II)
b...k Who (dlr..% what 044o-coon-It, hooks. %AN'
1.11- IN AGAWAM MASS

CROSSWORD PUZZLER
6

DEAR BOBBY: tio thanks. due MI*. A.A. threw you
a lifeline You caught it. Congratulation..

itt

t
4"(
••• "I•
,
'
•
'•

A'1, •(if .e•F
r4o•t 0.0••

lil•:A14 WIFE: You Sr.-, The hostess should have
acknowledged the now or.. and thanked yOU for
I hem.
'tour o odurnri featuring the questionnaire
deterinino who ther so, .ort• an al...holit brought tears to
ins est..
- I reniernIn r taking that to st .1 4.4.41- ago, at m!.
"nd
A meeting The results
id in.- that I was MI
A11.411,111 And 11.11i too .too something about it
When I aas 1: I found myself drinking Coffee Royals
.01 s
rn to too.' rny day I had 1...co drinking and
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JOHN MITCHELL
John Mitchell, l! S attorney general under
President Richard Nixon
was It John
Kennedy's commanding officer in the Solomon
Islands during World War
II
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This is a ONE TIME FREE pick up. Please DO NOT call for
service.
Robert Butler, Supervisor
Street Department
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2. Notice

Novo S ininortest C.
750-4444 for as
sperotionin message to
brighten yew day.
Childroa's tape ISt444S.

[

G Complete Glass
Co has all types of diets
mirrors and plamplass
Cut to all was and
theses We 'moan store
fronts. replace
aluminum doors,
closers. Pimp's. Wks
and weatherstrips We
install auto glass. fix
storm otinclowS, storm
doors and patio door
glass Mare up show
cases and picture
frames MAO Glam. Ill
CO1dbob1Of dd. 713 0110
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1. Legal Notice

Any brush put out after April 22 will not be picked up and
will be the responsibility of the property owner to
remove.
SPECIFICATIONS
All tree and shrub trimmings must be stacked in neat
piles no more than six (6)feet long and four(4)inches in
diameter. Leaves, gross, weeds and small trimmings
must be placed in plastic bags. Brush must be put out by
beginning date for that area.

AUNT FRITZI,
PLEASE GET THE
FAUCET FIXED

THAl

1. Legal Notice

North side of Main March 21-April 4
South side of Main April 4-April 22

ji
e#7\ft

W

1. Legal Notice

ANNUAL SPRING
BRUSH PICK UP

(
( 44.

DEAR ANONYMOUS: Its my opinion that you
came on too strong, and your physician felt that .he
couldn't handle a social relationship with you. In
any case. she told you as diplomatically as she could
that she prefers not to socialize with you.
Please accept her decision with grace and don't
pursue her.

'

& SILVER
CUSTOM JEWELERS

GOLD

OLYMPIC PLAZA

NOTICE
Oto veer essiv••••••.
SA« from oar Si.. lboyO.
sal by of saw
hoe 4.311 PM to 11110
se 104111•OVS. timoilays
lbond•To mod liblovo.
P111111110111. OU111111111111U.
POITW1C. CAIIIILLAC
140611. Ili
tallony for all oc
casions, Happy Birth
day, AJW1 VIItar y Gat
Well. Irs a Oar• Ws •
Girt, many more e1s0
Senforfs. E T Garlfald
Phon• 434 Strot for on
formation and prICCI
Tftros• ore Helium In
hated myiar balloon

A ER'S
Uniforms &
Maitre-1aq

Slyer
C1000d
Oponod
Sono

Ai. by, ..
,
(1
rod Diamonds
Moors
10 1
I 2 S Synder

10.75
111.7)
.42

2. Notice
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ftSPIIIINI Mina
Dot,

=4
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VIOL

FOR BENT
Gordo•, 304 I 00.
Bondy to Aso, will
furnish tilw sod port
of seed sad *es. If
yes don't kora how to
podia *ono don't
apply. 3 Niles from
cowl snows. For
oboe losformatio• cd
753-011S.

•

VERNON'S
FRONTIER
TRADING
POST
Wolters sad
English Tech Apparel, sim and

saddle repair.

1 ii.I H & TiMEtti. Tiourailas March 1: 1913

l' 51.1 1 "i I If f 511 li II s 1 Is

1E...4216MMX31031E3107/:P
2. Notice
••MENImmie

MID-SOUTH
OUTLET
Wholesale -Retail
223 S. 6th
Mayfield, Ky.
Tools • Furniture Gifts - Watches Brass Closeouts Bankruptcies.
This week specials
4000 lb. Come
along - $680. 3
piece Living Rooms
Suite - $135. 3
Speed Band Saw
5155. S piece
solid oak Dinette
set - $225. 5
speed Drill Press $115. 25 ft. coil
air hose - S5.00.
14 piece wrench
set- S9.50.
Open 8:30
to 5:30
753-8796

6 Help Wanted

19. Farm Equipment

Wanted man for oc
casionisi yard work
753 407

Tillers Rear Tine
Briggs and Stratton
engines chain drive 3
forward speeds and
Shp 119999
Wall's
tip
5599 99
Hardware Pars
Tractor ti'res new and
used
kough Equip
men? 312 7707

9. Situation Wanted
Will babySit in m
home 437 oes Or see
107 Shady Oaks
nould like to lease
Burley Poundage for
dark fired acreage Cali
4419 2111

10. Business Opportuniti
w,th summer nearly
here get an early start
wine" your lake marina
bus,ness tiv Purchasing
the three ac res and
cottage at edge of Pine
Bluff Shores Zoned fOr
:Ornmerr ,a , use w
lots of water Sr,
Some owner tinancv
possible Great business
possibi , itiesl Roberts
Realty. 753 1651

14. Want to Bey
--!• used 3 wheel b,e
49 2170
'rant to lease dark tired
loOacco base $350 pe
a,re Call 435 4351
One owner used car
ess than 50.000 miies
Cali evenings. 757 8620
After
5c alto' Bucks
S 00p m 753 8961
_

15. Articles for Sale

S. Lost and Found

beauty
LOSt Doberman at end One operator
753
shop equiprq,ent
of North 1,sih fS3 764
2935
prom dresses for
sale
3 are Southern
Bells Sizes 9 13 49
2649 or 192 8325

N. Mobile Home Rentals

22. Musical
Piano or Music Theory
lessons by experienced
teacher 153 0739
Used Spinet Piano
Assume payments w.th
approved credit
Paris
Leach's Music
Tenn 901 647 6463 or
SI2 9271

SPINET COMS011
PIANO
IOR SALE
Vista 1115O1.S1114 PM,
Is UM mIr WMCa.M

23. Exterminating

•I•

•

6. Help Wanted
CRUISE SHIP JOBS' .
Great income Potential
For
all occupations
information call
602
837 3401 Eli*, 171
Experienced body man
Apply in person. South
3rd Extended Chaparel
Motors Ask for Ken
Experienced Auld
B&B
Clean Up Boy
Brokers Inc
Contact
R a n d'y o r
753 4389"
.
Gospel group needs alto
singer. Call collect
I 247 7834.
Kentucky Farmworker
Programs. Inc now has
an office in Calloway
County
If you have
done formwork and are
looking for a lob, contact
Pamela Jetton at the
Red Cross Office, 3rd
floor Courthouse or call
7 5 3 0701 on Wed
nesdays. Thursdays and
-.'Fridays from
8004 30p m
N EEDED I M
MED1ATELY
In this
area Part time home
workers $40 daily
Preparing
possible
envelopes, no ex
perience necessary
UHG
Write
R 12
Bowling Green,
B 181
Kentucky 42101
PROCESS MAIL AT
HOME! $75 per bun
dred! No experience
Part or full time Start
Details
immediately
send self addressed
stamped envelope to
C R I 520. P0 Box 45.
Stuart. FL 31495
Trucking. no e x
Perience necessary For
information call 919 221
6119 or 919 227 0527
98 m 9p m , Mon Fri
Adams Interprtze Inc
Wanted! Someone to
clean and mow Asbury
Cemetery
Anyone in
lefested call Bufford
Stone Phone 492 844

19. Farm Equipment
1975 4000 Ford Tractor,
314" Plows. 6 Heavy
Duty Bushhog, 6' Box
Blade, Herd Seeder. 6'
Tiller, 6' Pulverizer
with seed and fertilizer
box, 20' Tandem
Trailer /53 5699 after
6p m
235 Massey Fergerson
Diesel Tractor 370 hrs
like new and 4 pieces of
equipment 49 2180
2N Ford Fer3erson
Tractor and equipment
$1.750 Phone 492 6350
966 1H tractor. dual and
front weights. 1200
hours Also 6 row 1H
planter. like new Call
759 4588 or 753 7637
For sale, Holland 2 row
pick up tobacco setter
and a 4 wheel rubber
tire wagon Call 753 9357
after 5p m
If you compare
Price
Parts
Service
Quality you will buy
Wheel Horse Stok.es
Tractor. Industrial Rd
753 1319
1020 Fergerson Trac
tor. Plow, Disk.
Cultivator
Bushhog.
Boom Pole. Hay Baler.
Hay Rake and Cycle
After ap m
Mower
753 31611
Two Row Burch
Cultist/tor. g000 After
Sp m 753 4065

Kelley's Termite
8. Pest Control
Plane 7533914
24. Miscellaneous
17 hole Martin Box. I
and 7 hole small Wren
Boxes large Bird
feeders also have "4 in
I'' !Tile Desk. Study
Desk. Sewing Center or
End Table' See at 1624
Olive or phone 753 1712
Atari cartidges. Ms
Pacman. Sedaped.
Phoenix, Sea Quest.
Spider Fighter. Frogger
and many more Coast
to Coast Hardware
753 8601
Firewood, $72.50 a rick
Call 153 3781 _after Spin.,,
_
Gordon manure, you
haul $500 pick up load
759 4588 or 75) 7637
Marine Batteries 375
CCA $39 99 exchange
549 99 ex
SOO CC A
change Trolling Bat
teries 27 series IOS
amp $51 99
Wallin
Hardware. Paris
Martin Houses
6
rooms. $2299 12 rooms
533 99 18 rooms. $44 99
24 rooms, $5999 Wallor
Hardware, Paris
Mr Art Collector here',
YOu chance to get an
orginal Ken Hollano
painting 502 382 2603
SEASONED
FIREWOOD Call John
80ver. 753 0338
Tillers. Shp chain drive
Briggs and Stratton
engine $76999 Wallin
Hardware, Paris
Trees and Shrubs. 40
varieties including
apple, peach. plum
cherry. pear and de
corative Potting and
Icip. soil Peat cow and
Sheep manure Coast to
Coast 753 1604
Wood Storage Building
12x14 Call 753 4914 after
130

ZOO CARTS
S.ut

Music

DS.TAPS•STEREO
FOR SALE
4
goes you pick apple and peach or
*bard. Strawberry and *.et
form. Located in Marshall Comity.
22 year ongoing successful prodec•
ties. AN eqvipment necessary f
operation Included I sale price.
Good rotors oa investment for
primary or secondary income. Addross inquires to P.O. Box 648
Mimi,Ky., 42001.
Excellent heatless opportunity

Olgio

41. Public Sale

BACKYARD
SALE
Fridoy
2165. IS%
Old floor m•dal
radios, dishes, da
doll bell,
boogies ,
glassware, etc.
Cancel in cuss of rein.

Sycamore
mower,
Lawn
m•cisossic tools, lees
soot, bay crafts, iseld
mod awls.

properissg

to

dividosl, loyalness,
farm sail ether

Joyce Noel's Tax Ser
vice Prices start at
$7 Stfor short forms No
waiting
COOieS made
on the spot and ready to
mail al, 2440

GARAGE
SALE
Fri. meld Sat.
9-S
Clouds's, playpen,
Weiler, etc., TV.'1,
everything cheep.
Tao 94W to Lyng
Grove, Tors rigirt so
193,g• 1 mh.

27. Mobile Home Sales
12160 FURNISHED 1
bedroom, all electric
washer. dryer air con
ditioned. Carpeted. $A
SOO 733 4091
1h60 Guardian 2 bed
ropm, partly furnished
Call 733 344
1202 Townhouse, 3
bedroom. excellent
condition Cali 437 4311
after Sp m
1470 INC H011y Park. 2
bedrooms, 1'7 bath,
furnished or un
heitiShed Cell 753 7370
1960 Cherokee 1/s30, 2
bedroom, tornishod all
electric, with utility
pole. 83.500 486 2767
before lp m or anytime

on weekends
1973 Lawrence IMO.
excellent condition,
underpinned. 1190r8ee
building. after 4:300.M.
7$3 011
1981 Jamaican 1400
trailer. all oloctric,
lived in only 6 months.
514.300 Call 733-328S
otter Sci

GARAGE
SALE
Friday and Satyrday, 121 North, 1
wile pest Coldwater en right.

inum11111ir

YARD
SALE
March 1$ sad 11
Fri. and Sat. 8-2
Old fiery. 641,

seribside of Dexter.

•

51 Campers

••

5X83

•

•e
,

1••• •••

...1
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HARRISON
CUSTOM
SEEDING
AND TREE
PLANTING

•

D. A

•• •

.•
404

.1•••;

\•

I'` •

52 Boats Motors

s

Coll Bill or
lemons
eights after
9 PM
759 1531

• • ••
I•

• s
53 Services Otterec

DAILEY'S CARPET
CLEANING

47 Motorcycles
•,

;

Low
tow
Rates
Satisfied References
Fre. Estimates
759 1911

• .r
I

!IN

A

•
,`•• A

•,;,11
• 14 4.•
.31

'4s

"•

II 4
1

Appointments
mode
for your convenience
Fell tins,
associates
mveniflf
phones
Oats IICCI111
Thef1S4 Kulgil 153 l7,'$
Nice Iletsiverth
753 751
Cr, Spas
SJ 747
Asu lesson

•••%0 4'
'S I t.iM6 Atte,

:••
''

• •
44

I

SP,•S

IA V, SI

''ii 444'4
'
.14

••• •••A Si'' •••
A "
••

t
t•',1
•

• r• • • ••

••

;,*();!••

•'

"
"4 61;11 !

•

44. Lots for Sale
t On Re. her.
ChOir.e 10-in (anterp ,Ar •
Dr
lid f, rd.%
Subd
frontage sewer an, I
water tap on fee .1:rea,t.
paid Call 751 390)
fire building
Hazel water and 'or A ••,
Ser ious
hOok up
quires Onlf 4918110
-

4. Homesfor Sale
•

_

BR? story rural NIrne
Of' ofle airP SePAI Ate
din,ng and utility Fri
4

,n
0se
v rtrne-P;:cre
eci
Pla(to
r Swit
efti:
$19 900 Call Sp.inn
Realty ASV"( 15) 7124
A pleasantly on
traditional laJ Ade
which captures a full
measure of warmth its
exterior appeal resk, tS
from a syrripliony 'it
sui h features as *r.e
attractive ex•ndovii Ai.
failing. cypreSS. 5fOrae
glass exterior snugly
setting in frees ail
around The flOOr plan
has has mu( 15 to re
commend this design to
the family whose -r
qu.rements

Garage
Sale
Fri. & Set.
Merck II end 19, 707

5 ,''

Profession&
Painting
Exterior
Interior
reasonable rates Coll
Keith Black 753 6244
for free estimate

T940 or 3 bedroom house
Washer
in county
dryer hook up 'Stove
492
and refrigerator
-8923 after 10 a m

_
e 3 bedroom
Extra
home Located dote to
town $350 month 753
0692
Nice furnished 1 bed
room apt Inquire 1010
South 13111
Very 'attractive 2 bed
room unfurnished
newly IP
home
modeled. $760 per
month rent $200 de
Posit Cali 753 91179-

5' •

• t.

I

31. Want to Rent

34 Houses for Rent

Harmon

•

..„

STROUT
REALTY

\

1 bedroom furnished
block from campus
no
water furnished
pets Available March
25 $145 rent 753 1203
Furnished apt I biock
from Downtown $125
month Call 753 6977
Furnished Apt 1 or 2
Zimmerman
bedroom
Apartments South 16th
753 6609
One or two bedrooms
apt%
near downtown
Murray
753 4109 762
6650 or 436 3141

'• •
if. 22'1

53 Services Ofterec

53 Services Offered
•

•

011.• Cease is (6611
Sayers Iron 1•••yw6e••
1•6•646 Sierviic• Sims 1400
1117 (Odiumtx. Reed
411orrier lootvcay 42011
5021751 OISX
11•04•166
104 t 1411441011
Iltrolue
L
•••••1 L 11.4.4‘011

Morasses*
Stswogo Space
For Riot
753 4758

S TAX SERVICE
"ow

rotor's. 1104 Pogo.,

CARTS

•.

.ot of
'Jur

&

ation ror
ideal
retail ousiness or vr
feSSiOnal Off,(e Li5e 525.
per month Co,..• • E5
Kopperud 753 ...

23. Business Services

7$1-112S

ATARI
5z0o coma(

ii''"

32. Apts. For Rent

16. Home Furnishings
3 Ton Central Air
Utility
conditioner
Pole 200 Amp Panel
Antenia
and Breaker
Pole with
on 30 ft
Rotary Call 436 5894
For sale household
items furniture, chil
dren's clothes 753 0406
Hot Point refrigerator
freezer Good condition
ice maker 4 yrs did
436 5870
Magabox ronsole AM
FM stereo, record
player.. 8 track. $225
Ponderosa fireplace
insert 5275
Kirby
545 Antique
vacuum
Library table 5175
Antique Cherry
Bookcase. $2 6 5
7531698
Maple Half Bed and
Chest" 7538615
Refrigerator: $120 or
beSt offer 753

•

Perilous & Tlsormeo
laserewce
IteM !steno
Seeks:ids Coors Sq.
Merrily, II•sefocky
7S3 44S I

Pears Bes 321 Cattle
1111115 12231
Used spinet piano used
organs used grand
pianos player piano
practice pianos Bald
Win Pianos organs
Lonardo Piano Co next
Paris
to Penney's
Tenn

50 Used Trucks

'CO- • e

43 Real Estate

111(

S111 11U115

16 Homes tor Sale

AT STUD
2 Arab
5talliOns eOur nO
ail (gyp an or
Ron
Breeding
'53
. _9tvi _
fr a A
• se',
its, Cs
,fiory La'.'
,•
Ca ."
0'

X. Business Rentals

LOST

Ladies Purse
Bergandy. If found
please call 7537242 after 6:30
or 753-1606, 106. Reward. offered.

Three bedroom trailer
at ken,ana shores $100
month
deposit re
q
1ca436 536A
Ttailer to, rent See
Brandon Oil at Dill $
Trailer Court
Two bedroom house
trailer near k
r efe.ee, ei
f u rn:shed
required .Caii4v 2111
Two bedroom 17, i•
located S rrvtes nortr
Murray $140 monit,
Plus axiom.* Call '51
4661
Two belrOOn's .orn
citetely t urn shed
,Oni/7,tiOner •base‘e,
• yer.759 WS

37. Livestock-Supplies

rnt luCle

formal and informal
lying areas There is a
e•ceptional amount of
ivagility in the
fireplace area work
island in the kit,: hen
raised family room
secluded study rough
hewbed beams teen,'
ger'S hide away
and
sheltered deck Cali us
now and go with us at
Century 21 Loretta Jots
Realtors to see this for
your family
Brick duplex hOuse with
basement
3 bloc ks
from Square 400 South
6th, Murray 747 1459
Cabin. 3 rooms
modern, on lake
Springville. Tenn
No
reasonable offer re
fused $10 000 Phone
21/ 162 7396 or 762 7170
Extra nice Town House
Duplex
Large rooms
and Plenty 01 closet
space will please the
most discriminating
tenants The excellent
location Will assure
minalmuM occupancy
44/14- 4.n..co_m_re_. Call
KOPPERUD REALTY
733 1172
HOUSE OF THE
WEEK, Extra nice 3
home in city
2
Barns. Den and utility
Within walking
room
distance of schools
Must We to appreciate
at this low price $14.500
Call Spann Realty As
soc 733 7724

SR

'5 i

4. Auto Services

StrviCt CO
Alias•
I
iliS
lasiee WA tint Olt
custom Ilia work
IllirtaCIS Call 111,1 E

•

ROSS
ROOFING

Will break gardens
in and around
Murray area. Call
753-5713.

illy 13060

A 13,•••

'••

Opa•
i• ••

49. Used Cars

•; '
"1 • '• '
A

-

'1

1911) Fur '
s,fr••••1 k uo
0 •
I V 7
Cutlav.
.• •
'472 Is .1,••••
on
as• r10 S
Ca,I59 00'4 altr• Sp
1•1 I C•1,2.11,1•
oupe (), 'S1 so,'
01.1.')•• (
. lir good
;!•
a "Si 1,1 4 After, Sp
1911
Carlo I %
Ii
c
t ip,,in I r it k)
oil)
P
w hey- ( A ll 753 7891
04,
•
191s
%ler I ow," Ana 11 .15emen••.
C Opel,. A.ijori n
lafon%
..• A I •
mlet •-•Tr,t n. e Ts) • '!••••••11,;% t
•
.4,
••,.•
7523
•-•.;
•- •
,
;44.•
• 4. .1
"s1 •
1476 • 0'11 S,••.$,Jr•-• 14,10 • ''
;o•,.! •;Jo
•
e•
,ou
901 247 5507
I
All,
al:br.e
err 50,
.n remOitehnu
1911 ikougar fof 'isle Or
'rade for p.• • UP tr.) • :J.ms and gar A .Je •
,ji,!
I.; Of, 'thJ S'• •
.1, Jr
,
au?
[lie
1 '
ids
s1 per r r
Li rtlo',ilrr t
iS.t 7:isx 41,
all. (a
after 45) in
1978 Camaro 128
P5 I
ellen? :ond.!,on
12690, is) 1729
IY/1 Pont,.,' Grar '
,..tar. Station nagoii
'$3 5699
19/9 Ma/sla 4-.Lc s 0,
a
speed
$I
▪ 950 /5) WI
1910 Pona.u. Phoen
io al
owner
26 000
mires ps
ph
r 'Jose
AM F
75.1 0491
19111 Ponfia Phoen,
dr Coupe tan I (yIn
der automatic loaded
$6.400 Cali /53 7)04

50. Used Trucks
1973 Chevy Van $1513
1970 VW Beetle Trui
with custom camper
51,030 253 001
It?) international
new
Travel All I Of
clean and
front end
runs 0000. new paint
Asking $1,050 Also 3'
heavy duty pipe roll bar
for wide bed truck
AsIk.ng S100 436 1118
1974 Chevrolet Pickup
19/1 Ford LTD. 2 Or
hardtop Both 1 owner
local cars 10VS 1110115114211.
extra clean 436 7427

JC C
COMPANY
Sidh*: Vinyl, Aleeeinese & Steel
SO Tear Warranty
Overhang: Alsonsines 30 Warranty
Reefing: Steel 1, Alentimeas
Steadies Seam Steel Reef
Akstaksim Stara Windows/doen
Free Estimates
Cell Today 719-1600
Orr/
Is

All types roofing
local references Free
'Omsk.' All work
Days
gnor•nteed
nights
7 5 3 6581
759 1159

tilisTi ih

56 Free Column
•

'cf....*;%

....

Its Spring Planting Time!
Assioas SI 9/ 6, SIO 00
6 Ibiebert
Strewbarry Plants
tieelmorries
Asporages
fruit Trees
Thornless Siockbornot
Sbrebs
Picea Trees
Diqwe•ds
lop•wase Alopki
Vegetable Plants
Movie Monts
Railrood Ties
illvddine Plants
Roses
Marogion Ilesbets $3.99-$5.99
(141111411•41 Ts Choose From)
Ogee 7 Days 901•712-3406

INITCHENS PLANT FARMS
GREEN MUSES
mar P.•••• •••••fimil
ei hoe emil I 6104 U44
low
64 •• 1/in5 p1•.
40, pia*

%43

Auction Sale

Saturday, March 19th at 10:00 a.m.
of Lynn Grove, Ky on Highway 193. See
auction signs to turn off highway 94 and sign where to
tarn off 121 between Murray and Mayfield.
1'a mile north

Will sell furniture, appliances, yard furniture. office equipment
shop tools. This merchandise belongs to Mr and Mrs Louis Bur
ton and Ismael Stinson. Nice poster bedroom suite, coffee and
end tables. nice lamps, 2 nice recliners, one wall hugger. odd
chest. nice maple gun cabinet with glass doors. 2 nice large
abinet speakers. a wet bar set, eleilrly sewing machine,
beautiful oak cabinet trellisl sewing machine. breakfast set,
refrigerator with freezer across bottom, poi.' and pans. card
table with 4 folding chairs, poker table, electric heaters, electrif
fans, 3 piece redwood yard set, wrought iron oak leaf patio set,
metal patio table and chairs, round picnic table with iron seat
stools, large office safe. 2 office desks, one good office chair, Iii
mg cabinets, paper cutter, adding machines. rash register, sonic

clothes racks from retail store, 2 large American flags with 48
stars, one lot of plate glass, folding stairway, a good sta-nte well
pump, like new 2 cylinder small air compressor, leaf shredder,
good snapper comet riding' mower, push mower, fishing equip
ment, hand and garden tools,(loss cut saws, bean scales, many
other items not listed. This will be an all day sale Not responsible
for accidents, lunch available.

Don Miller - Auctioneer
"My Service Dossol Cast, ft Pays.
LleoasisI & 11006•11 Is Ry. & Tem.

%I.' It, I III MI
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Fleetwood Crouch,87,dies Wednesday

OBITUARIES
Ora Wyatt
dies today
Ora

Wyatt.

Mrs. Hackett dies at hospital Eddie Roberts, barber, dies
Mrs
Modena

75,

403

North Sixth St . was pronounced dead on arnval
at 8

rii

d

today

at

the

Murray -4*alloway County
Hospital

Ile

had

been

Mnlt ken ill at his home
Die Murray man was a
member of First Baptist
Chur, h

Ile

was

born

April N. I'sr;. in(*allow:Ay
1.1411a:1s
Stir t. 1% or. are his wife.
Mrs

Gladys

Wy att

one

Rains

daughter,

Mrs lAtrene An.in. Bk
Print lion

three

.Inhom

1.

SIMS.

New ('on-

:at

4r1 lAtuis Cal% in Wyatt.
P.1 , 1

ta h

I',

a rid

klin

Ora

Wyatt.

two stepsons,
1., h

11 irgins

r

111.•

( * a r-

III

and

1 1 1.4 gins

Mur-

iir.r.ing are ttAtt
,•.

Mrs

* 1.1r a
Mrs

Wy
er

Murray

,
r

Boyd

!.•i

arid

Ruby ,

4.11:1

Nliss

hiltIren.

P

- Porter

Hutt hens

one
VA
'yatt.

12

k

C
Hackett, 70. 904 Poplar
St., died today at 3:15
a.m. at Murray-Calloway
County Hospital.
The Murray woman
was a member of the
First Baptist Church
where she had been acUve as a Sunday School
teacher and a member of
the WMU.
Born June 9. 1912. in
Calloway County. she
was the daughter of the
late F M Perdue and
Sonona Butterworth Perdue
She is survived by her
husband. Pat Hackett, to

step

Eddie Roberts, IS. 306
South 11th St
died
Wednesday at 12:11 p.m
at Westview Nursing
Home He had been a
barber in Murray for 60
years
He was a member of
First United Methodist
Church and a veteran of
World War I

day at 10:30 a.m. in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home
The Rev. Johnson Easley
and Dr. Walter E
Mischke. Jr.. will officiate Mrs. Otto Erwin
will be organist.
Burial will follow in
Murray Memorial
Gardens.
Born Sept. 3. 1896. in.,, Friends may call at the
Obion County, Trim, he funeral home after 4 p m
today 1Thursday 1.
was the son of the late F:dward Roberts and Clearo
Roberts One son. Eddie
Roberts, Jr ,died in 1944

Murray City Cemetery

(ion
Born Aug. 5, 1195, in
Calloway County. he was
the son of the late Martin
(Kander Crouch and Martha Elizabeth Key
Crouch. One son. Ralph
Crouch,died in 1975.
He is survived by his
wife. Mrs. Lou Jennie
Boyett Crouch, to whom
he was married Sept. II,
1921; one daughter, Mrs
Maxine Bell, Buffalo.
N Y.; one son. James
Crouch. Las Cruces.
N.M.; one brother. Gordon Crouch. Rt. 7.
Also surviving are
eight grandchildren and

six great-granchildren
kit Churchill Funeral
Home will be in charge of
the funeral and burial arrangements
Lycanthropy. the belief
in werewolves, existed in
ancient Greek and
Roman times and still occurs in many parts of the
world today.

RAM STUMP
REMOVAL
OP -•••••• 0•1•0% •

it

iss...4
tilw
be'.
211
US Ill).. 135 41111

Friends may call at the
funeral horn? from 6 to 9 'Survivors are his wife,
horn she was married
p.m. Friday
Mrs Franc-es Wiggins
Roberts, to whom he was
married on Feb. IS, 1965
Seri c es ,for Mrs tonville. died Tuesday at stepdaughter. Mrs
Charles Rettyt Houston,
Maude F:Iiiabeth LeDuke
Parkway
Hospital,
Canton, Miss . two step
are today at 1 p in. at the
Jackson, Tenn She was
sons. BM Wiggins,
First 17nited
Methodist the widow of B N
Keokuk. Iowa. and Kenny
('hurh. Tiptonville. 1.eDuke
Wiggins, South Bend. Ind
Tenn
Survivors include one
Burial will follow in
Also surviving are wit.
daughter. Mrs Martha step grandchildren, one
Tipton% tile (• ity
Carter. Dyersburg. one
Cemetery Arrangements
step great-grandchild
LeDuke,
son. Charles
are
by
ersburg
and several nieces and
Tiptonville. one brother. nephews
Ilnrii.•
I' ral
u

Sister of Murray resident dies

r)-)

George

Dyr•rshurg, Tenn

nine

Oct 2, 1927, one son. Joe

Pat Hackett, Grand
Rapids. Mich.; one sister.
Mrs Mary Frances Lee.
Jacksonville Beach. Fla
Four surviving grandchildren are Mrs Lane
Okerstrom, Mrs Leslie
West. Miss Mary Hackett
and Mass Clare Hackett
Services will be Saturday at 2 p
in the
chapel of Blalock Coleman Funeral Home
The Rev G T Moody will
officiate.
Burial will follow in the

Fleetwood Crouch, 17,
Grove community. died Wednesday
at 12.10 p.m. at Westview
Nursing Home. He had
been in business for many
Oars at Lynn Grove Milling Company.
The Lynn Grove man
-was a member of the
Salem Baptist Church
and of the Murray Rotary
Club He was a director
for the Peoples Bank of
Murray He had served
as a member of the Board
of Directors of Calloway
Chapter of American Red
Cross and the Calloway
County Board of Educe-

Rt. 7, Lynn

Mrs

I .4'1711ke

80

Tip-

McCreery. Mur-

The funeral will be Fri-

ray

grarith fuldren. ,six greatgrand, hildren.

10

step

great grand' trildren
Max Churchill Funeral

Mal

will he in charge of

funeral

and

burial

ar -

rarigen lents

Miss Dowdy

dies; rites
on Saturday
Mt

Wilma If

Itt%MI
tiiuIiIt

Opening Friday
2 p.m.-10 p.m.

cottli

at Murray

50'

t.
11,0.1)1t.11

She

as

K

a

ri-to cd t,itti,tr
Born seta

4.

1404. in

'fortify .

she

thc daughter of the
t :4 bson

itt.

Dowdy
LeyAi'

Morgan

and

Paralef•
She

Dowdy

Mrs

-

also

death

e•dri

'
Willie

and one brother,

h

pen Saturday
2 p.m.-10 p.m.
Open Sunday 2-6 p.m.
Mon.-Thurs.
5 p.m.-9 p.m.

4.;11 i !hoer&

HEAVY-DUTY
DRYER

OFF
I COUPON
% ON
/
I
A
GAME j
/
/
t--.41

641 N. Murray
Old Sonic Location
753-9786

1% yr/

Miss Dowdy is silt

7

t

111,

MINS ZELL

I• "111..11m. mf141.

Os

Please excuse the miss, dust end confision during the remodeling of our store.
Wring this time, everything in off store is on sole sod we will make it worth your while
to come by end shop our store.

dli•tf

46 p iii

i

Puttertown
Family Recreation Center
Miniature Golf

•
•
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COUNTERTOP
MICROWAVE OVEN
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Alt,
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Add.•dd. C•••
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two

IIii, Hi

TV

DUAL WAVE'

Myron , I 'comic 1 trouper,
514454
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111111
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Sinking Spring Cernetery

Friends 111:1
s all from
4, too p in tonight , l•hursda.,

and after'
4a

on

Rowland rites
at Dukedom
I taylon

Virgil Rowland was today
at 10 a m
Jackson

in the chapel 01
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Tenn Burial
was in I4ethleheni
Cemetery near Pilot Oak.
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Ken-

neth
How land, Daryl
Row land. Joe Stone,
Charles Dublin and 1.arry
Dublin
Mr
Rowland. 79,
Roseville. Mich
died
Sunday at Bon Secour
Hospital, Grosse Point,
Mich His wife. Mrs. Alba
R Morgan Rowland. died
In 1966

Born Dec 16. 1903, in
Graves County. He was
the son of the late William
L Rowland and Jimmie
Adams Rowland Two
sisters and tied - brothers
preceded him In death
He was employed in the
M irrez Co maintenance
department in Mt
Clemens. Mich. His
membership
was at
Bethlehem
United
Methodist Church.
Survivors include two
sons, Kenneth Rowland,
Detroit. and William
Rowland. Roseville; two
sisters, Mrs Mlle
Givens. Murray. and
Mrs Thelma Puckett.
Lone Oak. one brother,
1. A Rowland., Murray.
two grandchildren; two
great-grandchildren

NEW SHIPMENT LADIES
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MEN'S WESTERN
BOOTS sh•I'll 13

SPRING 8,
SUMMER
SHOES

ACME, TEXAS, DURANGO

.•Z4308

,•••••••••••••
1111.1. 11, 111

rge

$36.95
Acme Dingo

$398

TENNIS SHOES

SPACE SAVING 13.9 CU. FT

$28.95

REFRIGERATOR
•

RANGAROO
PONY LEATHER
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MURRAY APPLIANCE AND TV

753-9419

liles.-Set. 9-6

rT OCE 0611611616ER, COL0 WATER
M. 111,1711011WATEMII 11MM iii Cu FT P511275

13.3 cu.ft. UP-RIGHT FREEZER
OR
15.3 cu.ft. CHEST FREEZER

I.

$33

WORK BOOTS $29.95

is
rmaar
ov

GE FREEZER LIVING FOR
THE BUDGET MINDED

TENNIS SHOES

WORK BOOTS

19" DIAGONAL
COLOR TV

........•••••P•

-,'rap

MEN'S DRESS &
CASUAL SHOES

WORK BOOTS $25

$27.95
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16418
$24.00 $144
I" LEATHER
WOMEN'S

1.1sera
is

ONLY

MEN'S

NAME BRANDS SUCH AS
CONNIE, LIU STEN, NUSNPUPPIES,
SEAR TRAP, EASY STREET,
AND MANY MORI.

31"mr-

$228

trt

$38.95

$9.95

10" DIAGONAL
PORTA COLOR' TV
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NEW SHIPMENT
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4-CYCLE BUILT-IN
DISHWASHER

1

•

• POPCIPOIMM sown.4 broods t.
unth Ch/Commi go1•000 ontl
• °POMPOM* cooktop (c so.,
clein•dg
• ON •ndsc Aso• 1.970
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ACME DINGO BOOTS
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Your General Electric Dealer In Murray

See. 1-6
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STREET

Howard Coy & John Simmons Owners 753 1586

r4
s

Price in this ail effective
%larch leth thni March 22nti Mi

Murray, Ky.
Quantity right reserved None Sold to &laws.
Copyright 11143 The Krooei Co

it
USDA Grade A Holly t

AP

lFallinitilixeciParts of

‘
gis
ADVERTISED ITEM POLICY
tads ef these iteass is required to be readily evaiebie for
sale in each Kroger store, except es specifically meted ie
this ed. tf
do rve sit uesidoortised item, we will offer yiso yaw choice of a comperable it... wine evadable,
reflecting the same savings, sea him Check, which will
**title yee to perches' the advertised item at the 'dyer
tilled prices, any time within 30 days.

U.S. Gov't Graded
Choice Beef

r

kees

ging I Whole
C en

linies

4
11111-Eyes-

13

Wr

Family Pak

lb.
U S DA Choice Graded Seel

Rib Eye Steaks

lb

5368

*WI";-41W-10111111101
VIDA Grade "A NoNy Fares

USDA Choice Beef F Irnily Pak

Whole

Cube
Steak

Fryers

U.S.DA. DION Beef Beeeless

Chuck Pot Roast

5188

lb

Beef Short Ribs

SII 39

lb

Nally Fares Family Pak Oriel* Pa

5129

Fryer Breast

lb
Kelly Fares Family Pal Fryer Mileks...1b.

m. slog

Drumsticks

lb

Kelly Farms Fryer

Leg
Quarters
"um
Turkey
Breast

513c
59c
$129

'2"
lb

Pork Roast

John Morrell Golden Smoked

Boneless
Ham

lb

lb

$199

Pork Neckbones

king Cation

Sliced Pb w)if

Sliced
Bacon

Pork Loin

It

$189

Firnill

i70
Catf

$1189

04

Chopped
Steaks

139

12 oz.

t

lb

Gentline, Lean Ground Rounci of

Sliced
Bacon

ish

88,
acc

lb

Pork Steaks

Kwick Krisp

Pond

lb

kg,

a

$1108

Pk9.
(1 lb......S1.79)

Fresh Seafood
Pre$11°COW

Perch
Fillets
$2611
MO Poolli

Catfish

329

VOW Metor

12OZ. ggC

•

$189

•

$2"

"view,Pews

ti Cor
ned
Bee
f
arr

Oscar Saw 13 se .at leer w s ez

$169

er Net Wein

a salmi

Italian Sausage

lb

5269

21

Grill Patties

Nju

5229

All Varieties Serve N Saw

01 5259

$129
LB.

U.S. GOVT GRAM:1010M U15,

Forequarter

11111119

ta.

ani

U.S. GOVT GRAM MeatSUP$11

Lunch Meats

lb

Chunk Bologna
Not or ONO (2-lb pag

Nor Mos Cliwkluoes Or

ui. . $1.47

Whole Beef Side

$139

owe Jumbo diked lb Si Se)

Marla lose

IN

U.S GOVT CRAM MOM IMP

your
Mice

Variety Pak

POUNDS°, 1014
Alt Fop oar

•FREEZER BEEF•
cut 6 IMMO TO Yew ~name
vscs vine TOW Resew ouranne Na Waits

RAT

a.

Beef Franks.

• LSI CHU('STEAK
• 3 MS PORI STIAll
• 4 LK HMI QUANTUM
• 4 LK
SAUSACA
((ords 'I el Frontier)
• 3 LIIS GIOUND SlIP
Anna risa

$179

NeelWieners

Bryan Lunchmeats 1:11) 5129

rriri seers hems

Smite Crab Clusters

4

Aka Osnoll

FINNS

Perth Fillets

20.$149

• BONUS BUNDLE•

PatrICk's Day Special"
Country Club

a

ili4
41 Dinners

lb

09

Hindquarter..
USDA :boy

leg-O-Lamo
USDA (boxi Sow

SS 97)

Jimmy Dean Sausage

lb

5199

Lamb Shoulder

• $229
• s 39

KROGER COST CUTlER ECONOMY MEAT BUYS
way Turboy
WIMP or
onienstidts

.49c

cutter

;
C Ork
"Waage

.119
ss.

Illeivlimol
1 12Olt IMIII

FrOZ0f1

COSt
.
Canter

Wiener/

139C

Krow Who‘e
or Rf Stick

1O.boouy
Fryer Braunsch- Smok
ed
Livers
%wilier
slb.s129
box
Sull

•69c

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including
,

•

irke

price

PAGE ONE A I

AT KROGER

Cutters
Fresh From Florida,
Kroger

RC 100,Diet Rite or

RC
Cola
16 oz. btls. plus dep.

Kroger 1/2%

U.S.D.A. Grade 'A'
Kroger

Low-Fat
Milk
plastic gallon

Orange
Juice
1/2

Large
Eggs
dozen

gal. tic

8139 129

69C

5
II9

for

Cost reter

ASSOrtER

Big 'K' Drinks

121 19C

Itregol Ilemeleelzed

Cheese Puffs

COST

"bca; 73C

Mountain Grown
COST CUFfErULTRA LIGHTS

$1C13
a/

Carton

COST CUTTER LICINTS MENTHOL LicHis

KING SIZE

$513
carton

( 1

1

2"

Dawn
Liquid
I

73c

Kraft
Dinner

49

22 oz
btl.

dot

Macaroni & Cheese

Grease Cutting

Folgers
Coffee

KING SIZE

USDA Grade AA market
Large Eggs

'294 $119

Fresh Milk

2

7.

o7

79c

boxes

COST CUTTER LiCHT MENTHOL tiCHT

100S
$IC35
carton ow

; Tht

SurgiOn GEntrii HisJe•

Crareri. Smoking 10111n9VouS 10

0ur

tan?
Folger's Coffee
Fl Paw
fr' achips

7' 01 5109
box

Sweet Gherkins

16 $139

212

For The Bathroom Squeezably Soft

Charmin
Tissue
$119
4roll
pkg.

Kraft Salad Dressing

Miracle
Whip
II49
quart
Jar

Cider Vinegar
Assorted
Cycle Dog Food
Assorted or Prints IF
Puffs Facial Tissue
ReYnoids
Plastic Wrap
De)dofilt
Zest Soap
I s Monselicod Germs
Pine Sol
Assorted Colors
Gala Towels
I in Opener
Liquid Drano
Class Cleaner
Windex

16 oz
trtl

65c

14 ot
can

45c

200 fl

g5c

100 so
II roll

Total
Cereal
1807.
box

bctazt 59C

bag 93C

Powdered Sugar
Cost Cutter
Coffee Creamer
Avondale
Pinto Beans

2: 02
;

15

c°11n

5109

29c

AssOrted Flavors

Bryan
Potted Meat

5

07
C3R

11oz
155P k

Cheese Pizza
MOM,

29c
sips

Country Club
Ice Milk

52 oz 5119
box

Biscuit Mix

'2 gal.

119

$

ctn.

3bCtel $239
Pure

fetSrs:11

79c

27 $155
22to_ $169
btl

Butter4ao-Plot S COunt

ctn

Chef
eb
ie
-Way

Shortening

Kroger Crt
oz
Asparagus Spears 15can
glooboat

$157

31b.
can

5105

15C012"

29c
20 01 $169
box

Blackeye Peas
Pint

Raisin Bran

Tasting
Ultra Brite
Toothpaste

Pain Relief

Great

IP& 111. C."NAIL

F
it
st
nC

ANACIN
•

Tablets

•• • •I.

607.
tube

cans

VOS

Lowfat Yogurt
Kroll,
Whipping Cream
FroIll Frio fluidal wow
Orange Juice
Froarei
Klondike Bars

$215

CAW Boy Ai bee

214--‹
Country Club:
Kroger
4
Ice Cream
Biscuits
9
4 $100
9
' gal $12
5 oz

Kroger Assorted Flews

Kroger

SPECIAL COST CUTTER SAVINGS

Assorted Flavors

rtS

General Mills

02
jar

MILK PRODUCTS

rct —,•

Save 10%

1:r 5383

2 lot 89c
2•ctrvn $129
$129
Cl'

'Cl
11111 •

srotel tkikii Of Wed Meese

MN Cheddar

10ez.
PM

Minty Mud (bided

Orange Juice

52 a

12 a

Cosstry Crab

1" Shedd's Spread

VO-5
HaIrsPrtlY

iloz '219
can

Fasteeth

fordo

Cheettmin Slices

Alberto

I.
• aft

Denture
Powder
20Z.
$179

,oiy
abl

Cold Medicine

urA:
21...Head & Chest
Tablets
Far

18 ct
$213
Anti-PerSpWadt

Dial
Solid
2oz

$ 1179

Itick

LET'S GO KROGERING FOR THE BEST
PAGE TWO 2U

•

morel
you
Save
#11111.111111....1111.11..11111%

,10611.411 .11
.•

margarine

\

Quartered

)
1
1
Banquet k White

1 . pkgs.

Margarine

Bread

69c

109
Jeno's Pizzas

99C

Richtex
Shortening

Pillsbury
Flour

Preserves

99C

pkq

Cheese Food

Star-Kist
Tuna

99c

5 lb
bag

12 01

5129

Ch ii nkblight

Plain or Self Rising

09

Indiodually Wrapped Singles Kroger

Kroger Strawberry

10 or
pkg

The Light One

42 07
can

2 lb. bag

20 oz. loaves

Assorted From

"b"

French
Fries

\

WHITE

8 oz. pkgs.

?99C
1o:hipped Imperial

'Kroger Buttermilk or

Assorted Frozen ,!

Imperial
Marparint:: Pot P°

Ore Ida Regular or
Crinkle Cut Golden

America's Favorite

Tide
Detergent

07
C.In

49 oz. box

WITH COST
BRANDS
° andCUTTER
other Sooper Cost Cutters!

TO 40°/

O& C

Martha White
51,2 Oi

Flapstax

Olt

25c

25 lb $399
bag

Trail Blazer
Birtiseye Bright & Early !mitotic,

6oz

Orange Juice

I

10 oz
pkg.

can

29c

2.5 oz.
can

Alpo Chunk Beef

G& W
Pizzas

Dog Food

14 5 or
can

Bathroom Tissue

25c

Flinch laundry

$129

Detergent
Toilet Bowl Cleaner

$115

Sani-Flush

S: or

$139

titi

25' OFF LABEL

36 oz

99C

can

4 roil

Aurora Tissue

5119

Wig

Kroger Cost Cutter Coupon

In Oil or Water Breast 0 Chicken

Chunk Tuna

6

89c •r(ID
5109
Nice N Cheesy
•
•
SAVE
ggc
80c
•

0/
ran

Hunt s

4 roll
ph;

38c
69c

Ptabitto Premium
1 lb

Saltines

Coffee Filters

I 35

Armour

6 ct
Pkg.

Kroger P3Steurizeci
Process Cheese Spread

$109

S oz
MN OM

111

Golden Flake Triangle

Nacho Chips

Snickers
Bars
$1.9

•

bow

Vienna Sausage
200 ct
ph;

Satisfying Snack

Pot Pies

Tomato Ketchup

For The Bathroom

COSI Utter

Cost Cutter

5179

Whole Tomatoes 21(.1°nt

Cost Carter

79c

14 0/
bag

Hunt S

Tomato Juice

65c

Assorted Frozen

Baker's Coconut

Hunt S

Onion
Rings

Chunk Dry Dog Food

Angel Flake

6

or
pkg

'I
'79c •
•

Kellogg s

5119

18 01
boa

Corn Flakes
Regular Pancake Syrup

24 oz 5179
tl

log Cabin
Martha White Se Rising

109

ib

Corn Meal Mix

bag

IN

Nice 'N Cheesy

$ 99

2 lb
loaf
Offer good With this coupon Limit
one loaf per customer No
additional purchase required
Expires March 22, 1983
The Kroger Co

L

1111

•
111

,,„

11111111111111MIMMIIII

THROUGHOUT THE ENTIRE STORE
BIG SAVINGS ON
ROUGHNECK
REFUSE CONTAINER
mown tit Nrw
were
tuninest Nett ewe* frog cootaloof olos cal 09,

•11111 amopolorW

asie *WI OM
its
WOO Moms), coestrwilos
.1•011.
011ookt Molt so osOf so.tev tiploglelitem or
lopOlOt Mall duals,
•tall Ms Ithht to toto S swelty

30 Gal. Rectangular 30 Gal. Round
4P

88

2
8 ct
pkgs.

•

12 Oz. Sandwich or
1107. Hot Dog

Green Giant

Kroger
Buns

Nibblers
torn

,,to
$100 ;

$

• Sticks, Nuggets or Patties

Country Oven

or

Fruit Topped Rolls

pkg

elpel46P= C

Banquet Chicken

1;4 $249

Mute Maid Cooctotrate

Brom II Sins

Kroger Biscuits

6 ct

2

IPC41

Kroger Plain or Soot Dootk

English Muffins 2

2

5119
cans

Assorted Tattoo s

New Orleans Cello Wrapped Kroger

French Bread

5129 Orange Juice

16
01loaf

•

79 classic Pizza

20 ot

ph;

$309

/Osbert butter Flavor

S1" Microwave Popcorn"spg $139

OF EVERYTHING INCLUDING THE PRICE
PAGE THREE 2

GERM

THE KROGER
SCOVereSO GARDEN!

Imported Thompson Seedless)
White Grapes
Fresh Green
Cabbage
U.S. No.1 All Purpose Round White
Potatoes

•
lb 11
iobaglb.

Midst Soilless Sag of 111...$1.111

Navel oranges

eao

Washington State Ex Fancy Gold or Rod Dslldws 15$ Sles

• Floril Shoppe

13c •
111-41d160.•

For special occasions or anytime at all, the
Kroger Floral Shoppe has a large selection of
plants, fresh cot flowers and accessories at
affordable prices.

Frtsb t e
Cauliflower

On A Redwood Trellis

Pothos

A

•

,
• 4.
.• • (

large
head

6inch pot

99

im elimow Onions

1

69c

Maggio California

Fresh

Fresh

New Crop California

Green Top
Carrots

California
Avocados

Green
Broccoli

Fresh
Asparagus

- If CIO
se

a bag

139

$ 1190

bchs

bunch 79(

149
lb

The best of the FRESH...
JUST FOR YOU,
•

Especially for you
baked fresh...

••ir

>.f.1.11i,shbonv
It

reo,

\vie

in our store ovens.

Yr

Save $1 70 ge 100fl Graft A Maim,S-Psece Fresh

Fried (IACII
Chicken cot $299

You'd never believe all the taste-tempting, delicious ways
the Kroger Deli can bake. Right here in our own ovens we
ovate tender,fluffy bakery treats from steamy hot
breads to cookies,cakes and pies. And the variety is almost
too good to be true!'Got a'yen'for something fresh baked?'Got no time
to bake it yourself? Let the Kroger Dell do it for you- so deliciously!

a• „No 1000

Savt 60 Pr lb on Leal & Tender

Virginia
IN99
Baked Ham • rw
lOtrael Fresh 117•1 tie

SaveWOuSftisIaid

Cole
Slaw

89

[ Save 78,On 2 Fresh Baked Loaves

Ni

French Bread

Dencises

Saw 60 Per Ul en Kalil sad Pasaleaed

Smoked
Sausage

•$299

$1100
ballet

Saw 40 Per LI es Mild & Tait! Cheese

Co-Jack
Cheddar

$
329
•

Save 40,Per Doz. Fresh Baked
iClioc Chip, Oatmeal Sugar or Peanut Butter)

Assorted Cookies

129

lefta 1 Meat 2 vegetagfes 1041

Hot Plate
Lunch

$229

6 99c
salsoleilia:i:natis 6 99c
'Cinnamoniolis 6 9M
129
Angel Food Cakes
Eicsiiiircilir' .$3
Kaiser Rolls.

ciiiees

dozen

12 Dor. S2.49

laud

1

NO

Free!
Cake Give-A'
abyZurirr"greantster
to

winrLeadZyo

•I

Let's go Krogering for the best of everything including the price
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THE JCPENNEY WEEKLY BUYING GUIDE

Surprise Sale!

25%to
50% oft!
.11•1•01•110•11111M1

The forecast for Spring calls for color.
Bright, bold and blossoming with savings.
Shorts. slacks and tasteful toppings to help
greet Spring in style. Of cotton and blends
for iumors and misses
Orig.
A. 3,4 sleeve sweater .S15
Linen look skirt ..120
B. Short sleeve
sweater

$15

Button front skirt ..$16

Sale
7.99
9.99
7.99
7.99

C. Striped blouse .. 32112.99
Belted pant

$2412.99

Save
47%
50%
470/s
50%
38%
46%

A

t

\

end neureket aro

wpw.

ibfg inis• nve.d.a**

h.wia b..'Oben .nd

rt.. •91,1

I:1;3, /1.
--4,01• .••
.0 ,•,

0
,
•

•
•0.
0.1r 9.V.

EVENT STARTS THURSDAY,MARCH 17 and ENDS SUNDAY, MARCH 20
MURRAY.KENTUCKY
CHESTNUT HILL SHOPPING CENTER
Shoo Sonde/140
4
to 611.0pet• Monday Owe Sehonley 10000m 10 9001/01
Plume P10.1400•Citing Phone /91-40110
AdIrectlelne Supplement to THE MURRAY LODGER II TIMU. Weelneedey. Men* IS end THE MURRAY 11001111 S TIMES SHOPPING GUMS.Tlunerney. Monk 17, 1963

fit

•

40

.'.d

NIGHTLIFE 35%OFF 1

.1.

Our approach to your
orivate life collection?
Pure coordination.

Sale
17 00 10.99
26 00 16.99
Reg

25.0015.99
16 00

Save 3500 on beautiful sleepwear.
Misses sizes.

750

9.99
4.79

25% off
vinyl handbags.

25% off
Sheer Toes
Control Top."
pantihose.

Sale 9.75
Reg 513

Sale
2.06

trif'!, I

Li

Terry porn pons.

Sale 96¢
'loner)
Reg 1 29 VV..
ur sporty ..4(1•• Saw on Orlon'
,i( r),I1( r1),
'off;s0(..1kS Ifyrth
)oni ()On

Fieg
Terty cuff shortie

2

4

179

Sate
1.34

Also save 25% on all
other vinyl handbags
in stock

TAKE SHORTCUTS!

.4

AV

A

•••

FOR BOYS:

FOR GIRLS:

Playful pair ups of polyo.sto•r r nit(
easy care

f

Reg
A.OPstylesrlirl
Fashion short

B. Engineered stripe shirt

12 00
9.00
9.00

' Tennis short

7.00

C. Novetty top

3.49

Camp short

5.50

H;
)f 1

Sale
8.99
6.99
6.99
4.99
2.99
3.99

Reg
D.Superwear • shit
Tennis short

800
700

Sale
5.99
4.99

()f
XPerrory

VISA'

hicmote•C .zr,1

JCPenney

LEISURE HOURSSALE
Special
,999
Spend your leisure hours in style
with this plaid woven shirt. Now a
special buy. Men's sizes.

Sale
1499
Rog.$21. Everybody's favorite.
Belted chino-style slacks in an
easy-care blend of polyester and
cotton. In so many handsome
colors, you'll want one of each!
Men's waist sizes 32 to 40. •

Of course you can charge it
)(_

1114•V

SHIRTS AND TIES TO GO
NOW4.99 TO6.99
Now
6.99

Orig. $10. Take the long-cut in
our broadcloth. A shortcut to
savings In comfortable poly/
cotton. Solid colors in men's
sizes.
Short sleeve style. Orig. VI
Now 4.99

Now
5.99

ors..$10. Tie up a total look, at
groat savings! Solid from knit
and silk tiro. In a vanity of
colorful stripes.
Intermediate markdowns may
have bees takim.

JCPenney
4

Save 40%
Men and boys
jogger closeout.
•

Now 4.99
Rog.LW Run in and sew.like
advantage of this timely closeout. Nylon
suede boners In men's and boys slags.

04.-- SHOES

% Off
entire stock of Nike" shoes for
oto
the whole family at incredibie
savings

BASIC

way JEANS
14.88

Reg $1t,$9130% cotton denrn pans
in straight leg and boot cut Sizes 28
to 38 woistand 30 to 36 Inseam

•
,
DEECELTWILL SLACKS

-fitL70.1 JEWELRY

13.88

2/$5.00

Classic tailored poly/cotton stocks
in assorted fashion and tow coiors
Men's 29 to 38 waist and Jrs 3 to
•

PICTURE ALBUI

7.88

$600 to Th 00 A 1414()(
2,1"1 0?
14:19
necklaces. earrings. bl00010,S.(3nd
pins in goid and poid with white or
colors

ALL WEATHER COAT

DIAPER SETS

39.88

10.88 to 12.88

.

( oont 60 1)(J.: I AirTi

will
silo photos %tiny„Nvfs if„

colors
i

PICTURE FRAM

1/2 Price

Reg S5500 look goal rain or shine
in our double Ibreastedtrench coal
Misses sizes 8 to 18 in oyster

Reg $1300 to 1500 Save now on a
group of diaper sets ond drosses in
pastel colors Sizes New6orn to 24
months

Peg $800 to 2800 large(
vzood picture frames in a r
sizes and natural wood fini

UMBRELLAS

BABY DEER4 SHOES

BRASS PICTURE FR

4.88

12.88

$800 Compact 'aiding urn
Reg
brews and bunt to fast stick u_
"1
txeilat Both available in prints and
,
solidi

Rea $14.00. Cur popular dress block
patent vinyl 1-strap shoe to, tod
diet Sires 3 to 8

i
is
DEECEE JEANS

.11.88
Rea $Q99 13010 cotton clenirn boot
Cut leans. Sizes 30 to 38 wale and
I 30 to 34 inseam .

12.88
Peg $1500 Set of three soil
frames. Includes 2a 34
Wes

SAY HELLO TO SPRING

WITH

,.
.

SAVE UP TO $7 ON
LADIES' DRESS SHOES

r

.
.

stock of io
dies' dress shoes from all your to
vorrte brand names Sizes 5% to 10
Not every brand or style available
at every store
Reg $3100 to 3900

,..„), ovoilobie in

20%

VINYL CLUTCHES
Save on five styles of vinyl
clutches in block taupe, navy
cornet bone, or red

1..

`JOve now on our entire

c......._._.....oeX,,,• •••ir
..
•.
%
, %•
•

Aznerican
Gentleman.

Ai

Reg $1200

L
II11444% diiiiit

Off

9.88

Cireern.nlie, Ky

_

.:
t

•Ot tog

I.

Li

e•

American Gentleman" all leather
moccasin voth youthful styling Hand
sewn vamp Block or brown in srieS
8 to 12

3i

t

, •#,

COMPARTMENT
HANDBAGS

'1
,

44K: a

39.88

Reg S4799
..
•411001r••
...
.

•

MEN'S DRESS SHOES

Vinyl handbogs in navy bone.
barley whtte, mist, or sand All
styles have divided corn
portments and short shoulder straps

AmerIcan Gentleman* full grain
leather Wong Tip with full leather lin
ing for comfort Steel shank pro
vides extra support Ion Or block in
sues 8 to 12

Reg $1800

49.88

Peg $5999

14.88

Not available in Greenville. Ky

MEN'S SOCKS
trilloi.:0

LADIES'
FASHION BELTS

Lord Nelson stretch crew SOCk3 in
di

tX311C CO‘Oft

sizes 10 ho 13

3/3.75

tube soda In white *4th
bright strip% tope
Ment sizes 10 to i3 6/5
Reg 64699

.88

Boys' sires 9 to /I
Reg 66649

2

..

.
6/548

4111

jii

41111•1111111.1111111111.17

Choose from an
selection of leather andRockfr°
strelcti bees in bright fashion
colors

mrpoilliloaktrint---,
,

,

„,,

Reg. S4.00

2/5.88

,

Plum st1p-

OUR EXCITING

.
p

1111t

LORRAINE® GOWNS

LORRAINE" SLIPS

Select from long or short styles in
loyety pastel shades Fashioned in
100% nylon for comfort and easy
care Sizes
Short gcywn

Save 20% on our bow slips Styled

Reg $1200
long gown
Reg MOO

9.88
11.88

in nylon with lace trim for non cling
wear Both styles available in white
Holt slip in sizes
S Ml Reg $600
Full slip in sizes 32k)
40 Reg $1200

4.80
9.60

SAVE ON ALL PLAYTEX® BRAS AND GIRDLES
ew

now and save on our entire stock of Playtex* Designs to Itt evorv %lure
and every budget In the full range of sizes wItt, A through D cups
Not available in Albanv Ky

20% Off

MISSES OXFORD CLOTH DRESSES
Crisp oxford cloth classics with a wonderful way of koopieg their cool on the
warmest day•Three styles to choose from in easy cart) poly cotton Selo Sol
ids or pin stripes in blue. pink Of yellow and personalize them with youi Iron
moneigrom Misses sizes 8 to 18
n WITH FREE

s3

MONORAM

3

•

•

THREE CONVENIENT WAYS

_
--

PLAID SHIRTS

LADIES'
BLOUSES

- -- N
-.,
,
"

:, :' 1 i J'
''
,,,t ,.,
,,., I
9.• Irticid up ,N tr.
r,rght spring skirts
Misses sues 8 to 18

rs

Reg sx 00

niz

•k•
• .

r i i )(,se from 3
short sleeve styles
solid polyester
wrth toce trim. poty
cotton pastel stripe,
or polyester dot
bow blouse
Misses stzes
8 to 18
C

•
/
,
,

,

13.88

,

)
,

I

.."-\
.• \
,
'

Reg S2200

2500

88

. ,••
,
4

.

•

ti.

_

)
8'0

f° r.'

#•
.4
/
i

i

-..,
.

- ON
aia
r

POPLIN
SKIRTS - '
Thes poty/cotton skirt
is just right for of
?ice and casual
wear Features two
pocket front in kolly
Misses S4/03 8 to 18

..,

Peg

......

$2200

,

Yi.t

it NLY

BUTTON
FRONT
SKIRTS
start
This 2 pocket s
ts cornfortabFe as
well as practical
.
Available in lilac.
.•i
Of navy or khaki
Misses sizes 8 to*

,
,ir

13.88

x

r

ID

(Is

__

Reg $2200

;,

.

•of s

13.88
•

i
.

COTTON SWEATERS
ShOt t Stdeve CO"On SWOOtEttS with multi cote(ad

stripes on a white bockground Junior sizes S MI

11.88

Peg $2200

DEEeEE°FUN FASHION TWILLS
The twin work pant we all know and love Aron
able In navv khaki. ot kellv

•
•
/1"
4

/

.

Junior slzes 3 to t3

111,
,
I

-

•

.

13.88

••••••••••,...

TO CHARGE
OXFORD CLOTH
JR. DRESSES

OXFORD CLOTH
SHIRTS

FREE
MONOGRAM

2 PC. SUITS

Cheeno's

t 'nor

SKIRTS

pi.pvot 'CS

14

11,444, fli'N

0-1
•

trn,

r

,„••••,`,t

.•..

:"

:,‘ •

?II

.r 1

If

1

r
r.
4 rf

39.88

25% OFF

19.88

JUNIOR LINEN COORDINATES
S•crOe on jackets and skirts w a hnen look to spring
Sues 5 to 13
Poi( walker skirt. reg S2500
Plnk Spencer pocket. tog $3100
Grey A itne skirt. reg $2700
Grey CIOSSIC biozet. rep $3500

18.88
23.88
20.88
26.88
5

Oh.

SAVINGS IN EVERY DEPARTMENT

INFANT AND TODDLER DRESSES
Easter dresses c soft pastel C0106 from Bryon" ond
Fostvonland*
Newborn to
24 months
Peg $2000 to 2100
Sizes 21 to 41
Reg $2090 to 2200

17.88 to 22.88
16.88 to 18.88

INFANT BOBBY SUITS
Poly/cotton bobby suits and 2 pc sets by Bryono
for infant boys Several styles to choose from in
biue, now or tan Newborn to 24 months
Peg $2500
to 2800

20.88 to 22.88

TODDLER BOYS' SUITS

GIRLS' MINI DRESSES

2-PC. LINEN SUITS

Chbose from several styles of gorli mini dresses
pleats and drop worsts
Sizes 4 to 6x
Peg $1200 to 1500
Sizes 7 to 14
Reg $1500 1;318 00

10.88 to 13.88
12.88 to 15.88

EASTER DRESSES
A beautiful seiection of traditional Easter dresses
from Fashionland• 4arlab4e in novv greig pink.
blue. white. hioc. or maize
Sizes 4 to Ox
Peg $2000 to 2400
Sizes 7 to 14
Reg $240310 2600

17.88 to 20.88
21.88

Solid navy 3 piece suit with reversible vest In
washable polyester Sizes 21 to 41
Peg $3400

Poly/cotton short sleeve shirt in votute only Sizes
• 21 to 31

6

Peg $3000

GIRLS' EBERETTE® BLOUSES

Reg $15'00

5.88

Boys' poly/cotton knit polo in vAlte or light blue
Sizes 2T to 41
Reg $900

7.88

12.88

BELTED TWILL SKIRT
Gathered twill skirt in navy or raspberry poly/
cotton Sizes 7 told
Peg $1700

Health-ter KNIT SHIRT

25.88

Fashion blouses with soft prints or solid white
Sizes 7 to 14 •

29.88

TODDLER BOYS' SHIRTS

Reg $700

linen looksuit with dirndl skirt and long sleeve
locket in pink or blue Sizes 7 told

14.88

Cheeno's Twia SLACKS
Ctossic belted trouser with pleated front Am:slab* In navy and pastel cot'''. Sizes 7 to 14
Peg 52000

15.88

DURING OUR

spinu Stiff

MEN'S TIES

ARROW" PLAID SHIRTS

Choose from a wide selection of classic ties in
assorted colors and patterns

r,•••,0
Colorful short sleeve plaid shirts with twr
;
pockets Choose from a wide selectior
in permanent press poly cotton

6.88

Reg $8 50

ARROW SHORT SLEEVE SHIRTS

Reg $1500

11.88

Save now on permanent press dress shgts satin
stripes or solid button down oxford cloth Sizes 14.
to 17 in whrte. blue, or ecru

HAGGAIr SLACKS
Basic dress Omits in 100% polyester for easy core
Sizes 32 to 42 In navig brown. grey or tan
Peg $2400

19.88

HOPSACK BLAZERS .
Save $10 on our basic potewool Blazer by Lanier*. NA 38 to 44 In no carnel'or gun Posen
not available al stores).

Reg MOO

74.88

f(ry.11 ri< ivy

;13,)H

Reg

$2600

19.88

lI

or rt.() pri

Ikir I.1

, *)4 • ••

9.88
10.88

ARROW" TOURNAMENT
KNIT SHIRTS

HAGGAR* CASUAL SLACKS
Save $6 on great looking belted slacks by Hag
qare Select from an exciting array al spring colors
poly/cotton duck cloth Bow now and khaki
torus kerty and red (not on stores) Sizes 32 to 42

with ; 3( kiLit

i ,:ru,

Jersey stripe with piackot collar rn navy c ri
red. Ft blue. Camel. or royal Sizes S M I XL
Reg $1400

14.88

Reg $1800

SAVE $3 ON KNIT SHIRTS
;,011(1 r trrf$OrCk

V placket collar in solid white. navy chocokflv
burgundy maize, or It blue Sizes S M I XI
Reg $1500

11.88

Solid coat front with two chest pockets in what),
navy ton. It blue. or chocolate Sizes S h4-1 X1
Reg

$i600

12.88

V-placket collar in.,a great selection of assorted
stripes SIzes S M LICE. Reg WOO

13.88
7

wag FOR BOYS
Super savings on bow Levi's' Boot cut and straight
iegs in student sues Boot cut only in boys shies
Boys' 8 to 14 regular and slirn
Peg $1499

•••••

BOYS' KNIT SHIRTS

BOYS' SEPARATES

Save over S3 on boys placket coliOr knit shit ts in
bright spring solods and stripes Poly/cotton knit in
sues S M XL
Solid interiock knit in no It blue rej ecru. royal,
cx kelly

Great looking Faster separates in washable poly
ester hopsock Blazer is tulty lined with bock vent
Slade teatt.re coordinated belt Miti or match navy
and khaki Availabhe in boys 4 to 7 boys' 8 to 14
ond student sizes
McGregor* shocks in boys sizes 4
to 7 Peg $1300

Stripe iersoy knit in assorted stripes Blue. cream
comet navy red. or it blue

Quor terbock by Esskay• shocks in
boys' sizes 4 to 7 Peg $1700
Quor tefbock by Esskay• shocks in
bays sizes 8 to 14 Reg $1950
Quor terbock by Esskay* shocks in
student's 2010 29 woes? Peg $2150
Quarterback by Esskcre blazer "
boY't sizes 8 to 14 Reg $4200

S

Quarterback by Esskcre blazer
in boys'sizes 16 to 20.Rea $5000

10.88
14.88
17.88
18.88
36.88
42.88

Students 25 to 30 worst
Peg $1599

12.88
13.88

DEECEE*OXFORD SHIRTS
Classic short sleeve button down oxford cloth shirt
in white ot blue
Boys' sizes 4 to 7
Peg $900
Boys' sizes 8 to 20
Reg $1100

7.88
9.88

DErtErnviu.sucks
Work pant styling in permanent press poly/cotton
twill. Awl/able h navy or ithald.
Boys' Wes 8 to 18

12.88

oasttoCoast

TOTAL HARDWARE

wail(
Sale

0
89
OT

Valvoline
Motor Oil

VALVOLINf

• Not lust lor win
fling races
• 10W40
• Quart
• 7661309(Z)

1171

Sale

0
4
8

20' Push Mower

2-PAK

• 3-HP Briggs engine
• 4 cutting heights
• Chrorne folding handle
• Stool dock
• Bagging available
• 481-0503(Z) •

Westinghouse
Bulbs

• 40 60 75 Of 100W
• 2 pak
• 468-1185(Z) 1250(Z)
1334(7) 101/(Z)

lisrv

‘1
1ft
1
This Coast to Coast
Lawn Mower Meets
Mandatory 1963
C.P.S.C. Safety
Standards.
t

ail 4

.

I:

ctOP
) Thatcher
a

*.°i

8•Blade

48

\b.' •

Sale

For power rake
• 1 center washer
• 482-1039(2)

Sale

1888

4-Wheal Hand
Truck & D
czticL
in
• 4011-lb. load
vortical posillon or
capacity herlacintally.
bar holds lawn
• &Willi
bags
• 492-1045(Z)

11999

/ILI
ruul.nrIvot.

Sale

"
a.44.00
.
1

Sale

IOW-40

4997

Sale
427
Patio Broom
• Indoor/outdoor wie.
•(nimbi* bristles.
• 10045114(Z)

WO.
an
'n

IIIIROWN11
PAT10

Casio 10-digit
Print/Display
Calculator
•4 basic functions
plus memory. N., item
count. Welk. fog*. •
• Uses std.
roll
PliPer•
e.2-way passer: AC
adaptor or 4 "AA'
Wis.(Incl.)
• 228-1103(2)

Soundesign
Mini Phone
• Features redial key, mute key
ad) ringer and dial resetting
switch
• Touch pulse dialing
• 15-ft modular cord
• 210-7415(Z)

Viean-up,Wpruce-up
2
0'4

YOUR CHOICE

OM

Sale

C

Sale

A

119

,

7"7.

EACH

Broom & Mop
Holder

Round
Laundry Basket

• 13 w a V. d x 10 h
• 111-2622(Z)

• One bushel size
• Built-in handles
• Size 17'. die 12. high
• 108-3799(Z)

Bag & Wrap
Organizer
• Perfect for under the sink
d
Easytol
.h a
• llw
it install.
•
• 111-2606(Z)

FESCO

• Sale

Sale

167

4
97

Sani-Flush
Toilet Bowl
Cleaner

Quickie
Sponge Mop
• Heavy duty
chrome plating
• 2,
4" x 9" sponge
surface.
•
411" handle.
• 100-2106(7)

• 16-oz bottle with
sprayer
•For windows,mirrors
and display cases.
• 101-1754(Z)

• Cleans disinfects
deodorizes
• 46-oz
• 101-5106(Z)

Sale

349

FESCO

1

totmisrfes

FESCO

Sale

2

Dish Drainer
& Tray Set
• Assorted colors.
• 5" x 14" x 16'
• 106-3609(Z)

Sale

247
Guardsman
Furniture
Polish

-

Wooden
Spring
Clothespins

• Cleans. renews and
present*i all types of
wood finishes
• 14-01. wood scent
aerosol can.
• 101-42011(Z

Sale
2
29
Panel Magic
•Cleansand bowl,Nos Wlerood work.
wood paneling
and furniture.
• 1 -pt.'WOW can.
•101-11001(Z)
Pair 2

• Double grip.
• Pkg. of 14.
• 102-7424(Z)

66

Sale

EACH

Pants & Skirt Hanger
• Unbreakable plasbc.
• Assorted colors.
• 102-6007(Z)

Sale

3'9
Scrub Tub
•Ctskimitood.
rustproof and
Ink proof.
•Strong MI
handle.
•1444003415

41111'11130
•7144I E r
•lez-eemz)

1

Cutlery Trey
.1001,14r.siv..

•Chosolots rotor.
•1114767(2)

CWWPT P.111.1,;iv _Jo

Sale

3288
:
71 Werner 6-Ft.
Aluminum
Step Ladder
• I eatures pail shell arid
tool holder
• Ul listed And labeled
• 689 20621/1

)NE COAT
Acrylic Latex
Fiat Enamel

84GAP

Sa e

Sale

Sale
166

3?AP

Soft Touch Flat

Soft Touch Semi-Gloss

• Warranteed one coat coverage
• Latex flat enamel.
• Fast drying and easy clean-up
• Oren smooth and hard.
• WhIle. Gallon. 550-6019(Z)
• Custom colors. Gal. 550-6001(Z) 6027(Z)

• Warranleed one coat coverage
• Latex semi-gloss enamel_
• Fast drying and easy clean-up
• White. Gallon. 549-6021(Z)
• Custom color. Gal. 549-6013(Z)

Sale 199

• Low odor.
• Non-staining
•500-0594(Z)

'ANNAN%

1.11

I

Aluminum
Yardstick
• Marked to 16ths
on both edges
ot one side
• Flexible
• 3020112(Z)

• 564-1960(1)

2" Poly Brush

Contractor's Caulk
• S.ams.al acrylic latex caulk

GAL

Paint Thinner

id

Sale
144

3" Poly Brush

3

A

• For interior or exterior use
• 11-ox cartridge
• Assorted colors
•566-0802(Z) thru 0877(Z)

• 564-1945(Z)

Sale99
1 '/2" Pol Brush

,

44c
11.-114. a 99•111111.

1.
Masking Tape
• laullHourpool.
• v." m SO-yd. rot
• 5111-1923(Z)

49

•
9" Roller Cover
•Smooth or oonsi-orodellt.
•For moo well oll points.
•599-07319Z).0912(Z)

Sale

Drop Cloth
•Protects your floor and
furniture.
• 10 20-11., t•rvill
• 590-110011(Z)

W

TOOLS

Sale

97

6-Gal. Wet/Dry
Shop Vac
• For basement, workroom or
garage
• Includes 6 x 1 . hose, pick-up
nozzle and 2 wands
• 316-5057(Z)

10-Gal. Shop Vac
Skil 3/0" Cordless Drill
• 600 RPM forward and reverse
• Trigger lock, chuck key stores in handle
• Removable battery recharges in 1 hr
(charger Inc' )
• Ut.. listed
• 310-3237(Z)

• For basement, workroom or
garage
• Includes 6 x 1. hose, pick-up
• nozzle and 2 wands
• 316-5099(Z)
S64 97

Skil Cordless
Screwdriver
• Triple reduction gearing for
added torque
• Fully recharges in 3 hrs or less
• u2000 3143286(Z)

FREE 4-PC.
ACCESSORY
SET

‘4 )
1
SABER VII BLADES

Sale

VA
•

3777
Skil Variable Speed
Jig Saw
• 1 3-HP. 3 2 amp motor
• 15 tilting loot. 3-position
loot adj
• 0 to 3500 cutting SPAI
• • .-in stroke
• 314-6156(Z)

SAIL

Sale

11

•

shop•vac

Sabre
Saw Blades
•Incl. wood cutting. scroll
saw and metal blades
• Card of 4.
• 315-0125(Z)

Sale

Screwdriver

Drain King Unclogger

Sale
Rid-X

,

477
Sale

599

• Connects to garden hose
• For 1', to I drain
• 115-0090(Z)

••••••••.,

I

Bit Set 77-1.7
5h-11

89

797
'8-Pc.
Screwdriver Set
•Intl
hex magnetic bit
holder, 5"." hex insert
bits, socket adapter

Septic Tank
Cleaner
A

• Easy to us*
• 113-0472(Z)

111141•00e• a OA

InieC a•

•For um with power drills
or hand drivers
• 313-1513(Z)

4

Sale

row*

299 114,4 " HOOD259
Bibb

/
1
2
"Sill Cock

69"

Sale

Sale
• Rms

brass with 14- hose

• For v.- hoes connection
threaded *Owl.
• 103-0003(Z)
• 407-1143(Z)
• v." town faucet
• 4." hose bilsb. 407-111711(Z)
$319
103-01113(Z)
112.71
Palle 4

Pinkmital
Sump Pump

Sale

99

3

Tubing Cutt.or
•CligacNy '4 to 1'400 tubing
•Culs,Itord or soft copper.
bros or aluminum tubing.
•Built-In reamer.
•421-0736(Z)

• Failures heavy duty 1/3HP motor. stainless slim'
shaft and cast iron base
• Weight 23-Ibe.
• LPL legged.
•4.75-0338(Z)

•S_

STANLEY
Ir

•

Sale **.,
499 •
•

Speed Square

••

• Ideal for rafter construction
trim cabinet work furniture
building and picture framing
• 3023736(Z)

6rtal flick

•

349

YOUR CHOICE

Sale

EACH

10" Groove Joint Pliers
• 304-0755(Z)

6" Adjustable Wrench
• 310-1045(Z)

6" Needle Nose Pliers
• 304-1456(Z)

6" Diagonal Pliers
• 304-1340(Z)

Sale 1199
• Replaceable serrated steel laws
• Built-in pipe laws.
• 3' max. opening.
• to 1" pipe capacity
• 305-11062(Z)

I

100-FL

NM Cable
• 14-2 plastic Jacketed
with 14 ground wire.
•404-1436(7)
•12-2 with 12 ground
wire. 444-1577(Z)
412.99

Sale

EA

Assorted Screwdrivers
• 6 popular sizes
• 301-0642(Z)

YOUR CHOICE

Salle

999
100-FT

YOUR
CHOICE440

1
2"Swivel Base Vise
3/

))

Sale

Sale

49

:
so
l

EACH

BAG OF 1001

Single Pole
Quiet Switch

Insulated

• Brown or Ivory.
•442-11199(Z).11256(2)

Staples
• For non-metallic or
OF cable.
•Beg of 100.
•44540111(Z)

Receptacles
• Brown or ivory.
•442-6462(Z).6496(Z)

33°

Sale

Singh,Gang Box
with Nails
• 2'.
, " deep
• UL listed
•445-2207 I

ss Box
rguinad
eo
1 bR
4
F"
• 2 clamps
• UL listed
• 445-1712(Z)

Sale 11598
Ground Fault
Interrupter
Receptacle
Cable Ripper
•WI,.ewe.goes
momsis 14.
•44647116(Z)

•Feed Mum Pope.
•Forel hand 20 ants needs
•UL listed.
•442-7241(7)

. .•
Sale

349

Wire Stripper
• Slotted wire *Awlmen* for wire am
10 to 24 ga.
•446-41112(7)
peg* g

S

ale

g99
Sale

4
99
20-LBS

Lawn Fertilizer

• 14 teeth
• Hardwood handle
• 483-1913(Z)

4-4

•C
1r
• 21
• 59
• 49

688

NORTHRUP KING

Sale

Ames Round Point
Shovel

Fast
&Fine

1 2 size
•,
• 47 wood handle
•(15-613):483-4560(Z)

°Anse VIVO OrILT VA/
Repast for Bare Spots

Sale

it

40

a

Bow Rake

Covers 5.000 sq ft
,• 25-4-8 analysis
• 20-lb bag
492-0153(Z)

0.1

S.

...waft
weveUieds•
gadi
10

995

Spading
Fork
•Four 7 .x12 tines
• 1 -pc forged 30
D handle
• 483-4214(Z)

1,
0••••••— -woo
•

Sale

77
2-LBS

Fast IL Fine Grass Seed
• Covers 1.000 sq ft
• 2-lb box
• 491-0006(Z)

a AMES

YOUR CHOICE

Sale

88

EACH

Small Garden
Hand Tools

• Baked enamel ftnish and
soft vinyl grip.
• 11',1" overall length.
• Trowel. 463-0402(Z)
• Transplanter. 443-0410(Z
• Cultivator. 443-042111(Z)
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Safety Gogglas
•Protect eyes from flying oblects.
• May be worn over glasses.
•Features aell. headband and perforated mash lo reduce fo9gIng.
• 312-1161(Z)

Fibre-C ore

Loather
Work Glows
•Top grain cowhide work
•
•Alleilluno or low
•11494720(Z)

sa.11599

8-Lb.Sledge Illoonnsor
•as-

Illbergiss• Swift
•31/-2407(Z)

Sale

Sale

Sale

22988 22999

3988

20" Push Mower

4-Cu. Ft. Wheelbarrow

• 2-cycle engine
• Folding chrome handle
• Solid stale ignition
• Steel deck
• ERS (Extended Rope Start)
• 481-0305(Z)

• Contractor s quality 21-gauge steel
tray
• 2-ply tires
• 59 hardwood handles
• 492-1334(Z)

3-HP Compact Tiller /

• Briggs engine
• 11 lines
• 2 step chain drive
• Tills 11 or 18 path
• 481 4018(Z)

,

This Lawn Mower Meets
Mandatory 1983
C PSC Safety
Standards

GU
memor

Sale

Sale

1188

266

%"Reinforced
Garden Hose
• 50-ft. length
• 4S5-0557(Z)

Sale

397
21" Bow Saw

Hos* Nozzle

• Wide open design allows easier
cutting of large logs or branches
• k• i 21 saw blade
• For hobby or camping
• 400-50011(Z)

•Adlustable gun grip nozzle
• Features mist spray to full
stream
• 4115-1553(Z)

•V4-

Sale

329
D-Coo Four Gone
Indoor Pointer
•Ponelnille
bow-

Nome end•p•riment• with
potieedul bog Mang log.
•Covers one 401 23
•7%-oz.
• 4110-1575(Z)

t==111=IIII=

27

Assortod Caps
•swesom style.
•Nylon with'notching mesh.
•One aim Me it
•013-1247(Z)

Sale

899

Lopping Shears
• Rust resistant shear with
teflon cOgled blade.chrome
finish and long handle
for better leverage
•440-2035(Z)
page 7

Sale9988
Marquis 10-Speed Bike

Sale

• Center pull caliper brakes
• Positron II gear system
• Sport touring handlebars.
• ushion grips and dlx touring saddle
• Circular chain guard
• 26 men s or ladies
860-2807(Z), 2823(Z)
LIMITED QUANTITY
•

988
Bike
Carrier
• Fits most metal
bumpers.
• Vinyl coaled.
• Carries 2 bikes
• 866-0091(Z)

G88
Sale7 88
ST BMX Mag Bike
• 20 boys Thunder frame with mag
wheels
• Coaster brake and rat trap pedals
• Vinyl padding on top tube, cross
bar and stem
• Black MX handlebar, grips, racing
saddle and hockey stick chaInguard

Sale

Sale

544

Tire Pump w/Gaug•
• Uplo 100 PSI
• 700-2249(Z)

4=1

`"rft'. t,-/C.141 6
....cucognk

PKG OF 32
99

Cotton
Tube Socks

Sale 14
44

• Men's 23" whits tube socks
with striped lops
• One sizes tits 10-13
• Pkg of 3
•611-0555(2)

Daisy Model 105 Air Rift*
• Ftraturas 350 shot WOW action, auto
tri9ger Mock safety.
•Plastic stock post front sight.open roar
sight.

Sale
788
Backboard II Goal
• Combo

Sale
pegail

•311" a deri v." suilerlor
trailed bacidmard.
•Pro-drilled foe mounting
brackets and goal.
'
,AM weather nit.
•1134-4832(Z)

Baskatball
•NiacOragor Darrell
Griffith autograph
model.
• Official elm and
weight.
•1134-2307(Z)

Daley IS'.
•*40 giant pact
•11180 Mei beam coaled.
•604872a)

eNgai
On Vahe aoad
n•..
199

•••••1

turtle wax

NAVAL
JELLY-

377
Sale

YOUR
CHOICE

Color Back
Finish Restorer

• Removes old waxes, polishes sealants
and oxidation
• 16-oz can
• 721-1014(Z)

Minute Wax
• No buffing or polishing needed - just
spray on. wipe off and get a hard shell
finish
• 18-fl. oz. spray bottle
• 721-1865(I)

Sale

2/100

16" Rubber
lie-Down Cord

• To immure v•hicle loads
• Two vinyl covered hooks.
• 736-2015(2)

7

A in

Sale

pinto

Duro Naval Jelly

• All purpose absorbent.
• Non-slip.
• 752-5664 Z

Sale
299
Hi-Heat Black
Spray Paint
• Withstands up to 1200 F
• 13-oz
• 724-1086(Z)

Sale

"

299

WITH
EXCHANGE

WD-40

399

Sale

Mastercraft 3-Year Battery

2-Gal. Gas Can

• Group 22F 24 or 24F
• 12 volt
• 7670201(Z),0409(Z)

• Self-venting pour
spout
• 638-5033(Z)

0607(z)

3 I,

)2r

24

141,

310

ISO

ISO

Sale4
99
Grease Gun
• Automatically sizes Itself
for cartridge or bulk
loading
• 752-2709(Z)

jiL :7_ _a
-ai jr
.,400.
. 4jje
t

Sale
i

ç,(1

Sale Graas• Cartri •
• Multi-purpos• lithium
• 752-6247(I)

Sale
644
•Luarlaatas andostops
squeaksalmostaverywhere
•11-ox. aerosol can.
•723-4160(Z)

codiet

loittspc:r
q
tter
nal
i
agla

Sale
Oil Dri

Ii

• Removes 4 times its own weight
in rust
• Coats metal to prevent further
rust
• 8-oz
• 721-1402(Z)

Heavy Duty
Cushion
• Multi-colored spring
lilted cushion
•efs ell regular car seats.
• 36- x 20'
• 717-3651(2)

999
Sale
15- Pc.
Socket Set
• drive
•Inc ratchet. 5
extension, spin
disc. spark plug
ratchet. 10sotkiits
7/16- to 1'
• Weirs,* warranty
• 726-1795(Z)

2 .3 f.1 _,i -„te. . 0 0.0.1 2s,7„. . A. .•3i

. i.....zscA:Is. 1.1
-..t

1 1.1

62-Pc. Socket Set
• a and . drive
• Metric and SAE
• 726-1936(2)

I,

PANASONIC

Sale
1897
Panasonic AM/FM
/MIAS!/We%
Sale

Portable Radio
• AM FM AC DC with slide rule dial
• Earphone external speaker jack
• 2 AA batteries (not incl ) or line
cord • ration
• 207-1496(2)

4
99

Soundesign Port. Cassette
• Lightweight cassette unit with headset
• Push button controls. right left channel
control, auto stop
• 211-1557(Z)

Sale

5

6
97

F)(

2880°

Sharp Carousel
Microwave Oven

MEMOREX

99

Sale

Sale

• Carousel rotates for uniform cooking
• Five variable cooking settings
• Signal bell and oven light
• Safety interlock system
• 32 OHMS.
• One cubic foot capacity.
•6-ft. cord with 3.5MM
• 22"w x
x 15.d.
'stereo plug
•' home stereo adapter • 226-0206(Z)
• 204-1061(Z)

Numark
Headphones

rot rv( )/ 1 11

90•Min. Cassette
Recording Tapes
• en of 2

Nurruirk

YOUR
CHOICE
VIDEO OLYMPICS

Sale

97 AL
ATARI
EACH

Atari Cartridges
• Choose Basketball,
Video Olympics or
Al, & Sis Battle.

• 227-1450(Z), 1310(2).

1302(n

39

EACH

Sale4999
Krim)
In-Dash AM/FM
Radio w/Cassefte

•Auto stop, paum con-

trot. built-in condenser mike. Uses 4
"C" balls.(not Ina).
•211-

Sale

• Features AM/FM stereo cassette !Sayer.
channel switch and mounting Aitrdwam.

Sale

• 1488

2988
Regina
Illoctriltbroom

aim"
Zoom Broom
•comae.1404-

•AtSuatstils dial hood lot carpal or
Boor cleaning.
•Espy to empty did cup.
•221-2017(Z)
page 10

/MAIM

Panasonic
AM/FM Cassette
Recorder

Bissell

weight carpel
semepor.
•Lift-oti dust pans
•221-1114(Z)

Sale89•
88
Eureka Upright

•Features e-poellIon
nap, edge cleanse. headlight.
• FREE 11.-pc tool kit
• 221-1
.
10(1)
UREKS
R E K J
FREE
ACCESSORY SET

rIMETI2r",

YOUR CHOICE

PAICROWAVE

COOK WAR

'Sale

_1266
EACH

Sale‘.

Round Bacon Rack
• 130-5473(Z)

Rival 1 -Qt.
Crock-ette

Microwave Side Dish
• 130-5549(Z)

• Ideal for singles
and side dishes
• Signal light rernovablo•
stoneware
• 8 wide 5 high
• 163 1969(1)

3-Pc. Utensil Set
• 130-5317(Z)
pozmott.Hoonkr,

Sale Price $19.99
Mfr. Rebate -5.00
'--1"71"7'
- "7-

7

ntst $14.99
Horelco
Dial-A-Brew II
Coffeemaker

Sale

"Mill"ill" 11
88

Hamilton Beach Mixette

• Brews 3-10 cups of coffee
• Shower head wets grounds
evenly
•Incl, glass carafe and 25 filters
• 161-4569(2)

• Lightweight one hand operation
• 3-speed
• Convenient for right or left hand
• May be hung or stands on shelf
• 162 6142(Z)

YOUR CHOICE

Sale
II EACH

Cook le Sheet
• 117-1701(2)

Brownie &
Biscuit Pan
• 117-1962(Z)

Loaf Pan
• 117-2014(2)

Proctor-Silex
2-Slice Toaster
• Bread brain control
• Chrome with white
end panels
• 158-1566(2)

111111111Il1i

Sale

t484

499
Eloc. Charcoal
Lighten.
6 2724006(Z)

Sale
102E.
le- Picnic Grill
•Flip over folding legs;
podliva geld aigusintant.

•272-izi3ra

Sale

1499

Folding Grill

• IS diameter.
• Ideal lot camping.
• Fold-N-Lok legs and
chrome plaled grid.
• Wends 22- high.
•272-1421(Z)

Sale

399

3-Pc. Stainless
Steel Bowl Set
• 3-qt 1 qt and -.-qt bowls
• 117-2139(2)

14:ter
limoltoy Jo•
Wobor Kettle
• 14.fr," diameter
• Collapsible legs
• 272-211111(Z)

R 11
.....4•66.

Sale

Sale
79

9999

12L.-oz
Spray Paint

Single Burner
Gas Grill

• For Interior or exterior us*
• Assorted colors
• NO11-1011C, safe for
children's furniture
• 579-4011(Z) thru 4904(Z)

Sale
39

Remington
.22 Ammo

neeNNI

•long rifle high velocity shells.
• 100-pack
100-PACK
•607-1595(Z)

• 252 sq. in. cooking area.
• 18.000 BTU.
• Aluminized steel burner.
• Complete with 20-tb. tank
• Black finish.
• 272-2190(Z)

YOUR CHOICE899

Sale

Sale

9s_oz_

Pro Hair Dryer
Handyman
Polysheeting
• 10 x 25 extra strong
4-mil polysheeting
• Clear or black
• 323-0570(Z). 0596(Z)

• 2-speed. 4 heat settings
• 1250 watts
• 160-1671(Z)

TOTAL HARDVARE

Flavorhousow
Peanuts
• II-oz. ler of roasted

"My Curl"
Curling Iron

peanuts.
• Vacuum-packed for
freshness.
• 130-2967(Z)

• interchangeable sizes 'AT or k•
barrels
• Brush and comb
•160-3109(Z)
attachnienes41 1MIL.

Early Bird Sale
Specials Throughout
the Store

Shop Early for
Best Selection
Quantities Limited

CoasttoCoast

?CO

At Coast To Coast
A Satisfied Customer
Is Our Most
Important Product

COAST TO COAST
HARDWARE

SUPPLEMENT TO
MURRAY LEDGER
a TIMES

Central Center
Phone: 753-8604

Murray, Kentucky 42071
Visa and MasterCard Honored Here
Store Hours: Daily 8:30 AM-9 PM
Sunday Noon-6 PM
SALE ENDING DATE POSTED IN STORE
SALE STARTS WEDNESDAY
FOR 7 BIG DAYS

V201111.

SALE
ENDS
SAT.,
MAR. 19
W.
Honor

Your
0101co 4
Urril3Jars
Oty Rooslod Pommes
rogukir 01 1614-oe
dry roosted peanuts.

toVollyInoiuk°
4-p* yarn of

II

Sale
Price
Limit 2
book,Dove Obh loop
ialhorklg dish soap for
trim dean Mhos.32 oz.•

cim6

weird 00111111N1

670

aribitak

19

99

8r

Our Reg
0Our Reg.
Ow Rog.
1.93
1.58
99c
°Sale
Frice
K masts Aluminum Pea 10.1b.• Cat Lifter
Pkg.Of 3Cram*legs Lux lath SoapSqi
Milk chocolate with Bath-size beauty Vorsatlie for home and With natural ground
for odor control
creme center.4.11 oz'. soap. 4.75-oz. net wt. kitchen use. 12"x75. clay
•NW 01
obleig•

2

29

Ea -Our
Reg 56C
3 3r7P" '
.57°u
Primer
Colophon* Tope
Spray Paint Or
AL purpose tape in
block
or
Gray primer
or white point 13 oz • '4 x1500" MA Save
•04•I yr,

4.11111r11

Inwftler
The Saving Place'

250/00 $6
9.96PEr
Misses% Junior Acllorvw•ar
Fleecy Cresian• acrylic/cotton
sweat shirt or sweat pantS. 7.47.
AdmeeDINA Celenbelle beg Me

Savo 2.96

Our Reg. 8.90
Moos'Comfortable tAuulktuus
A pleasure to wood Polyester/
cotton in prints. Patch pockets.

Your Choice
• Our Peg 17 96-18 97
Now Showing At K mart* ... Spring Collection Of Exciting New Dresses
The latest fashion looks, the newest details on styles designed for
dress or casual wear Polyester, blends in solid colors, prints, more.

6,94)

Save 2.07
Pr.
Pr.
Special
?t
sor7
r Reg.
Purchase'
Women's Oboe Nylon Joggers
Uglily/eight Joggers Per Orris
Hove podded collar and insoles, imi- Nylon on long-Re sole. Podded
tation suede trim. Long-lie outer sole. collar and insole. 124-3. Save

6.90
'

<wanner'<mailable

1

Save 6.96
Our Reg 21 96

10

4.97
Our Reg 14 97

Trend-setting Fashion Jackets

Spirited Award Jacket For Men

Spring's freshest styles and colors
in polished polyester/cotton.

Nylon taffeta with cotton flannel
lining and knit collar Snap front

7.90

Pt.

Your Choice

Save 2.97
Our Reg 997

Men's 2-button Terry Knit Tops
Polyester/cotton Solid colors con
frosting trim Hemmed bottom

$12

Save 5.97

Ow Rog. 10.90-11.90
Our Reg. 17.97
Cantataly Padded Tree Jogging Shoos For Mon And Says
Handsome Rustler' Jeans For Mon
Hylon/suedeloggen YAM padded vinyl collar. Insole and tongue. Long- Pre-washed Cotton denim with eyewearing soil.tAion's sizos boys 2H-6 In blue only. Shop and says now.
catching back pocket detailing.

$10

Save 2.97

Our I.?..%j 12
Rawlings' Sporty Tops For Men
Polyester/cotton knit polo
shirts Solid colors with turn

$15

Save 3.97

Our Reg le 97
Pants With Drawstring Waist
Men's 3-pocket, pull-on pants of
easy-core polyester/cotton twill

Our
Reg.
497

Our
Reg
997

Ea.
Our
5.97

Tot toys Slack Set
Knit shirt twill slacks of
polyester/cotton 2-4

Save 51
Our Reg.
684
Comfort Top Kne•-hl's
Nylon/spandex.Reinforce
toe. Regular and queen 9-1

Pkgs.
Pkg.01100Clefts* Mors
Disposable; If most MAo.
matic drip coffee Molten.

TO
Pis
Ho

Penlesdk• CSearter
Multipurpose. 32-t oz
with

trigger

sprayer

68 .64.11y.

Weal Wool Pads
Grades 00, 1 and 2. For
home improvement tasks.

Pkg.-Out
689-944
lveteedr
Pkg. of two "C" or "Cr
co& or 1, 9-V trandstor..

WTI
v:"i49

tor t

ve 51
Reg
his
In force•
9-1

64

Pr
Girls'
Misses'
Opaque Nylon Knee-tills
Basic colors. 8-9y3,9-H.
4.. Pr. 540
/
Toddlers'6-S1

11.04NO - 01)4111•

COMPARE AND
Jo
SAVE ON OUR
OWN BRANDS!.41..c.flriq„PiDeodoC
roll-on

rant

2 5-oz • roil-on
Regular scent

Iseline
I

2 5-oz'roil on
Pleasing scent

rzmi)

COMPARE

2.31 97° 2.57
Intensive Care
15-oz.' Vaseline'
lotion with pump.
•1 os

300 43-ttps'
K mart' Lotion Johnson's • Powder K mart' Powder
Double-tipped
and
baby
For
power
1641.-01. size. Gentle
grown-ups 24 oz' cotton swabs
for skin care for baby 24 oz •
Nosi.

K mart' Swabs
300 double
tipped swabs

•

OUr
568
lir

COMPARE

Toilet Seed
Pleasantly scent _
lap over the bovA

1
,
46

1.59 1.11 97° 77° 1.68 e/c
Ne'Shampoo
Extra-body tormula. 16-11. oz.

iAC

K mart' Shampoo
Balsam and
protein. 24-fl. oz.

Dow* Clean*, K morr Cleaner
For bathroom Disinfects and
deodorizes
Disinfects

Lysor Spray
Disinfectant
Original scent

K mart' Spray
Disinfects. helps
clear air Save

...11•••

37 .w

OSCIvis 39%
Reg
616

60ifels.
itVe
4"
x601M
-for home and clam

Windex'Cleaner
Aerosol window
Owner.20 oz.'
••••is,

K mart' Aerosol
Leaves windows
sparkling. 190
'NO ift

lasy-on• Starch K mart' Starch 7-os.• Glade' Mist Our Preshes•er
In choice of
Soseds ironing. Starch as you Air freshener
fragrances 7 oz
Choice of scents
22-oz.' spray. - Iron. 23 oz
04•A TA
'Pletuk

•Plaid_

'WI1•1

39.96

Your
Choice
Famous-maker Watches For Men, Women
Striking analog styles with 17 tewel Of quartz
movement Calendar designs tool Save

26.22 37.48 S2.47
10-digit Printing Calculator
Our Reg. 34.97, L.0 D readout, memory, printout. Save,

Desktop Printing Calculator
10-dIgit Desk-top Calculator
Our R•g. 49.97, 10-digit with 4- Our Reg. 69.97, Printing calkey memory. Save time, money. culator with 4-key memory.
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"Santa Caw

Our Neg.147,Mir V_F_alholoth..
Our Ileg 2.97.14V)óW%MC

Classic
117
1.97

lairre
4,
°1
111Celand

.. 1.37
2.97

•

2.57

choice of caws
Our Reg. 3.97
22x44"Size
Thksfy,Sheered Terry ilelh Towel
Cotton/polyester.fringe.jacquard border.

3.97

Choice01 Colon
Sale Price
24x44"Size
Mk Sheered Terry Velour Belk Towel
Cotton/polyester xvilti deCerti piping.Save.

6.88

Your Choice
Our Reg.8.57
Pr. Of Wkidew Curtains Or Shower Curtain
Wipocieon vinyl in a rainbow 01 shodes.

••

Our Reg. 2.46-6.73 Ea

Your Choice

1.96T04.7

Storage Mates Modular Storage Units
Create a storage system with stackable plastic
boxes or convenient platform on wheels Colors

Our 2.46,14x7x4'." lox
Our 2.64,14,0'7" Box
Our 3 27,14x14x4' "lox
Our 3.61.14x14x7" lox
Our 3.116.14x7x13." Box
Our 4.76.13x13x3 ,." Platform
Our 6.73,14x14x131
/
4"lox

Ea .1 96
Ea .1 96
la , 2.44
Ea , 2 96
Ia., 296
10.3.44
Ia.. 4.73

Our {.'ej

•
Handsome Wall Units

titi 7 7 88
In Three Styles
Open bookcase library with sliding doors , )r
wall unit with drop lid desk PQM( leboard

Ato

9

, es
'44111111111.1

I VW IJIMID INUSAIITT
• pep ••••WAN wan,••••I ••••••
W." 10.1.•••,
oblyrsga
0.04.•.• • I ••••
ate p. Merl s,•• •••..r.1

Wan 03.
14171".“4"."'"

•

19.97.

*send MICA Oven Cooker/Pryer
CoOtts.Ines or steams Aluminum basket

pima
ame
1.114.97

That's Coffee' Automatic Cottee Maker
Brews 2-10 cups."Coffee Thrfft" system
NOW.Mod to rol* S eftrulnlion

9.99

Sale Price "Gorden Pattern" fl-speed Nand Mixer
Twin chrome beaters with puitriZiffrofffekiase

JEW

Assembled
Our Reg 82 38

4=11
ler
The Saving Place

.99
.77

6999
Unassembled.
64 47

Feature-pocked 20" High-rise Bike For Girls
High rise handlebars rocing soddle coaster broke

Assembled
Our Reg 83 43

Boys' 20""Trait 1000" With High-rise Handlebars
3MX grips, rot trap pedals. coaster broke. pods

• IS NOM P
Pm.
hossoo
Irsoos ors b s
swam Ors ONO Soar
so MS

Price
40INV
110M011111111h
X mon.
Iaw P.
loss aClOni
ihMbOlo

10.• Paw Coo
Istiolle

13.9

-5.
8.9

1.27:no

Lislibilite mime
Mg"cartridges.
moat
I.Paco
too Factory
Rebate
Tata OW COO
Mass Sabaler

19.97
-5.00
14.97

ANL

FILTER •011"

Save 32.97

Save 7.97-17.97

Sole Price

$v•36% Our 2.37 Ia. Sow 28%

917

$27p3

1.47

2 2

Our Reg
149.97
AM/FM Cosset% Stereo

Wlth grophec equalizer

497-14.97
97-44.97

Coaxial Speakers
SY." o 6x9" 50 watts.

K mod'011 Miter

OW 3.96 Saw 28% Our 19.88

2.97 13.97

NUR
For
*MTV
CD-26 ON Treatment
l'h-gal. Gas Con

For many U.S.. imports 1541 -oz size cons.

Top vent, spout

4-pc. Carpeted Mot SN
2front and 2 rear mats

Available At Your Neighborhood- IC-mad

